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Abstract 

This thesis works to reveal Freirean theory underlying cultural pedagogy, as it has developed in 

Aotearoa New Zealand and considers how this re-exposed theory can support the cultural 

practice of Pākehā teachers’ working with Māori students in the English-medium system.  

The thesis is comprised of three interrelated parts; a critical discourse analysis, a participant-

observer case study of a professional learning circle and a critical reimagining of practice.  

Part 1, the critical discourse analysis, presents Freire’s theorising of four key ideas; 

conscientisation, generative themes, dialogic practice and praxis, and surveys discursive shifts 

and critique. It then considers how these ideas have travelled into educational policy, 

particularly the Tātaiako document, professional learning and practice. Finally, the discourse 

analysis outlines how Freire’s ideas might work to strengthen teachers’ cultural practice.  

Part 2, the case study, presented as narrative chronicles, retheorises the professional learning 

circle (PLC) as a Freirean culture circle and positions teachers’ observations of practice as 

coded situations. Working as critical friends, teachers in the PLC decoded their cultural 

practice. Teachers were able to think more effectively about their cultural practice as they 

applied theory that reflected the tensions they experienced in practice.  

Part 3 of the thesis uses chronicle and feminist judgment writing as models for a critical 

reimagining of cultural practice. Critical reimagination is positioned as a powerful tool for 

changing teachers’ thinking and explores how a critical shift in perspective can effect change in 

practice. Part 3 identifies humour as an important interface in cultural practice. It explores how 

humorous classroom interactions are characterised by Freirean understandings of love, hope and 

imagination. Part 3 uses chronicle to critically reimagine humour as an open, warm relationality 

and as an invitation to engage, rather than as a challenge.  
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Glossary 

Māori Terms:  

 

Aroha Love, compassion, empathy 

Hākari To adorn, to feast 

Hapū Sub-tribe 

Hau Breath of life 

Hui Meeting, gathering 

Iwi Tribe 

Kāhui Ako Communities of learning 
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Kuia Woman elder 

Kura kaupapa Māori Māori-medium school 

Mana Unique force/power, authority, integrity 

Mana wāhine Feminine strength, a feminist approach 

Māori  Indigenous people of Aotearoa New Zealand 

Māoritanga Māori culture, practices and beliefs  

Marae A sacred complex of buildings, the focal point for 

community life  

Mātauranga Māori Body of Māori knowledge  

Maunga Mountain 

Maunga tūpuna Ancestral mountain 

Mauri Life force 

Mokopuna Grandchild, descendant  

Pākehā The Māori language term for white settlers to Aotearoa New 

Zealand 

Pākehātanga Pākehā culture, practices and beliefs 

Pipi A shellfish abundant in estuaries and beaches 

Pōwhiri Ceremony of welcome/encounter 

Pūrākau Story, ancient legend 
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Rūnanga Council, board 

Taha Māori A Māori dimension  

Tangihanga Rites for the dead, funeral 

Taniwha Powerful water spirit or creature 

Tapu Sacred, prohibited, restricted, set apart 

Te ao Māori The Māori world 

Te Puni Kōkiri Ministry of Māori Development 

Te reo Māori language  

Te reo me ōna tikanga The Māori language and its customs 

Te wiki o te reo Māori Māori language week 

Tikanga Cultural practice, rule, plan, method, custom 

Tumuaki Principal 

Tūrangawaewae The place where one has the right to stand and to reside 

Waiata Song/s 

Waiata tautoko Song of support 

Wairua Spirit, soul 

Whaea Aunty, mother, familiar address for a woman of the next 

eldest generation 

Whakapapa Genealogy 

Whakataukī Proverbial saying 

Whakawhanaungatanga Getting to know one another, introductions and forming 

kinship links      

Whānau Extended family, kin group, a collective 

Whānau hui Meeting for family or members of a collective 

Whanaunga Kin 

Wharekai Dining hall at a marae 

Wharekura Māori-medium high school 

Wharenui Carved meeting house 

Whare Wānanga / Wānanga University, traditional places of higher learning 

Whenua Land 

 

 

Acronyms: 

BES Best Evidence Synthesis – the Iterative Best Evidence 

Synthesis programme is accessed via the Ministry of 

Education’s Education Counts website. It is a strategy 

designed to build and strengthen the knowledge and 

evidence base that informs educational policy and practice in 

New Zealand. Covering a broad range of educational areas, 

the BES Iterations have been widely influential and are 

being republished in summary on the UNESCO website. 

There are two selected BES included in the policy outline in 

Table 1 as they are two that have had significant influence 

on educators’ thinking in Māori education. 
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CoL Communities of Learning 

ETP Effective Teaching Profile – published by Bishop and 

Berryman (2009) as part of the Te Kotahitanga project, 

describes actions that constitute effective teaching practice. 

IBRLA Bishop & Glynn’s (1999) initiation / benefits / 

representation / legitimation / accountability framework  
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TKI Te Kete Ipurangi – the Ministry of Education resource 

website for educators. 
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Prologue – The Trick of Standing Upright Here 

 

Not I, some child born in a marvellous year, 

will learn the trick of standing upright here. 

      —Allen Curnow 

    The skeleton of the great moa in the  

    Canterbury Museum, Christchurch 

The trick of standing upright here 

is the trick of using both feet. 

Being born is casting on a row of stitches. 

It is a whenua in a plastic bag in the freezer. 

Bread is walking back from a dairy with milk. 

It is the smell inside of tea-towels. 

Red is the sun burning at dusk. 

It is kowhaiwhai curling around a rafter. 

Meeting is the grip inside a hand. 

It is the sound of wet lips. 

Black is the colour of the sky at night. 

The clothes of old women at church. 

White is the sun's paint. 

Flax drying on a fence. 

A feast is the warm order of plates on a tablecloth. 

It is a fat kettle of tea squeezing between tables. 

Seafood is fish on the plate with lemon. 

It is the rattle of cockles in a pot. 

Singing is the wind in the trees like a choir. 

It is Tom Kelly crooning at three in the morning. 

Laughter is the sound of hands clapping. 

It is a row of cans falling off a shelf. 

Sleep is the feel of clean sheets on skin. 

The soft gaps between people on floors. 

The sky is a lid left off a tin of biscuits. 

It is a man making love to a woman. 

The sea is an uneven playing field. 

It is the blue eyes of a god. 

Remembering is a statue in a park. 

It is a face carved in wood. 
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Growing old is a pattern fading on a dress. 

It is collecting pipi at low tide in an apron. 

Dying is a casket the shape of a keyhole. 

It is a long walk north to the cape. 

The art of walking upright here 

is the art of using both feet. 

One is for holding on. 

One is for letting go. 

—Glenn Colquhoun (1999, pp. 32–33) 

 

 

Colquhoun’s poem is one of many literary engagements with poet Allen Curnow’s 1943 poem 

“The Skeleton of the Great Moa in the Canterbury Museum” (Curnow, 1979) in which he 

concludes, 

 Not I, some child born in a marvellous year, 

 Will learn the trick of standing upright here 

The notion of “standing upright” has become a shorthand amongst Pākehā New Zealanders to 

describe their wrestle with a settler-coloniser identity.  

Throughout the time that I was working on this thesis I had Colquhoun’s poem displayed across 

one wall of my high school English classroom. The display became tatty, as students 

highlighted, annotated and re-pinned stanzas. We used the poem to talk about our own cultures 

and as a model to write about who we are. 

Colquhoun’s poem became a potent tool in my classroom because it demonstrates to Pākehā 

students that the way they eat, sing, grieve, make art, think, laugh and live is just as cultural as 

their “other” classmates. For many Pākehā students this was a new thought and it was a tricky 

thought. It is a tricky thought, an idea that is at once self-evident and yet complex. It forms the 

essence of this thesis which is the product of my wrestling, over a long period of time, with “the 

art of walking upright” in my classroom. 

Chapter 1 opens this wrestling with a chronicle. This is a personal narrative that draws together 

experiences to form the backdrop of my project. The chronicle has been composed to capture 

formative influences and ideas that I will return to and carefully consider throughout the thesis.
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Chapter 1. A Chronicle to Begin 

I wipe down the last of the long tables. Laughing girls bump and push their way outside to 

reconvene in front of the wharenui as Aunty B retunes her guitar. At the back of the marae 

kitchen, sun and steaming tea warm the faces of the kaumātua who have just welcomed my 

daughter’s class for a weekend of kapahaka practice. The conversation shifts back and forward 

between the next rūnanga agenda and the fortunes of the local rugby team. I pick up the kettle 

and head over to refill the proffered mugs. Tea streams from the pot, already milky. It makes me 

smile as I think of Colquhoun’s couplet: 

A feast is the warm order of plates on a tablecloth, 

It is a fat kettle of tea squeezing between tables. 

In his poem “The trick of standing upright here,” Colquhoun is grappling with Allen Curnow’s 

(1979) old question, can we Pākehā learn to live with integrity in Aotearoa New Zealand? 

I had not encountered milky tea, straight from the pot, until, at 14, I joined my school kapahaka 

group. Practising for my first PolyFest with this group, I spent weekends at local marae and 

everything, including the food, felt unfamiliar to me. I struggled to find my balance. Milky tea, 

made in the pot and served at the long tables of a marae dining room, is always a reminder to 

me that the warmth of the wharekai has not always felt so familiar. 

Almost three decades later, I am much more comfortable at the marae, but I am still wrestling 

with Curnow’s question. How do I walk upright here? How do I, as a Pākehā teacher, work 

with integrity? These questions are always at the back of my mind and why I am happy to sit 

down for a few minutes with Matua T while he drinks his brew. He is warm and welcoming, 

with a ready smile and story, always infused with humour and wisdom. The thriving local 

wharekura stands as testament to his convictions regarding kaupapa Māori education. He has 

worked tirelessly with others to author a counter-narrative to the dominant story of Māori 

education in our community. Today, he tells me about the postgraduate work he is 

contemplating, reflecting on his experiences as an educator and tumuaki. He asks how my own 

study is going and I mention my perennial questions. 

“You know,” he pauses and looks directly at me for the first time, “I think only us Māori can 

teach our kids … I think it’s something about the humour. And you can’t learn that at training 

college.” 
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I smile as a familiar dismay descends. What my academic self has learnt to call “dissonance.” I 

understand what he is saying and I recognise the truth in it. Yet, the reality for me is that when I 

return to school on Monday, and my Year 12s try, one more time, to untangle Colquhoun’s 

couplets, there will be Māori students in my class – even though, as a Pākehā, I might “not be 

able to teach” them.  

- - -  

Monday 8.10am, small knots of students dot the school grounds. Huddled against a bite in the 

wind, they review the events of the weekend. Some pause in their conversations as I make my 

way from car to classroom. 

“Morning.” 

“Kia ora Whaea, can you unlock our room?” 

“Morning Miss” 

I smile and greet each one, the transformation, from mum to Miss, complete. 

“Lindsay Fish!” The laughing voice cuts across the basketball court as a group of boys, warm 

from their game, approaches. 

“Wiremu Banks,” I reply, “Good to see you.” 

“Miss, it’s Wills. Only my Nan calls me Wiremu,” eyes sparkling he continues, “You know … 

only old ladies.” 

Still bouncing the ball, his mate sniggers. 

“Well Wills, this is true,” I pause unlocking my door, “But just remember, I didn’t have all this 

grey hair before I met you.” He grins. “See you Period One. With your Colquhoun poetry.” I 

call to his retreating back, as I offload bags and head to the staffroom for morning briefing. 

In the queue for coffee, teachers are engaged in the rapid-fire conversations that seem to 

characterise our days. As I sit down, Jo moves across to take the seat next to me and begins 

with no preamble, “I heard Wills calling out to you just now.” I take my first sip. “He’s started 

doing the same to me, you know, calling me ‘Jo’ and in class too.”  

I turn and nod, “What have you said to him?” 

“Well, I feel really awkward. It’s a fine line between having a joke and being disrespectful. I 

can sense his friends watching me. You know, to see how I react … she trails off. 
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“Sure.” As the leadership team files in to start briefing, my mind circles back to the marae 

kitchen and Matua T.’s proclamation. “Let’s talk about this at our learning circle on Thursday 

morning. I think it would be a useful situation to discuss as a group.”  

The catalyst that propelled me back to University, was at once straightforward and complex. I 

was motivated to reflect on my own experiences as a Pākehā teacher of Māori students in 

English-medium high schools. I wanted to better understand the context within which I was 

located and how this affected my work. I was teaching in an environment that required schools 

to ensure Māori educational success as Māori (Durie, 2001; Ministry of Education, 2009, 2013). 

I wanted to try to understand what this meant and how I might participate in this as a Pākehā 

teacher. There had been a lot of research published in the area of cultural pedagogy (Gay, 2010; 

Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2009; Paris & Alim, 2014) and much specifically addressed my context 

in Aotearoa New Zealand (Bishop, 2011; Berryman & Eley, 2017; Bishop & Glynn, 1999) but 

the professional learning environment was unpredictable. Initiatives, imperatives, funding and 

contracts were constantly shifting, meaning it was difficult to gain a sustained or useful 

understanding of what cultural pedagogy research and literature might look like in practice. This 

thesis is the product of my wrestling with the implications of cultural pedagogy for my practice 

as a Pākehā teacher of Māori students in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Me and Ms Grey 

Having trained in 2000 as a teacher of English and te reo Māori, I plunged into my teaching 

career, a naïve 22-year-old. Whilst naïve, I was reflective and often did ask myself the question 

“How can I be an effective teacher of Māori students?” One of the first experiences to shake my 

confident approach came from an unlikely quarter. It was the launch of the animated television 

series, bro’Town (Cowley, 2004). bro’Town is a comedy series that tracks the (mis)adventures 

of four Pasifika and Māori boys in a New Zealand suburb, not unlike the one in which I found 

myself.  

A minor character in the show is Ms Lynn Grey, the boys’ Pākehā teacher. I watched as Ms 

Grey did her best to relate to and teach her students. In one episode, having studied Whale Rider 

(Ihimaera, 1987), Ms Grey puts to use her smattering of laboured te reo and takes the class on a 

marae stay. The comedy works because the character, in essence, is recognisable. When I 

watched Ms Grey I laughed and cringed because in some ways I recognised myself and my own 

flawed practice. While Ms Grey’s efforts could be dismissed as tokenistic and a joke, they also 

touched on my own vulnerabilities.  
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By the time I started this doctoral project I was working as the Head of Faculty of Language and 

Literacies at Wahapū College, a co-ed school of 850 students, serving a small rural, coastal 

town. I was also a teacher in our school’s whānau class, supporting Māori students, who made 

up 19% of the school’s population, and their whānau with pastoral care.  

Throughout my time teaching, I continued to have “Ms Grey moments,” experiences that made 

me reconsider what I was doing. My kitchen encounter with Matua T, described in the opening 

chronicle, was one and another occurred as I read Jenny Lee’s (2008) interview with Awa 

Hudson. Jenny had been my first teacher of te reo and Awa had taught Jenny at a school in 

which I subsequently worked. I had been privileged to benefit from the shared wisdom of both 

these teachers. In her interview, Awa says that “there is only one rongoa [medicine] for our 

people, it is to give them their people” (p. 242). Such encounters, with people I respected so 

much, kept me thinking about my place in the work I was doing. My reflections began to shift 

from my initial question of, “How can I be an effective teacher of Māori students?” to “Can I be 

an effective teacher of Māori students?” As a Pākehā, is it possible for me to work as a teacher 

of Māori students, effectively and with integrity?  

I was experiencing growing discomfort with the discrepancies between my intentions, my 

actions and the outcomes produced by my work. There was a disconnection between my 

understanding of myself as an individual with positive intentions for my Māori students and my 

understanding of myself as an agent of a system that continued to produce inequality and 

injustice for Māori students. These two, equally true, aspects of who I am as a Pākehā teacher 

create tension and conflict as they jostle in my consciousness and influence my actions. I 

continue to wrestle with my understanding of myself and my role. This doctoral project is my 

attempt to take seriously that wrestling and engage with it productively. 

I will begin by introducing myself, identifying my position and the understanding from which I 

start this project.  

I am a Pākehā New Zealander, raised by middle-class professionals in suburban Auckland. I 

was educated in English-medium schools in the 1980s and 90s. I started learning te reo Māori at 

high school, because my mother insisted we all try a language, although she wasn’t concerned 

which language my brothers and I chose. At high school I was fortunate to encounter two 

talented and committed teachers of te reo Māori, Jenny Lee and Kelli Kawhia-Conrad. 

Although, outside of school, I had virtually no contact with te ao Māori, the foundation these 

teachers nurtured in the classroom and kapahaka group, encouraged me to continue my study of 

te reo at University. When I undertook teacher training in 2000, te reo became one of my 
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teaching subjects alongside English, and I have taught in English-medium high schools since 

2001. 

As I have worked within the English-medium system, I have simultaneously followed the strong 

critique of this system in academic literature. I have come to understand how this system shapes 

my actions to “conform to rules, codes and practices that disadvantage certain groups and 

privilege others” (Berryman & Eley, 2017, p. 8). Whilst my intention as a reflective teacher is 

that my actions benefit my students, I have come to understand myself, not just as a Pākehā 

teacher of Māori students but as a participant in a system “complicit in racist practices” 

(Berryman & Eley, 2017, p. 8). Bishop (2011) describes kaupapa Māori as a “counter-narrative” 

that demonstrates that the means to “addressing seemingly immutable educational disparities 

that plague Māori students in mainstream school actually lie elsewhere than in mainstream 

education” (pp. 72–73). So why not abandon the “mainstream” system? When I consider this 

alternative, participation data gives me pause.  

The vast majority of Māori students enrolled in school participate in the dominant English-

medium system. The vast majority of teachers within this system are Pākehā. Education Counts 

statistics (Ministry of Education, n.d.d) state that in July 2016, of the 187,731 Māori students in 

compulsory schooling, only 18,054 (9.6%) were enrolled in Māori-medium education, meaning 

more than 90% of Māori students are participating in the English-medium system where, in 

April 2015, 90.2% of teaching staff were non-Māori. Behind this data sit thousands of 

relationships between Pākehā teachers like me, and Māori students like mine. I want to consider 

how I might engage and work positively with the reality of the system we are all trying to 

navigate. 

As I have described in the Prologue, understanding my role and identity as a Pākehā teacher is 

an essential element of this work that I will continue to investigate throughout the project. I 

return to understandings of Pākehā identity in the central part of the thesis. Before I continue to 

outline my own positioning, I do want to pause to address the relationship of my work to 

kaupapa Māori theory and pedagogy. In her seminal work Decolonizing Methodologies, 

professor of indigenous education and Māori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith (2012) describes a 

kaupapa Māori approach as being defined and determined by Māori and for the benefit of 

Māori. This understanding of kaupapa Māori makes it a complex space for Pākehā to engage in, 

not least because the complexities Pākehā experience are, by definition, irrelevant to kaupapa 

Māori. It is for this reason that I do not teach in a kaupapa Māori setting or position this thesis 

as kaupapa Māori work. As a teacher of Māori students and an academic practitioner writing in 

this space, I understand that my work borders kaupapa Māori work and needs to align with and 
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benefit the work determined by the Māori community I work alongside. My understanding of 

kaupapa Māori theory and pedagogy has a real effect on my students. Kaupapa Māori is a 

decolonising approach and as Pākehā, we have our own decolonising work to do (Consedine & 

Consedine, 2001). Huygens (2011) outlines four aspects of this work as ideological, emotional, 

cultural and constitutional work. In working with Pākehā colleagues, I have sought to undertake 

some of this work.  

In my various roles at schools, I have had the opportunity to participate in and also facilitate 

professional learning that seeks to develop teachers’ understanding of their practice and 

engagement with Māori students. I have trained and worked as a facilitator in the Te 

Kotahitanga project and participated as a member of our school’s leadership group working 

with the Kia Eke Panuku and Poutama Pounamu projects. In working with these programmes, I 

have facilitated, over several years, professional learning focused on cultural pedagogy. As I 

worked in this space and engaged with the literature and policy documents of cultural 

pedagogy, I recognised the influence of Paulo Freire’s thinking in what I was reading. I came to 

view Freirean thinking as key to my understanding of cultural pedagogy, as it has developed in 

Aotearoa New Zealand. I had a suspicion that the more I understood Freire’s ideas, the more I 

would understand their continuing influence on the policy and pedagogical practice of education 

in Aotearoa New Zealand.  

Working within my own experience, I want to focus on strengthening Pākehā teachers’ 

engagement in cultural pedagogy. I want to investigate how, as Pākehā teachers, we can 

critically engage with cultural practice and productively negotiate the tensions that we 

experience in our pedagogy. As I have become more aware of Freire’s influence on cultural 

pedagogy, I have asked how foregrounding Freirean thinking in policy can support Pākehā 

teachers’ engagement in cultural practice.  

Guiding Questions and Project Structure 

My project seeks to investigate Freirean thinking and how it has influenced cultural pedagogy in 

Aotearoa New Zealand and explore the effects of using Freire’s ideas to retheorise cultural 

pedagogy in a way that might strengthen the educational practice of Pākehā teachers. To 

achieve this, I posed two guiding questions to frame my project: 

How have Freirean ideas influenced the development of cultural pedagogy in Aotearoa 

New Zealand? 

In what ways might an explicitly Freirean approach to professional learning contribute 

to cultural pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand? 
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The preliminary part of this project introduces myself and the framing components of the 

project. It is formed by Chapters 1 and 2. Chapter 1 has introduced myself and what has 

initiated this project. Chapter 2 orients the reader to the components that form the framework of 

the project.  

The central part of the project is comprised of three interrelated pieces of work.  

The first piece, Part 1, is a critical discourse analysis of four Freirean ideas; generative themes, 

conscientisation, dialogic practice and praxis. Chapter 3 introduces the methodology of the 

critical discourse analysis. Chapters 4 to 7 address each of these ideas in turn and interrogate 

them in terms of how Freire understood them, how they have moved through cultural pedagogy 

discourse, how they appear in the educational policy in Aotearoa New Zealand, in particular, 

Tātaiako: Cultural competencies for teachers of Māori students (Education Council, 2011), 

hereafter referred to as Tātaiako, and how they might be used to strengthen teachers’ cultural 

pedagogy.  

The second piece of work, Part 2, is a case study of a professional learning circle (PLC) that I 

facilitated and worked to retheorise as a Freirean culture circle. Chapter 8 describes the 

methodology and methods of the case study. Chapters 9 to 12 present case study chronicles that 

explore the ways in which Freirean ideas might be used to retheorise teachers’ professional 

learning, as a way of strengthening cultural pedagogy and practice.  

In Part 3 I work to reimagine practice. Chapter 13 describes the methodology of my 

reimagining. Chapters 14 to 16 explore critical reimagination as a useful component of the 

retheorised learning circle. They draw on the growing legal tradition of storying and feminist 

judgment writing for ideas and language to reimagine and strengthen cultural pedagogy. Part 3 

circles back to the opening chronicle and picks up the threads found there, using Freire’s ideas 

of love, imagination and hope to create an expanded understanding of Māori students’ humour. 

Part 3 uses the ideas and language of the retheorised PLC to respond to the challenges faced by 

the teachers described in the opening of Chapter 1.  

My concluding Chapter 17 reflects on the three pieces of work that form the project and 

responds to the framing questions.  

I have written the different pieces of work that constitute this project, as an academic 

practitioner, seeking to put scholarly work into service in my classroom and classroom 

experience into service in my academic work. As a result, this thesis retains the messiness of 

experience (Weatherall, 2019) as I write myself into the work. There is a to-ing and fro-ing as I 

seek to bring literature, theory and policy into relationship with experience and practice.  
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It is in the messiness of this to-ing and fro-ing that I have tried to articulate, the enigmatic 

aspects of teaching practice that are not readily reflected in data or policy alone, the aspects of 

practice that make teaching a craft, rather than a precise science. In doing so, I found myself 

drawn back, again and again to theory that spoke of love, of critical hope and of imagination. It 

was this theory that gave me the tools I needed, to think and write about my encounters with 

colleagues and students for whom love, hope and imagination underpinned positive practice. I 

found I had to take up Freire’s (1998b), challenge, to “dare in the full sense of the word, to 

speak of love without the fear of being called ridiculous, mawkish or unscientific” (p. 3). As 

hope, love and imagination became entwined in my writing, I found that the notion of humour 

was also being woven into the fabric of my work. As I traced this thread through literature and 

my research material, I came to see that for teachers and students, humour was an expression of 

love, imagination and hope. As a result, although I never set out to write about humour, it is 

there from the beginning, in my encounter with Ms Grey and Matua T and weaves its way right 

through to the end, as I reimagine cultural practice. Humour provides a potent way of talking 

about the ideas I have set out to explore.  

A Note on Terms  

I have used the terms cultural pedagogy and cultural practice throughout my project. Often the 

term “culture” is used to index “other”. The focus of this project however is to develop Pākehā 

teachers’ understanding of their own pedagogy as a cultural practice. Therefore, this is the 

context in which the terms cultural pedagogy and cultural practice are used in my project.  

The term “mainstream” is often used in policy and literature to denote the dominant English-

medium system of education in Aotearoa New Zealand. The seeming neutrality of the term has 

been critiqued by academics including Ann Milne, who uses the term whitestream to foreground 

the power dynamics of the system. In this thesis, I have used the term English-medium system. 

I have tried to maintain consistency in the terms that I have used to refer to participants in the 

education system. As this project is focused on the pedagogy and practice of classroom 

teachers, I have predominantly used the term “teacher.” I have used the term “educator” to 

indicate that I am including the wider educational community, including administrators and 

academics. I have occasionally used the term “practitioner” to emphasise the notion of practice.  

During the course of my project, at the end of September 2018, the Education Council changed 

its name to Teaching Council of Aotearoa New Zealand. The policy documents I have used in 

my discourse analysis and that are used by teachers in the case study were published by the 
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Education Council. For consistency, I have referred to the organisation as the Education 

Council throughout my project.  

A glossary of Māori terms and acronyms appears at the beginning of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2. Orienting to the Components of the 

Project 

This chapter works to orient the reader to the components that frame this project. It outlines 

Freirean thinking, its relationship to critical pedagogy and teachers’ professional learning, 

underscoring Freire’s concept of a critical hope as foundational to this project. It orients the 

reader to the development of cultural pedagogy, particularly as it has developed in the context 

of Aotearoa New Zealand and the educational policies that have facilitated this development. 

The chapter concludes with an introduction of Tātaiako, the policy document that now guides 

teachers’ cultural pedagogy. By presenting a genealogy of Tātaiako, this orienting chapter 

develops an understanding of how cultural pedagogy literature, policy and professional learning 

documentation has contributed to the shaping of teachers’ cultural practice as it is observed in 

my case study.  

Orienting to Freire 

Paulo Freire (1921–1997), a Brazilian educationalist, actively acknowledges within his work 

that he is located within a specific time and place, within a political and spiritual space and 

within a theoretical tradition. He acknowledges the ways in which the specificities of these 

locations influence his work and he encourages those who engage with his work to reinterpret it 

within their own context. To do this, it is useful to begin with some understanding of the 

specificities of Freire’s context. 

Born in Recife, in Northeast Brazil, Freire experienced periods of hardship in his childhood that 

he understood to delay and have a negative impact on his education, however he went on to 

access tertiary education and via a brief time working as a lawyer, entered the field of 

education. Freire’s career in education began with him teaching Portuguese. He soon worked 

within the educational administration of his area and eventually nationally. Freire’s developing 

thinking and practice, and a shifting political environment, resulted in him being exiled from 

Brazil from 1964 until his return in 1979. During this time of exile Freire worked in Chile with 

the Chilean Agrarian Reform Corporation. He spent a year at Harvard University and also 

worked out of Geneva, where his association with the World Council of Churches saw him 

supporting the establishment of literacy programmes in Guinea-Bissau and other developing 

regions emerging from colonisation (Bentley, 2020). Freire was a prolific writer. His numerous 

publications track the development of his thinking as he interprets those who influence him, 

including Marx, Hegel and Fromm, and as he develops his own pedagogical ideas. His 
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experiences influenced his shift towards a more radical political view, and he responded to 

commentary and critique of his work with further developments and clarifications of his own 

thinking. Following his sudden death in 1997 and several post-humous publications, there 

continues to be interpretation, application and critique of Freire’s work. My engagement with 

his ideas in this project will draw on both his own writing and the secondary literature of 

interpretation and critique. 

Essentially, Freire’s theory works against the banking model. Freire used this term to describe 

positivist methods of education he observed. In a banking model the teacher, having been 

objectified by a paternalistic system, in turn acts upon the student as object, thereby enforcing 

the teacher’s authority of knowledge which he or she deposits in the student. The student 

passively consumes the teacher’s knowledge. This banking model of education works 

antagonistically to maintain the divide of knowledge and power between the teacher and the 

student. In a banking model of education, the teacher’s power is maintained by acting as the one 

capable of depositing and withholding knowledge that in turn reproduces power. In contrast to 

the banking model of education, Freire develops a transformative approach, working to question 

and unsettle education through a critical pedagogy.  

An Understanding of Power 

Critical pedagogy works to understand how power operates through the production and 

circulation of knowledge. Giroux argues that in Freirean thinking, power and knowledge are not 

possessed by the teacher, rather “power works through the production, distribution and 

consumption of knowledge” (Giroux, 2010, p. 717). A transformative, critical pedagogy views 

power as flowing through both teacher and student, a force that engages both in relation to each 

other. This view makes critical pedagogy relational and dialogic. It constitutes teachers and 

students as productive participants in a critical process and as “informed subjects” (Giroux, 

2010, p. 717).  

Throughout this project I will use the term critical subject to refer to this construction of teacher 

and student as active subjects, engaged in the critical process of knowledge and power 

production. Much has been written concerning the subject and the term has been used in various 

ways. My use of the term critical subject keeps focus on two aspects of the subject important to 

this project. Firstly, the term critical subject positions teachers and students as subjects, as 

opposed to objects, making them active rather than passive. The critical subject is not only acted 

upon, but acts. Secondly, as critical subjects, teachers and students are contextualised – 

historically, socially and politically. The actions of a critical subject work to problematise and 
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transform those contexts. The role of the critical subject is central to Freire’s notion of 

conscientisation. I will return to examine Freire’s understanding of the subject, as well as 

critiques of this understanding, in more detail in my critical discourse analysis of 

conscientisation in Chapter 4.  

Positioning teachers and students as critical subjects, my project uses the lens of critical 

pedagogy to read the relevant cultural practice policy and theory, and uses a critical pedagogy in 

the construction of method. It is useful in this orienting chapter to describe in more detail what I 

understand by a specifically Freirean critical pedagogy. 

Orienting to Freire and Critical Pedagogy 

Critical pedagogy applies concepts from critical theory to education. Critical pedagogy 

understands education to be political – a decisive and powerful organising force in society and 

that the political nature of education shapes its purpose. Critical pedagogy acknowledges that 

education can work to create and enforce “privileging hierarchies of oppression” (McLaren, 

2007, p. 311) but equally, that a radically political critical pedagogy can produce spaces where 

students can reimagine and “recreate the world” (McLaren, 2007, p. 303).  

Freire’s critical pedagogy is essentially a praxis that involves critically reflecting on practice 

and theorising action. It is not a theoretical perspective removed from practice. The practice 

within which critical pedagogy operates is always contextualised. Nor in a critical pedagogy is 

action divorced from theory. The mechanistic enactment of practice without critical reflection is 

not a critical pedagogy. Freire (1970/2000) describes these two extremes as verbalism and 

activism respectively and insists they are to be avoided. It is rather in the indivisible solidarity 

of praxis that a critical pedagogy is achieved. The theorised practice and practised theory of 

critical pedagogy is an iterative (Shrewsbury, 1993), lived experience (Monchinski, 2010). 

As praxis, critical pedagogy analyses and critically describes the world that we live in and does 

not accept situations as inevitable. Its description of the world is politically, socially and 

economically critical, asking, “Why is it this way?” “Who benefits and who is curbed?” This 

process of unsettling and questioning is referred to by Freire (1970/2000) as problematising a 

situation. Through problematising a situation, it is possible to perceive and describe it with 

accuracy. The descriptive character of critical pedagogy is contextualising, linking theorising to 

lived reality. 

In avoiding a decontextualised, generalising approach, critical pedagogy works to make and 

remake ideas within the specificity of context. Critical pedagogy acknowledges the necessary 

incompleteness of its work and therefore remains open to critique and re-creation. 
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The Dialogic and Directive Tension 

An important critique to address at the outset of this project is the apparent conflict in Freire’s 

work between a dialogic and a directive approach to teaching. In Freire’s writing, a dialogic 

approach is characterised by the cooperation of subjects for the purpose of mutual learning. In 

contrast, a directive approach has one subject directing the attention and action of another. 

Tensions exist within Freire’s work (Freire, 1976, 1970/2000; Shor & Freire, 1987) and the 

secondary literature regarding the dialogic and directive approaches. Some readings of Freire’s 

critical pedagogy position it as purely dialogic (Biesta, 2017; Smidt, 2014; Taylor, 1993), whilst 

others (Freire & Macedo, 1987) identify both dialogic and directive elements within the 

pedagogy. Accepting the tension in Freire’s pedagogy between dialogue and direction raises a 

further tension – whether the co-existence of these apparently incompatible elements renders 

Freire’s theory incoherent. My project accepts Freire’s pedagogy as both dialogic and directive, 

and accepts this as a workable, productive tension. My interpretation of Freire’s dialogic 

pedagogy is explored in more detail in Chapter 6.  

Freire himself consistently addresses both the directive and dialogic elements of his theory, 

stating that a liberating teacher “cannot leave the students alone” (Shor & Freire, 1987, p. 171). 

Whilst some working in a Freirean tradition argue it is a purely dialogic pedagogy (Biesta, 

2017; Smidt, 2014; Taylor, 1993), this is not a position Freire himself adopts. A purely dialogic 

approach is often based on a reading of theory that is restricted to Freire’s earliest work. Even 

then, Freire (1970/2000) consistently describes this approach as a misreading of Pedagogy of 

the Oppressed, and one which facilitates critics’ charges against his work as being unrealistic 

and unachievable. Freire regards the critique that his work is purely dialogic, as a straw man 

argument, and repeatedly points to his discussion of directive teaching (Freire & Macedo, 

1987). 

What Freire argues against is the dichotomising of pedagogy, something he understands to be a 

trait of banking education. For Freire, dialogic pedagogy is not simply laissez faire spontaneity; 

equally, careful directive pedagogy is not necessarily manipulation. Whereas laissez faire 

spontaneity and manipulation are a pernicious binary, Freire argues that careful dialogic and 

directive pedagogy can exist in tension on a pedagogical continuum along which a teacher seeks 

to achieve balance.  

In this vein, Chambers (2019) argues that “in acknowledging all liberatory education contains 

an aspect of manipulation is not to advocate for [manipulation] but to acknowledge the 

inevitable imperfection of the educative act” (p. 40). Pursuit and manifestation of a balanced 

pedagogy is not impossible but it will be imperfect. When teachers understand that it is the 
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absence of dialogue, not the presence of direction, that is antithetical to a dialogic pedagogy, it 

is possible for them to pursue the imperfectly balanced educative act. When this is understood, 

teachers can pursue balance, not by “the abdication of directiveness” but by taking “ownership 

of directiveness” (p. 26) and equally facilitating dialogue. This approach enables teachers to 

pursue balance in their pedagogy even as they understand the educative act will remain 

imperfect. This is a hopeful pedagogy. 

I will return to explore the tension between a dialogic and directive approach further in Chapter 

5, as part of my discussion of generative themes.  

Orienting to Critical Pedagogy and Hope 

Foundational to Freire’s conception of critical pedagogy as a transformative action is his 

conception of hope. A psychological construction of hope describes it as a cognitive process 

that can be taught and instilled (Snyder, 2002). In contrast, Freire believes that hope is an 

essential component to be evoked. In Pedagogy of Hope Freire (1994) describes hope as an 

“ontological need” (p. 2) arguing that he is hopeful, not through training of his will but due to 

“an existential concrete imperative” (p. 2), going so far as to state that it is not possible for a 

person to exist without hope. This conception of hope aligns with Freire’s conception of 

humans as incomplete, always in the process of becoming – that is, always in the process of 

humanisation. It is this hopeful process of becoming that initiates curiosity and analysis, and 

makes education possible. Freire’s construction of critical pedagogy is essentially hopeful. 

Freire’s hopeful ideas have been characterised as utopian (D. E. Collins, 1998; Halpin, 2003), 

and he himself stated this explicitly writing, "my utopian dream has to do with a society that is 

less unjust, less cruel, more democratic, less discriminatory, less racist, less sexist" (Freire, 

1993, p. 115). The English term utopia derives from the Greek for “good place” and was used 

by Sir Thomas More as the title of his imaginative, sociopolitical satire, published in 1516 

(Buchanan, 2010). More’s text was the starting point for the codification in English of utopia as 

“any attempt to deliberately construct a world that was better than the existing world out of 

which it was produced” (Buchanan, 2010, para. 735). From this starting point a pejorative 

connotation of a utopia has developed, where it has come to imply something that is 

unattainable. Buchanan (2010) argues that this distorts our understanding of utopia to focus on 

the end result, whereas it is in fact “the process of imagining what it would take to make the 

present world different than it is” (para. 735) that is the true meaning of the term utopia. Freire’s 

original use of the Portuguese term “utópico” holds closer connotations to this original meaning 

of the utopian ideal. Utópico suggests a refusal to accept the status quo and a willingness to 
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question and make alterations (Taylor, 1991). This view of utopia aligns with Halpin’s (2003) 

construction of “ultimate hope” which directly links hope to a critical reimagining. Halpin 

describes ultimate hope as the ability to imagine a better society whilst understanding the 

obstacles that remain as challenges to this being realised. Freire’s use of utopian terminology 

has drawn criticism as idealistic. It is perhaps a pejorative view of a utopian ideal that sits at the 

heart of much of the criticism levelled against Freire’s critical pedagogy. Freire’s (1962) use of 

utopia and the notion of hope requires us to understand these terms to denote a critical process, 

what Marcel (1962) characterises as a “positive non-acceptance” (p. 52) and Freire calls an 

impatient hope. In order to walk this line of impatient hope – avoiding the traps of passive 

resignation or conversely, revolt – Freire argues that hope must be disciplined (Freire, 1994). 

Freire (1970/2000) describes the radical nature of hope as stimulating “the hoping subject to act 

in spite of reality and strive for untested feasibility” (p. 81). This is a complex rather than a 

naïve hope. In adopting this approach, a teacher must hold in tension, the utopian ideal of 

positive non-acceptance, imagining the world as different, whilst at the same time accepting that 

this kind of hope exists in the context of sometimes difficult realities (Webb, 2010). Teachers 

need hope that offers no illusions, a hope that is grounded in a realistic grasp of structural 

constraints (Thrupp & Tomlinson, 2005). Critical hope aligns with the praxis of critical 

pedagogy, where ideas must begin with a description of the political, social and historical reality 

within which teachers find themselves, but not be satisfied with this status quo and work to 

make and remake these contexts. This kind of impatient, complex hope (Duncan-Andrade, 

2009) fuels a transformative critical pedagogy that enables teachers to “struggle where they are” 

(Stuart Hall in Gillborn, 2008, p. 202). Curriculum, policy and teaching practice are all sites for 

transformative critical pedagogy and struggle. This project focuses on the policy of cultural 

pedagogy and practice in Aotearoa New Zealand as a site of critical hope.   

In his discussion of Māori education, Penetito (2011) describes a hopefulness that is courageous 

in facing up to contradictory realities, and at the same time helps us to exercise good judgement. 

These are not descriptions of a naïve hope, but rather articulate a critical hope (Halpin, 2003). 

This kind of complex, critical hope is relational, a “trust in one’s identity, in one’s ability to 

interact positively with the world” (Moisi, 2009, p. 30) and “a form of trust that pushes us to 

move towards others, to accept how they differ from us without fear” (Moisi, 2009, p. 31). 

Critical hope enables teachers to engage with the challenges of reality and in so doing turn 

“towards the world” (Cartwright & Noone, 2006) and towards others, rather than away from 

them. Understanding it in this way, demonstrates hope to be grounded in a secure sense of 
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identity, both personal and cultural, that can facilitate positive cultural interactions. This kind of 

complex hope is an essential component of a transformative, humanising critical pedagogy.  

Orienting to Freire and Cultural Pedagogy 

A critical pedagogy that encompasses a complex hope, a hope that relies upon a “trust in one’s 

identity [and] in one’s ability to interact positively with the world” (Moisi, 2009, p. 30) has 

been essential in the development of cultural pedagogy. Cultural pedagogy has drawn on critical 

theory and critical pedagogy as it has established as a field. Cultural pedagogy has developed 

through the work of pedagogical theorists in the fields of multicultural education, racialised 

discourse and epistemologies, and culturally relevant pedagogies. Detailing the discursive shifts 

that have established cultural pedagogy as a distinct field further helps to locate and 

contextualise this project within the fields of critical and cultural pedagogy. 

Culture exists, for Freire, in contrast to nature, as the constructed, historically contextualised 

productions of individuals and societies. The contrast between culture and nature is at the crux 

of my project because it is as teachers come to see their practice as a cultural construction, that 

they understand themselves as active subjects, constructing their practice. Therefore, I will take 

time here to describe what I am referring to when I use the term culture.  

In Edward Hall’s (1976/1989) seminal conception of culture he contrasts the external and 

internal aspects of culture. Hall describes the external aspects of culture as explicitly learned, 

conscious and easily changed. These he places in contrast to the implicitly learned, unconscious, 

difficult to change, internal aspects of knowledge. Hall’s model is often depicted as an iceberg 

(Weaver, 1986). Although he never refers to it as such himself, the image of the iceberg helps to 

demonstrate that visible material culture and cultural behaviours comprise a minority of cultural 

production, whilst the majority of cultural production is comprised of invisiblised values, 

thought patterns and beliefs.  

In the context of Aotearoa New Zealand, Māori cultural identity is interwoven with membership 

of whānau, hapū and iwi (Ministry of Education, 2013, p. 14). In addition to affiliation, Russell 

Bishop outlined his understanding of culture in a recent interview as being something to both 

“look at and participate in” (Husband, 2019). In this way Bishop echoes Hall’s model, 

acknowledging that culture is both visible and invisiblised, incorporating both behaviours and 

material culture, as well as shared beliefs and values.  

Being visible, behaviours and material culture are identifiable. Underlying cultural values, 

thought patterns, attitudes, assumptions and beliefs can remain harder to identify and articulate. 

The visible, material culture and behaviours found at the tip of the iceberg are readily 
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understood as cultural productions, as they involve an identifiable subject or producer of the 

material or behaviour. Freire (1976) gives examples of visible material culture including 

cultivated crops, a pottery vase and a written text.  

Freire’s discussion of culture (Freire, 1976, 1970/2000) focuses on learners coming to 

understand themselves as active subjects, capable of producing culture. In a classroom setting, 

visible cultural productions include the texts and historical figures selected for study, as well as 

the material students produce as they learn – writing, calculations, art and performances. In 

contrast, because values, thinking and beliefs remain less visible, it can be harder to identify the 

ways in which they are produced. Freire’s work is focused on learners coming to understand 

themselves as producers of these invisiblised cultural values also. For Freire, literate people are 

not only capable of decoding text but will critique and produce their own ideas and text.  

Returning to culture in the classroom setting, a visible cultural production might include, for 

example, students producing posters and one-act plays about Sir Edmund Hillary as a hero. 

Sitting under these visible cultural productions are invisiblised cultural productions, that is the 

values that dictate what characteristics are esteemed and whose life is worthy of study. Values 

and beliefs, the invisiblised aspects of culture, are often implicitly learned and unconsciously 

enacted. As a result, they can be mistakenly thought of as naturally occurring, whereas they are 

in fact learned and enacted. They are cultural products.  

For Freire, where nature is predetermined and ineluctable, culture is produced and therefore 

changeable. Much of Freire’s work is oriented towards an understanding of this contrast and the 

implications of interacting with cultural productions. In Literacy: Reading the Word and the 

World, Freire explains that he uses “‘cultural production’ to refer to specific groups of people 

producing, mediating and confirming the mutual ideological elements that emerge from and 

reaffirm their daily lived experiences” (Freire & Macedo, 1987, p. 142). Freire’s work, both 

theoretical and pragmatic, positions participants as critical subjects and the producers of culture.  

Culture in the Political Realm of Pedagogy 

The sense that a particular value or belief is naturally occurring is heightened when it is a value 

or belief held by a dominant group. Freire’s theorising and teaching works to demonstrate that 

dominant culture is also a production and open to critique by critical subjects. Having an 

understanding of visible and invisiblised culture as a production gives teachers a starting point 

to think about how culture is working in our classrooms. It allows us to identify material, 

behaviours, thinking and beliefs as cultural productions, regardless of whether they are the 

productions of a dominant or minoritised culture.  
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To support students from minoritised cultures within dominant culture classrooms, the field of 

cultural pedagogy has developed. Within the developing field of cultural pedagogy, theorists 

have worked with terms such as “culturally sensitive,” “culturally competent,” “culturally 

diverse,” “culturally relevant,” “culturally responsive,” “culturally relational” and most 

recently, “culturally sustaining” (Paris, 2012; Paris & Alim, 2014). For clarity, as I examine the 

discourse and conceptual shifts that have occurred in this field, I will use the terms “cultural 

pedagogy” or “cultural practice” to refer to the discourse as a whole represented by the shifting 

terms. This will then allow me to identify the shifts and foci within the field by using the 

specific terms, such as culturally responsive or culturally sustaining to refer to specific shifts in 

the discourse.  

The shifting terminology within the field reflects the continuing development of subjectivity 

and critique in relation to culture. Professors of education, Django Paris and Arnetha Ball 

(2009) provide a clear precis of this development in their description of three key shifts in the 

way students’ heritage culture and community are regarded and represented in cultural 

pedagogy. Paris and Ball understand students’ heritage culture, community and language to be 

dynamic. This understanding accounts for both the traditional elements of cultural practice and 

the “shifting and everchanging practices” (Paris, 2012, p. 94) of students and communities. 

Paris and Ball (2009) describe the historical contexts, the theoretical debate and the conceptual 

shifts, in dominant discourse, in which the culture of some students is considered deficit. Paris 

and Ball (2009) describe the deficit approach as students’ heritage culture and community being 

considered a deficiency, to be overcome by their education. Assimilation into the dominant 

school culture is the goal of a deficit approach. Paris and Ball go on to describe the shift to 

culture being regarded as a difference through to it being valued as a resource. Resource 

pedagogies understand heritage culture, community and language to be a fundamental source 

that underpins students’ education. These shifts in the way culture has been regarded in 

education are closely mirrored by the shifts in policy and pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Shifts in Cultural Pedagogy – Deficit, Difference and Resource Approaches 

In the context of Aotearoa New Zealand, the mission schools and the native schools attended by 

Māori students, operated on explicitly deficit policies up until the end of the 1960s (Bishop, 

2005). Throughout the education system in Aotearoa New Zealand at this time, there were 

explicit policies that positioned Māori heritage culture and language as a deficit, which must be 

compensated for, in order for assimilation into the dominant culture to be achieved (Walker, 

2016). 
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Despite discursive shifts away from a deficit pedagogy in the dominant educational literature, 

deficit approaches persist in practice for addressing disparities in educational outcomes between 

Māori and non-Māori students. For example, programmes such as the preschool Parents as First 

Teachers (Pihama, 1996) seek to compensate for the perceived deficiencies or pathologies in 

students’ homes and culture. Underlying programmes such as Parents as First Teachers, is the 

assumption that students who do not thrive when they start school have arrived under-prepared. 

Educational academic and activist Christine Sleeter (2011) argues that the persistence of such 

programmes, despite the shifts in dominant discourse, is due to these approaches relieving the 

dominant culture of culpability in the enduring inequalities. A deficit approach pathologises 

Māori students and their whānau, instead of requiring educators to critically critique how the 

dominant school system is failing to centre the voices, language, legacies and priorities of 

arriving students and working to meet their needs. 

As the theorising of cultural pedagogy develops, the critical cultural literature describes non-

dominant heritage culture as a difference (Paris & Ball, 2009), with the implicit understanding 

being that students need to find ways to bridge toward the dominant culture in order to succeed. 

In Aotearoa New Zealand in the 1970s–80s the Ministry of Education’s policies of taha Māori 

(L. T. Smith, 1996) resulted in “a Māori dimension” being included in school curricula (Walker, 

2016). The effect of this inclusion, as another dimension in addition to the “standard” 

curriculum, was to “other” Māori culture and language within the English-medium system. 

Taha Māori policies positioned Māoritanga as additional to dominant, required knowledge. This 

positioning allowed schools to view and teach Māoritanga as optional extra cultural knowledge 

that sat outside the knowledge required for success within the English-medium school system, 

which was not recognised as being cultural. For Māori students within this system, taha Māori 

policies acknowledged their presence but positioned them and their culture as outside the 

definitions of success. Responsibility for bridging that difference from heritage culture to a 

dominant definition of success remained with Māori participants. Furthermore, in practice, taha 

Māori policies often placed the onus of sharing knowledge of their culture, when requested or 

required, on Māori participants in the English-medium systems. 

Paris and Ball (2009) describe a third discursive shift in the dominant discourse that positions 

students’ heritage culture as a resource, that can define their educational success and support 

student learning. In this literature, cultural practice is characterised as resource pedagogy.  

One of the key figures in the United States in moving theorising and practice towards this 

pedagogical understanding of culture as a resource was the scholar Gloria Ladson-Billings. 

Following the initial publication in 1994 of her study of successful teachers of African 
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American children, The Dreamkeepers (1994/2009), Ladson-Billings (1995) published “Toward 

a Theory of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy.” This text articulated culturally relevant pedagogical 

ideas that had been developing throughout previous decades and that Ladson-Billings saw being 

practised by the teachers with whom she had been working in the development of The 

Dreamkeepers.  

In the mid-1990s a range of North American theorists were writing alongside Ladson-Billings 

to pivot educators away from deficit approaches towards resource approaches. This work 

includes Gutiérrez’s development of the third space concept (Gutiérrez & Tejeda, 1999) and the 

funds of knowledge framework (Moll et al., 1992). Geneva Gay’s (2010) work developing 

resource pedagogy emphasises the importance of teachers acknowledging their own cultural 

viewpoint. Gay argues that when teachers are aware of their own cultural stance, they are able 

to perceive the way in which it gives rise to their actions. In this way Gay calls for what can be 

radical changes in a teacher’s thinking and not mere inclusion of cultural content in a teacher’s 

programme. By focusing teachers on their ways of thinking, Gay’s work addresses both the 

visible and invisiblised aspects of culture described by Edward Hall. In Gay’s conception of 

cultural pedagogy, the shifts in the teacher’s thinking and understanding of action will work to 

eliminate incongruences between the student and school. Furthermore, Gay argues that 

culturally responsive practice will take account of diverse, successful outcomes. The 

conceptions of practice for which Gay argues make a clear shift from pedagogies of difference 

to pedagogies of resource.  

In Aotearoa New Zealand also, there were discursive shifts towards a resource pedagogy. In 

1986 Māori academic and educationalist Graham Smith edited a collection of papers critiquing 

the Ministry of Education’s taha Māori programme (G. H. Smith, 1986). The work argued for a 

shift away from the idea inherent in the taha Māori policy, of Māori culture and language as a 

difference. This critique was supported by the seminal work of Sir Mason Durie, that shifted the 

discourse towards a resource pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

As he addressed the Hui Taumata Mātauranga in 2001, Durie, a professor of Māori studies, laid 

out goals, principles and pathways for Māori education. A key theme in Durie’s work is for 

Māori to achieve success as Māori. This idea has been adopted into the guiding policy 

documents of the Ministry of Education (2009, 2013), in the first instance, Ka Hikitia, which 

states that the education system needs to step up to “ensure Māori students are enjoying and 

achieving education success as Māori” (Ministry of Education, 2013, p. 4).  
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The phrase as Māori has provoked reflection and debate, prompting the question, “What does it 

mean to achieve as Māori?” There are multiple and complex issues sitting behind this question, 

which must be acknowledged before the question itself can be approached. Firstly, it needs to 

be recognised that a focus on success as Māori works to reinstate a Māori identity that dominant 

English-medium education in Aotearoa New Zealand has consistently worked to remove via 

assimilationist and subsequent policies. The tendency to erasure and the counter-narratives that 

work against a Māori identity means all work in the areas of Māori identity, education and 

cultural competence is “complicated, contextual, multifaceted and dependent” (Hetaraka, 2019, 

p. 166). The dynamic and intersecting nature of identity is problematic for policy makers and 

there is a lack of provision for the faceted nature of identity, in the policy that is produced 

(Penetito, 2011). Furthermore, within policy itself, there is no “mechanism by which 

professionals can develop understandings that might assist them” (Hetaraka, 2019, p. 167) in 

engaging with dynamic identities and the notion of success as Māori. Ann Milne, a New 

Zealand teacher, principal and academic, argues that leaving it up to individual professionals 

and schools, with varying understanding, to define and engage with the notion of success as 

Māori, means that the intentions of the words as Māori will be corrupted and seen as no 

different to as Pākehā (A. Milne, 2017), resulting in success as Māori distorting into the success 

“of Māori” measured against Pākehā notions of success. Where this happens the system of 

policy and practice again work to erase Māori identity. 

Ka Hikitia describes successful outcomes for Māori students as Māori that align with a resource 

pedagogy. Ka Hikitia asserts that the outcome of the approach it describes is “confident, 

successful, culturally intelligent, bilingual adults” (Ministry of Education, 2013, p. 5). This 

rendering of success as Māori begins to acknowledge that notions of success are diverse and 

culturally dependent. It takes account of Gay’s notion of diverse outcomes, where students’ 

culture is a resource that can define their educational success and support student learning.  

At the same time as Durie laid down his vision for Māori experiencing educational success as 

Māori, Te Puni Kōkiri (2007) was developing the “Māori potential approach” as the public 

policy approach for government, and this was incorporated into the republished Māori 

education strategy. Ka Hikitia articulates the potential approach as every Māori student having 

“the potential to make a valuable contribution to the well-being of their whānau, hapū, iwi and 

community and to New Zealand as a whole” and that “all Māori students have the potential to 

excel and to be successful” (Ministry of Education, 2013, p. 14). This description of the 

potential approach, reinforces the conception of Māori student success being interwoven with 

their cultural identity as members of whānau, hapū and iwi. Success as Māori and a critical 
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understanding of cultural identity has developed as the measure within policy of successful 

cultural practice as a resource pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

A Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy is Critical 

Based on their reading of the developments in cultural pedagogy across deficit, difference and 

resource approaches, Paris and Alim (2014) draw on the cumulative work of previous theorists 

and teachers to develop the resource pedagogy discourse with their idea of a culturally 

sustaining pedagogy. Critique is key to a culturally sustaining pedagogy. In much of the 

literature, the terms culturally relevant (Ladson-Billings, 1995) and culturally responsive (Gay, 

2010) are used interchangeably and in tandem. Indeed, in his 2012 article “Culturally sustaining 

pedagogy: A needed change in stance, terminology and practice” Paris critiques the terms in 

tandem, stating that culturally relevant pedagogy and culturally responsive pedagogy “have 

become ubiquitous in educational research circles and in teacher education programmes” (p. 

94). Paris states that while this ubiquity speaks to the “lasting conceptual value of the terms and 

approaches” (p. 94) he questions whether these terms reflect the key ideas of the concepts. 

Thus, he goes on to argue for the usefulness of culturally sustaining as a descriptive term. In 

doing so, Paris promotes a reorientation in stance and terminology that will “perpetuate and 

foster” (p. 93) cultural critique by asking whether the stance of being relevant or responsive in 

pedagogy is producing culturally competent students capable of critiquing the existing social 

order. Paris promotes the idea of culturally sustaining pedagogies, which he characterises as 

promoting critical cultural engagement by students that works to sustain positive lifeways of 

communities. Within this conception of culturally sustaining pedagogies, critique is integral. 

Paris (2012) cites Souto-Manning’s (2010) work with culture circles as an example of culturally 

sustaining pedagogy in practice.  

The argument for a culturally sustaining pedagogy emphasises the crucial role of critique, as 

outlined in Ladson-Billings’s early formulation of cultural pedagogy. A shift towards a 

culturally sustaining pedagogy can be found in emerging critique in Aotearoa New Zealand. In 

their article “It’s All Part of the Job: Everyday Silencing in the Life of a Secondary School 

Teacher,” L. MacDonald and Reynolds (2017) outline the three dimensions of Ladson-

Billings’s original conception of culturally responsive practice as “holding high academic 

expectations … acting on cultural competence … and cultivating students’ critical 

consciousness regarding power relations” (p. 51). L. MacDonald and Reynolds argue that 

culturally responsive pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand has been attenuated because it is often 

constructed without the critical dimension, and is understood and applied in “limited and 

simplistic ways” (Sleeter, 2012, p. 568).  
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Hetaraka (2020), a Māori educational scholar, critiques the implementation of cultural 

pedagogy from a kaupapa Māori perspective. Hetaraka analyses cultural pedagogy as “highly 

constrained” (p. 24) because of the way it uses social rather than academic indicators, collapsing 

“social relationships, educational relationships and achievement” (Hetaraka, 2019, p. 168). 

Losing these distinctions promotes the simplistic and problematic assumption that “better 

relationships between teachers and Māori students will deliver education success” (Hetaraka, 

2019, pp. 168–169). This is a sloganised approach (L. MacDonald & Reynolds, 2017) in which 

educators focus on relationships and avoid “cultivating students’ critical consciousness 

regarding power relations” presumably because “this route is dangerous territory for the status 

quo” (L. MacDonald & Reynolds, 2017, pp. 52–3).  

Hetaraka argues that effective cultural pedagogy must shift students’ relationships, not with 

their individual teachers, but with the education system itself. This critique of cultural pedagogy 

in Aotearoa New Zealand touches on an important issue raised by Paris and Alim (2014) – that 

cultural pedagogy becomes culturally sustaining, when the participants, both teachers and 

students, become critical of their situation. This critical focus on the systems of education and 

cultural pedagogy is mirrored in David Gillborn’s (1995) work in the British context. Gillborn, 

an educational academic, examines the contrast between what he describes as a simplistic 

approach to multicultural education and a transformative antiracist education. Like James Banks 

(Banks, 2020) before him, Gillborn encourages teachers to move beyond presenting “positive 

images” (Gillborn, 1995, p. 6) of heroes and holidays and develop an antiracist education that 

engages with “questions of power and racism in interpersonal and institutional contexts” (p. 6). 

Gillborn argues that it is a critical engagement with questions of power that creates culturally 

sustaining practice. 

Freire’s critical pedagogy is closely concerned with the constitution of culture and the role of 

culture in a critical pedagogy. In turn, Paris and Alim’s (2014) argument for a critical, 

sustaining pedagogy signals that the development of a mature cultural practice will continue to 

benefit from the application of a critical pedagogy. My project examines how understanding a 

Freirean approach to critical pedagogy might support teachers’ cultural practice.  

Orienting to Cultural Pedagogy and the Policy Context 

Understanding a Freirean approach to critical and cultural pedagogy provides context and 

frames my approach to this project. In addition to this theoretical context, I understand students 

and teachers participating in English-medium education in Aotearoa New Zealand as situated 

within a historical and political context. The genealogy of educational policy outlined here 
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describes a web of historical actions, policy, strategies and initiatives that further contextualise 

and influence participants in English-medium education in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

In her kaupapa Māori analysis of Tātaiako, Hetaraka (2019, 2020) outlines the way in which 

preceding educational policy has created the historical, economic and social context into which 

Tātaiako is written. Hetaraka describes a context in which educational policy has worked to 

destabilise Māori identity and communities, and create “a restrictive and controlled education to 

“civilise” Māori children into becoming the underclass” (Hetaraka, 2019, p. 161). Drawing on 

Barrington’s (2008) and Walker’s (2016) analyses, Hetaraka (2019) argues that “modern New 

Zealand education is situated firmly against this backdrop of racist and assimilationist ideals 

and has from its inception attempted to position Māori as a subordinate, labouring underclass” 

(p. 161). Hetaraka observes that as policy, Tātaiako is uncritical of this context. It fails to 

problematise the system, curriculum or narrow notions of success established by this historical 

and political context. In this way Tātaiako sponsors an oppressive pedagogy as described by 

Freire (1970/2000). My project argues that teachers working in the English-medium system, 

who want to strengthen their cultural pedagogy, must be willing to problematise the system in 

which they participate. In Chapter 4 I use Freire’s notion of conscientisation to problematise 

Tātaiako. The process of problematisation begins by understanding how the system has been 

constructed. This section of my thesis seeks to outline some of the key policies and initiatives 

that have worked to construct the English-medium education system in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

To decide which policies to focus on in my own limited analysis, I made two considerations. 

Firstly, I have focused on policy that has constructed Pākehā participation as teachers of Māori 

students in the English-medium system. This is the context in which I was working and was 

relevant to the teachers with whom I worked. Therefore, what is outlined here does not include 

kaupapa Māori initiatives, either the whare wānanga that existed prior to Pākehā arrival or the 

kōhanga reo, kura kaupapa Māori and wānanga that have developed as counter-narratives to the 

dominant narrative. I understand that this approach to policy selection poses limitations to my 

study, focusing it on the construction of Pākehā teachers in English-medium settings. In making 

these selections I have limited the study to my own area of experience.  

Table 1 outlines policy developments, publications and initiatives that have occurred since 

Durie’s call for the realisation of the right of Māori to achieve educational success as Māori, 

within New Zealand’s English-medium education system. It gives an overview of the historical 

policy context that governed the work of the teachers who participated in my project and 

provides a summary of the policy guidance and constraints within which teachers were working. 

The outline in Table 1 demonstrates that the context in which teachers were working has been 
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constructed by research, policy and professional learning initiatives and is not naturally 

occurring.  
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Table 1 

Recent Educational Policy Context: Policy Strategy, Research and Literature, Professional 

Learning Programmes and Implementation Documents 

Year Policy Strategy Research and 

Literature 

Professional Learning 

Programmes 

Implementation 

Documents 

1999 Māori education strategy 

released by Ministry of 

Education and Te Puni 

Kōkiri. 

   

2001  Durie addresses the Hui 

Taumata Mātauranga 

(Taupō). Calls for Māori 

educational success “as 

Māori.”  

  

 Te Kotahitanga – Initial scoping project begins, 

leading to 13 years of research, publication and 

professional learning in English-medium secondary 

schools. 

 

2003  Alton-Lee (2003) and  

Biddulph et al. (2003) 

publish BES that have 

considerable influence 

over policy. 

  

2005 Māori education strategy 

republished. 

   

2007 Ka Hikitia 2008–2012: 

Managing for Success 

Draft document released for 

consultation. 

   

2009 Ka Hikitia 2008–2012: 

Managing for Success 

Released combining goals, 

actions, targets and earlier 

priorities. 

   

2011    Tātaiako: Cultural 

Competencies for 

Teachers of Māori 

Students. 

2013 Ka Hikitia 2013–2017: 

Accelerating success – 

implemented. 

 Funding for the Te 

Kotahitanga research 

concludes – replaced by 

a “Building on Success” 

policy. 

 

2014 Government introduces 

Investing in Educational 

Success – the policy that 

establishes Kāhui Ako.  

 Cross-school 

Communities of 

Learning | Kāhui Ako 

established.  

 

2017    Our Code Our 

Standards 

Published by the 

Education Council, 

replaces existing 

teaching standards. 

2018–

2019 

Ka Hikitia refresh as part of 

the government’s Education 

Work Programme.  
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Whilst the outline in Table 1 describes the overall educational policy context, I was also 

interested in which policy was in fact being used by teachers, as this was the policy that was 

directly influencing their work and had the potential to strengthen cultural practice. Therefore, 

the second factor influencing my selection of policy for analysis was pragmatic. In my 

experience, teachers are bricoleurs, using what is available to support their practice. I wanted to 

understand and focus on what policy was actually in evidence in my school and my colleagues’ 

practice. As I began this project, I looked for evidence in my school, of the government policies 

that were guiding cultural practice in the school. In asking school leadership and teachers which 

policies they were using or had to hand, they passed on Ka Hikitia 2008–2012: Managing for 

Success (Ministry of Education, 2009) and Ka Hikitia 2013–2017: Accelerating Success 

(Ministry of Education, 2013) both the original documents and the summarising documents. 

When I asked, teachers referenced their understanding of cultural practice as it is embedded in 

The New Zealand Curriculum (Ministry of Education, 2007) document. Teachers were using 

Tātaiako as part of their professional learning and appraisal processes, and part way through the 

project the Education Council (2017) released Our Code Our Standards, which replaced the 

previous standards that had been governing teacher appraisal.  

As I investigated what policy was in evidence in my own school, many staff, particularly 

management staff voiced their concerns with the way they had been expected to implement the 

Ka Hikitia strategy. Their view, that the document had been introduced into schools with very 

little guidance or resourcing for implementation, is reflected in the Controller and Auditor 

General’s (2013) report and Goren’s (2009) Fulbright report. Problems with implementation are 

also alluded to in the Phase 2 document Ka Hikitia 2013–2017: Accelerating Success which 

states that in Phase 1 implementation was “slower than expected” (Ministry of Education, 2013, 

p. 6) and acknowledges that the audience for Phase 1 was limited to the Ministry of Education 

(2013) itself. The Phase 2 document describes itself as a “framework for action” that is 

“relevant and practical” and “supported by tools and resources targeted to those who are critical 

in effecting change” (p. 7). Interestingly, it was 2016/17 when I was having these initial 

conversations with my colleagues, the end of Phase 2 of the strategy was approaching, and 

discontent over implementation support was still evident. Whilst management staff could name-

check the Ka Hikitia strategy and associated phrase Māori achieving as Māori, it was language 

and resources from the Tātaiako document that teachers were familiar with and using to discuss 

their practice. Tātaiako explicitly links its cultural competencies to teachers’ appraisal 

standards, meaning that teachers are required to engage with the competencies. In addition to 

this compulsion, my colleagues found the language and format of Tātaiako accessible. They 

were using it to guide their professional learning and planning.  
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As well as understanding the policy context, it is also useful to understand the professional 

learning environment that was influencing teachers at Wahapū College and was working to 

construct their cultural practice. It is helpful to orient to the professional learning material that 

was available to teachers and the ways the Ministry of Education was interacting with teachers 

around this material, to gain an understanding of why teachers were engaging with policy in 

particular ways and how this constructed their cultural practice. In my project I will focus on the 

professional learning material that was available and being used by teachers in my case study. 

Orienting to the Professional Learning Environment and the Influence of Te 

Kotahitanga 

The professional learning environment designed to support teachers’ cultural practice has 

accumulated a plethora of initiatives and documentation. In my experience, to navigate this 

environment, teachers tend to adopt one initiative or document and use that to guide their 

practice. Which of the interlinked material teachers use, depends on their exposure to various 

professional learning initiatives and contracts. Wahapū College had been involved in 

professional learning initiatives based on the Te Kotahitanga programme (see Table 1). Te 

Kotahitanga, an initiative led by educational researchers and academics Russell Bishop and 

Mere Berryman at Waikato University, is one of a number of initiatives that has been supported 

by the Ministry of Education.  

In addition to published policy, the Ministry of Education uses its website Te Kete Ipurangi 

(TKI) to organise and disseminate resources. Within this site, Te Tere Auraki is the professional 

learning strategy that focuses on improving outcomes for Māori students in English-medium 

schools. There are four key projects that are supported by this strategy and which can be 

accessed via the TKI Te Tere Auraki pages. These are: 

− Te Kotahitanga – a professional learning project focusing on teachers of Yr 9 and 10 

Māori students  

− Te Kauhua – an action research initiative focused on whānau-school cooperation  

− Ako Panuku – resources and professional communities for teachers of te reo Māori  

− Te Mana Kōrero – a series of three professional learning programmes that draws on 

evidence from Te Kauhua and Te Kotahitanga 

It was the research and professional learning material generated by the Te Kotahitanga initiative 

that was being used by teachers at Wahapū College, although the school had not officially 

participated in the programme. When funding for the Te Kotahitanga initiative ended in 2013 a 
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number of regionally based providers continued to facilitate professional learning in schools 

based on the research undertaken by the Te Kotahitanga programme. These subsequent 

initiatives include the Kia Eke Panuku programme, that facilitated professional learning at 

Wahapū College and that developed the observation tool used in my research. 

Key research and literature published through the Te Kotahitanga programme included the 

“Effective Teaching Profile” (ETP). This profile (Bishop & Berryman, 2009) describes the 

actions that constitute effective teaching practice. The Te Kotahitanga project developed this 

profile from the numerous research conversations that they had conducted with Māori students, 

whānau and their schools. From these narratives the researchers compiled a list of six actions 

that characterised effective teaching of Māori students. The actions that emerged from this 

research were then taken to the project’s advising kaumātua who explained them in terms of 

Māori understandings. These actions and understandings were: 

Manaakitanga: Caring for students as Māori  

Mana motuhake: Caring for the performance of Māori students  

Ngā whakapiringatanga: Creating a secure, well-managed learning environment 

Wānanga: Engaging in effective learning interactions with Māori students 

Ako: Using a range of teaching strategies 

Kotahitanga: Using student progress to inform future teaching practices 

The Te Kotahitanga project developed a professional learning programme that worked to embed 

these actions into the pedagogy of the teachers in the schools where the project was taken up. Te 

Kotahitanga worked to monitor the implementation of the actions and the achievement of Māori 

students in these schools. In their report to the Ministry of Education (Bishop et al., 2007) the 

Te Kotahitanga project published evidence of improving student achievement in schools where 

this pedagogy was implemented. Timperley et al.’s (2007) Teacher Professional Learning and 

Development: Best Evidence Synthesis Iteration (BES) reiterated the link between teacher 

action and student outcomes achieved in the Te Kotahitanga project. The BES metanalysis 

highlighted Te Kotahitanga as providing the only indigenous-focused evidence that qualified as 

a “core study” (p. xi) in their synthesis. The authors made particular note of the dearth of 

literature that was able to demonstrate the link between professional learning and student 

outcomes. The BES states that “as Te Kotahitanga teachers became more proficient in their use 

of the ETP, their Māori students improved in numeracy and literacy achievement” (p. 259). This 
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ability to demonstrate positive effect on student achievement is borne out in the Level 1 NCEA 

results of students attending Te Kotahitanga schools. 

The impact of the Te Kotahitanga project is evident throughout subsequent literature, policy and 

projects (Ministry of Education, 2009, 2013; Timperley et al., 2007; University of Waikato, 

n.d.b, n.d.c). The research and evidence emerging from Te Kotahitanga is cited extensively in 

the Ka Hikitia policy documents, has been core to a number of BES and is referenced across the 

TKI website and other publications both in Aotearoa New Zealand and internationally. The 

professional learning process developed to support teachers’ implementation of the ETP is 

evident in the subsequent professional learning programmes, including those taken up at 

Wahapū College – Kia Eke Panuku (University of Waikato, n.d.b) and Poutama Pounamu 

(University of Waikato, n.d.c). The language developed in the ETP is widely used to talk about 

pedagogy by teachers at the school and has continued to develop as they have begun to use the 

Tātaiako document.  

The Shifting Language of Cultural Pedagogy 

The development of the language used to describe cultural practice in Aotearoa New Zealand is 

not without its difficulties. The language of the ETP remains carefully focused on the actions of 

effective teaching, rather than the effective teacher, and in my experience, facilitators of 

professional learning are always careful to discuss effective teaching rather than effective 

teachers. In part, this protects teachers, acknowledging that our practice can vary and progress 

day-to-day, but it is also problematic because it works to disembody practice. It disconnects 

practitioners from their practice, that is, teachers talk about their teaching, rather than about 

themselves as teachers. When teachers are encouraged to discuss their cultural practice in this 

disembodied way, it is a subtle shift in language, but it can reinforce teachers’ sense that they 

are no longer active subjects in the construction of their cultural practice. The use of language to 

disconnect teachers from an understanding of themselves as active subjects constructing cultural 

practice is a concern that I will return to in my analysis of Freirean ideas. As well as being 

disconnected from practitioners, the language used to discuss and describe cultural practice has 

become disconnected from original or intended meanings. 

Disconnected language and shifting definitions contribute to the difficulties of describing and 

discussing cultural pedagogy and practice. Hetaraka (2019, 2020) argues that the Māori terms 

used in Tātaiako describe cultural “concepts that have specific and intricate meanings” 

(Hetaraka, 2019, p 164) that do not align with the English definitions and non-Māori ideas they 

are used to name. The complexities of cultural knowledge communicated by a Māori term is 
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lost where that term is defined in a sentence or two of English. Language continues to shift as 

educators seek to understand and articulate complex ideas that resist definition. An example of 

shifting definition is the use of the term mana motuhake. In the ETP, which teachers were 

beginning to use in 2004/5, mana motuhake denoted teachers’ care for the high performance of 

students. When Tātaiako was published in 2011 the term whanaungatanga is used to describe 

relationships with high expectations and teachers demonstrating ako maintain “high 

expectations of Māori learners succeeding as Māori” (p. 12). In another example of shift, the 

actions described in the ETP as kotahitanga, that is, collaborative monitoring of progress to 

inform practice, are incorporated into the competencies outlined in Tātaiako as manaakitanga. 

By the time Our Code Our Standards was published in 2017 manaakitanga is explained as 

“creating a welcoming, caring and creative learning environment that treats everyone with 

respect and dignity” (Education Council, 2017, p. 2) and whanaungatanga is defined as 

“engaging in positive and collaborative relationships with our learners, their families and 

whānau, our colleagues and the wider community” (Education Council, 2017, p. 2).  

These specific examples of shift in language demonstrate the difficulties of describing and 

discussing cultural pedagogy and practice. Further difficulties arise in teachers’ understanding 

because these policy texts are interlinked. Teachers are required to move between the 

mandatory standards of Our Code Our Standards and the referenced competencies of Tātaiako. 

Tātaiako draws on the extended explanations in Ka Hikitia, which in turn cites the Te 

Kotahitanga research. The shifting language used to describe cultural practice, in these 

documents, has created a complex, slippery terrain on which it can be difficult for teachers to 

gain a foothold.  

Links Between Policy Documents 

It is not officially mandatory for teachers to provide evidence of the competencies outlined in 

Tātaiako; however, these competencies reflect the actions of teachers who are actively 

implementing Ka Hikitia, which is Ministry of Education policy. Furthermore, the competencies 

in Tātaiako are explicitly linked to the Education Council’s teacher standards and criteria, and it 

is mandatory for teachers to provide evidence of these in order to be certificated. The links 

between Tātaiako and Our Code Our Standards mean that certificated teachers in Aotearoa 

New Zealand are required to demonstrate their engagement with cultural pedagogy in order to 

maintain their registration and progress up the government’s pay scale.  

At the time of writing, the seven graduating teacher standards and 12 practising teacher criteria 

referenced in Tātaiako are out of date, having been superseded by the six standards for the 
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teaching profession mandated in Our Code Our Standards (Education Council, 2017). The 

Education Council (2019) website states that “Tātaiako was used to inform the writing of the 

[new] Standards and the competencies can be seen throughout them.” A new version of 

Tātaiako updated with the six standards for the teaching profession mandated in Our Code Our 

Standards (Education Council, 2017) is in review.  

The history, research, professional learning literature and policy documents outlined here form a 

complex web of language and knowledge that can be difficult for teachers to navigate. 

Presenting the dynamic situation in the policy map of Figure 1 below serves a dual purpose. 

Firstly, Figure 1 captures the policy context in which teachers at Wahapū College worked, at the 

time of writing. Secondly, it demonstrates the way that documentation can be divided into three 

spheres of influence on teachers and their practice. There is the influencing sphere of research, 

literature and accounts of professional learning. This material is used to formulate the policy 

strategies that govern teachers’ work and in turn policy strategies shape how research and 

professional learning is undertaken. Policy is also translated into another sphere of 

documentation used for implementation. It is the implementation documents that teachers at 

Wahapū College engage with in their planning and practice. My project is concerned with how 

the implementation document, Tātaiako, works to shape teachers’ cultural practice. Figure 1 

outlines the context of Tātaiako before the next section considers Tātaiako in more detail and 

how it defines and describes cultural pedagogy and practice.  
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Figure 1 

Spheres of Documentation of Māori Education in the English-Medium System. 
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Orienting to Tātaiako 

Tātaiako is an implementation policy formed out of a progression of research and literature, 

through policy strategy and into implementation documents. Tātaiako acts as a conduit of 

historical, political and theoretical praxis to influence the cultural pedagogy of teachers in 

Aotearoa New Zealand.  

Although Tātaiako makes no reference to any of its theoretical antecedents, my reading of the 

document reveals Freirean understandings woven throughout its pedagogy. Although no 

reference is made to Freire in Tātaiako and his distinctive terminology does not appear, key 

Freirean ideas resonate throughout the document. The pedagogy of Tātaiako is: 

− critical  

− a resource pedagogy 

− relational  
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− focused on praxis, engaging teachers in theory and practice 

As I continued to explore the spheres of documentation described in Figure 1, I began to trace 

the influence of Freire’s ideas into Tātaiako. The research and academic writing that underpins 

much of the cultural pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand is strongly influenced by Freire’s 

theory, including the work of Graham Smith (2004), Linda Tuhiwai Smith (2012) and Russell 

Bishop (1996, 2011, Bishop & Glynn, 1999, Bishop & Berryman, 2006). The work of Russell 

Bishop and the Te Kotahitanga project is important as it has been particularly influential on 

subsequent policy. Educational analyst Adrienne Alton-Lee’s BES report, Ka Hikitia A 

Demonstration Report: Effectiveness of Te Kotahitanga Phase 5 2010-12 (2015), links the work 

of the Te Kotahitanga project, through the Best Evidence Synthesis initiative, into government 

policy (Ministry of Education, 2013). From Ka Hikitia, Freire’s ideas can be traced into 

Tātaiako.  

Tracing the path of ideas from theory to implementation documents demonstrates the 

provenance of key Freirean ideas evident in Tātaiako. My argument is not that Freire is solely 

responsible for the pedagogy of Tātaiako, rather, I am proposing that understanding how 

Freire’s thinking is influential will support teachers’ engagement with the policy.  

In the following section I will briefly outline how the four Freirean ideas I identified appear in 

Tātaiako. I will return to each of these four ideas in Part 1 and address them in turn, exploring 

how they are used by Freire, how they have travelled and changed throughout discourse and 

how they appear in Tātaiako. I will also describe how I have put these Freirean ideas to work in 

my own project.  

Key Freirean ideas in Tātaiako  

The pedagogy of Tātaiako is critical. The ideas of critique and transformation are woven into 

the fabric of the document. The introduction in Tātaiako and its precis of what counts as 

“cultural competencies” sets out its critical approach. The introduction is drawn primarily from 

a foreword in the original edition (Education Council, 2011) by the then Associate Minister of 

Education, Dr Pita Sharples and it calls on teachers to contextualise and interrogate their 

practice. The critical approach of Tātaiako expects teachers will problematise their practice and 

make transformative responses.  

Tātaiako is focused on a relational approach. The Freirean understanding of dialogic practice is 

presented as the necessity of positive, productive relationships in the introduction of Tātaiako. It 

states, “genuine, productive relationships among teachers and their Māori students, whānau, iwi 

and wider communities are vital foundations for effective teaching and learning” (Education 
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Council, 2011, Foreword) and asks how much teachers “know of their students ... and how is 

this reflected in the classroom?” (Education Council, 2011, Foreword). The emphasis on 

dialogic and relational practice is reiterated by a quotation reproduced from Ka Hikitia – 

“effective teaching and learning depends on the relationship between teachers and students” 

(Education Council, 2011, p. 1). 

Tātaiako positions culture as a resource for teaching and learning, reflecting Freire’s idea of 

generative themes. The language of Tātaiako reflects the notion of culture as a resource. The 

introduction highlights the importance of “contemporary Māori values and norms, reflecting the 

cultural milieu in which Māori students live” (Education Council, 2011, Foreword). The 

document underscores the “importance of identity, language and culture” (p. 1) urging teachers 

to know “where students come from and building on what students bring with them” (p. 1). 

The overarching purpose of Tātaiako is to engage teachers in praxis. Taking such an approach 

means that teachers’ cultural practice is well-thought-through and that in turn their thinking 

leads to action.  

The Competencies of Tātaiako 

Having laid out a foundation for praxis that is critical, relational and positions culture as a 

resource, the Tātaiako document then goes on to detail the five cultural competencies which it 

describes as the “related behaviours for teachers” (p. 2): 

Wānanga – participates with learners and communities in robust dialogue for the benefit 

of Māori learners’ achievement 

Whanaungatanga – actively engages in respectful working relationships with Māori 

learners, parents and whānau, hapū, iwi and the Māori community 

Manaakitanga – demonstrates integrity, sincerity and respect towards Māori beliefs, 

language and culture 

Tangata Whenuatanga – affirms Māori learners as Māori – provides contexts for 

learning where the identity, language and culture (cultural locatedness) of Māori learners 

and their whānau is affirmed 

Ako – takes responsibility for their own learning and that of Māori learners 

For each competency the document outlines “Behavioural Indicators” for teachers. These 

indicators describe each competency as it is expected to be demonstrated by teachers from their 

entry into initial training, as graduating and certificated teachers and as educators in positions of 

leadership. Alongside these checklist descriptions are the expected “Outcomes” when these 
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behaviours are demonstrated. These outcomes are presented as examples of learner voice and 

whānau voice. Examples of “learner voice” outcomes include, “my teacher understands my 

sense of humour” (p. 9) and “my teacher ... knows about this area, the environment, the local 

marae, hapū and whānau and how I fit in, in relation to it all” (p. 11). Examples of “whānau 

voice” outcomes include, “we have positive and productive relationships with teachers and 

leaders of the school” (p. 7) and “our perspectives and our values are respected” (p. 9). The 

behavioural indicators for teachers are linked to the Education Council’s corresponding 

teaching standards and criteria. (These are due to be revised and linked to the six new standards 

in Our Code Our Standard.) The expected outcomes of each competency are also linked to the 

measurable gains framework (Ministry of Education, 2019) used to assess progress towards 

achieving the goals of Ka Hikitia.  

Engaging Critically with Tātaiako 

Tātaiako advocates critical practice and as teachers, our cultural practice is mandated by the 

competencies of Tātaiako, therefore it is essential that we approach this work critically. 

Hetaraka offers an important kaupapa Māori analysis of Tātaiako that provides insight for 

teachers’ critical engagement.  

Following Linda Tuhiwai Smith (2012), Hetaraka critically questions the “potential of a 

strategy designed to transform Māori education experiences while positioned within educational 

structures that have an enduring tradition of systematically redefining and excluding Indigenous 

knowledges” (Hetaraka, 2019, p. 161). In her critical analysis, Hetaraka (2019) employs “the 

theoretical cultural underpinnings of [Māori] language and knowledge” (p. 161) to describe the 

ways Tātaiako disregards an understanding of mātauranga Māori, te reo me ōna tikanga as 

foundational to an understanding of the cultural competencies it is promoting (Hetaraka, 2020). 

Hetaraka argues that the Tātaiako policy appropriates Māori concepts of mātauranga into a 

system that is working to domesticate Māori knowledge. The document redefines Māori 

concepts using English definitions and understandings in such a way that they do not disrupt or 

critique “the socio-political and historical injustices in New Zealand” (Hetaraka, 2020, p. 10), 

existing political and social contexts or power relationships. Tātaiako then reapplies a veneer of 

Māori terminology to these domesticated concepts and competencies, leaving vital aspects of 

educational practice open to (mis)interpretation by teachers with varying experience and 

knowledge of te ao Māori. As an example, Hetaraka questions the way that “wānanga” is 

defined as “dialogue.” The primary pedagogy of traditional wānanga, she argues, is listening, 

and that this traditional understanding of wānanga positions teachers as the listener and Māori 

whānau as the expert in regards to their mokopuna (Hetaraka, 2020).  
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Hetaraka builds a strong critique of Tātaiako, concluding that to effect positive change, teachers 

must develop a critical relationship with the system in which they participate. A critical 

approach to Tātaiako will expose the “challenges to academic achievement of Māori as Māori 

that are inherent in the policies and structure of the education system” and in naming these 

challenges expose “the very areas where opportunities exist for the positive transformation of 

education” (Hetaraka, 2019, p. 169).  

I suggest that a useful critical framework for Pākehā teachers can be constructed by reading the 

cultural competencies as they are presented in Tātaiako with a lens that focuses on its 

underpinning, Freirean ideas. By exposing the critical Freirean theory woven through cultural 

pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand, Freire’s ideas can be used to retheorise and support 

teachers’ critical engagement with Tātaiako and their cultural practice. In adopting such an 

approach, my project does not assume to explicate a Māori cultural position, as Hetaraka does, 

but rather I offer a framework for Pākehā teachers to become critically conscious of their own 

cultural positioning (Consedine & Consedine, 2001, Huygens, 2011) and the effect that this has 

on their engagement with cultural practice.  

Orienting to Methodology and Methods 

As outlined above, the guiding questions of this project are: 

How have Freirean ideas influenced the development of cultural pedagogy in Aotearoa 

New Zealand? 

In what ways might an explicitly Freirean approach to professional learning contribute 

to cultural pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand? 

These guiding questions arose from my experience and reflect my research intent – to unearth 

possibilities that exist within my own educational context and to create productive engagements 

that strengthen cultural pedagogy and practice. 

To proceed in this intention, I have situated my work in a critical qualitative tradition. By 

situating my work in this tradition, I am setting out to critique what is taken for granted. I 

understand social, historical and political contexts as cultural constructs and not naturally 

occurring. This understanding leads to an awareness that “things might be otherwise” and a 

questioning of how this might be.  

Working in a critical qualitative tradition has given me access to tools that allow me to 

interrogate and critically reimagine the contexts, structures and language of the system within 

which I work. 
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An important starting point in this approach is to understand that my own positioning shapes 

this work. My personal biography influences the focus, the understandings and the choices 

made. I began this work with a poem and a constructed chronicle that narrate my own 

experience. I have introduced and positioned myself in relation to this work. This reflexive 

material has been foregrounded because a critical approach asserts that my personal biography 

contextualises my work. Therefore, I have begun by acknowledging the ways in which I am 

positioned in the work and how this has shaped the project.  

The methods and tools that I use in this project align with my critical qualitative methodology 

and allow me to engage in analysis of theory, policy and professional learning. Furthermore, 

this approach enables me to engage in transformative praxis by critically reimagining how 

cultural practice might be different.  

To address my two guiding questions, in the chapters that follow I have developed three 

interrelated pieces of work.  

Part 1:   A critical discourse analysis 

Part 2:  A case study of a professional learning circle 

Part 3:  A critical reimagining of practice 

These pieces of work have developed in relation to each other, adopting a praxis that holds 

theory and practice in relationship with each other. Describing each piece of work in 

consecutive sections, as the printed thesis demands, suggests a pattern of development that was, 

in reality, much more amorphous. A number of academics have reflected on their own 

entanglements and attempts to retain the messiness of their work in their written output, 

envisaging analysis as a “shuttling back and forth” (MacLure, 2003, p. 43) or a “shunting” 

(Luke, 2002, p. 100) between micro details and macro contexts. Reflecting on her doctoral 

experience, Ruth Weatherall (2019) describes how she came to value the messiness she 

experienced by actively maintaining the relationship between the theory and practice of her 

work. Weatherall explains, “rather than presenting my research as an elegant whole that started 

with theories and applied these to a context, I emphasised the complexity and messiness” 

underscoring “how my participants shaped the way I thought and wrote about my theoretical 

material” (p. 109). This backwards and forwards relationship means that I have used examples 

from practice to illustrate and clarify methods and theory, and equally, discussion of theory is 

undertaken by participants in the research. 
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In their 2008 article “Dirty Writing” Pullen and Rhodes play on the musical metaphor of a 

“variation on a theme” to describe the way they repeatedly return to ideas, making alterations 

and testing alternatives. This notion of iterability derived from Derrida’s work, is the 

“interlocking of repetition and alterity” (Pullen & Rhodes, 2008, p. 241). A critical perspective 

is the theme that plays across the three parts of my project, providing coherency, while each part 

offers a variation and alternative approach to the guiding questions.  

A critical approach in methodology is concordant with the material with which it engages – a 

critical approach to education. Incorporating all three pieces of work that address theory, policy 

and practice reflects a tradition of research methodology that believes “theoretical insight can 

best be generated through a critical analysis of practice” (Gillborn, 1995, p. 9) and that this 

praxis can be used to generate “a language of possibility” rather than being “locked endlessly 

into a purely negative ‘language of critique’” (Gillborn, 1995, p. 9). Each part of the project 

engages particular critical methods.  

Part 1 is a critical discourse analysis, examining the four important Freirean ideas and how these 

appear in discourse, policy and practice. In Part 2, I use participant-observer methods to conduct 

a case study of a PLC. In this second piece of work, I use chronicles to present and reflect on 

the research material generated in the case study. In Part 3, I apply the reflections and actions of 

Parts 1 and 2 in the context of humour. I identify humour as an important interface in cultural 

pedagogy and use the models of chronicle and feminist judgment writing to reimagine how 

teachers can engage with good humour.  

I will describe the ethical considerations of my project before I begin my critical discourse 

analysis. 

Ethical Considerations 

My research intent, a positive, productive engagement with the educational context in which I 

was working, established the ethical considerations of my work. 

As described, this project focuses on the work of Pākehā teachers, however it borders the work 

of Māori colleagues and community and must do so ethically. Therefore, before I began my 

work, I discussed the project with my school’s Māori community. This was not a one-off 

conversation, but rather part of an ongoing dialogue woven into our day-to-day interactions and 

it shaped the work I was undertaking. Our ongoing dialogue culminated in me outlining my 

planned project at one of our regular whānau hui. This group’s support of my plans enabled me 

to approach the school’s board of trustees, seeking their support of my application to the 

University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC). My presentation to 
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the board was also met with approval. Both the principal and a Māori community representative 

wrote in support of my application for ethics approval, which I submitted to the UAHPEC and 

also the Pro Vice-Chancellor (Māori) for review.  

Having gained the support of the Māori community I was working alongside, the consent of the 

Board of Trustees and the approval of the UAHPEC (granted 16 December 2016 for 3 years, 

Reference 018347), I approached the teachers I was working with in our PLC. Again, outlining 

my finalised research plan and what their participation would involve, was part of ongoing 

dialogue with this group of teachers. All teachers were given the opportunity to participate or 

decline to participate, with either decision having no impact on their full participation in the 

learning circle. Following this process, I was able to collect research material from all 

participants in the learning circle who had provided me with informed consent (See Appendix 

A). 

The process described here satisfied the ethical requirements of the University, however the 

ethical considerations of the project are not limited to these formal requirements. In my ethical 

considerations, I was not only seeking to fulfil the University’s requirements but to engage in 

“morally responsible research behaviour” (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, p. 97). I was keenly 

aware that the PLC was an intimate space where teachers felt safe to reveal vulnerabilities. I 

have sought to be an ethical and moral steward of the material teachers have entrusted to me. 

Furthermore, teaching practice being highly relational, the research material that I gathered 

records teachers’ (including my own) interactions with a wide network of students, families and 

teachers. Working to present teachers’ experiences with veracity, whilst maintaining the mana 

of participants and their community, led me to use chronicle as a tool. I describe my use of 

chronicle as a tool to generate and present research material in Chapter 8.  
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PART 1: CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS  
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Chapter 3. Overview and Methods of the Critical 

Discourse Analysis 

The first piece of work in this project is a critical discourse analysis. 

It investigates the four Freirean ideas, I identified in Chapter 2, as I oriented to Freire. These are 

conscientisation, generative themes, dialogic practice and praxis. Through my reading of theory 

and policy, I have come to understand these four Freirean ideas as foundational in cultural 

practice and policy in Aotearoa New Zealand.  

My critical discourse analysis seeks to re-expose the Freirean thinking in policy and theory. I 

also consider how a critical understanding of these Freirean concepts might support cultural 

practice.  

In conducting a survey of cultural policy as it has developed in Aotearoa New Zealand, I 

identified how the four Freirean ideas have influenced the development of cultural pedagogy. I 

traced the shifts in discourse as these Freirean ideas have travelled and described how they 

appear in our educational cultural policy. As these translated ideas have influenced professional 

learning practice in Aotearoa New Zealand, there is also evidence of how they have become 

sloganised catch phrases in professional learning and practice. These slogans contain the 

essence of policy intent and Freirean thinking; however, they are by nature simplifications that 

smooth over the tensions that exist within the underlying Freirean theory and in teachers’ 

experience.  

To reflect critically on practice, educators need to have the opportunity to engage more deeply 

with educational theory and be trusted to move beyond “the simple yardstick of clarity or the 

immediate demands of practice” (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1991, p. 188). When educators are 

equipped with theory that reflects the tensions that they experience in practice, they are then 

able to think more usefully about cultural practice.  

I have summarised what I see as the translation of theory to policy and professional learning in 

Table 2. By carefully tracing the path of Freirean theory through policy and into professional 

learning and practice, I seek to reveal underlying Freirean theory and use it to “rough-up” the 

surface of policy and practice, creating handholds for teachers to engage productively with 

cultural pedagogy. 
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Table 2 

Key Ideas in Freirean Theory and their Translation into Policy and Professional Learning 

Freirean theory Travels into policy Sloganised in professional 

learning 

Conscientisation Becoming critically 

conscious 

Educational success “as 

Māori” 

Generative themes Resource pedagogies Use culture as a resource / 

Access prior knowledge 

Dialogic practice Relational practice Work on relationships 

Praxis Dialectical practice Action and reflection – use 

an inquiry cycle 

I use critical discourse analysis to examine my understanding of Freirean theory as an important 

influence on cultural pedagogy. Having established Tātaiako, in Chapter 2, as an important 

policy implementation document being used by teachers at Wahapū College, my critical 

discourse analysis focuses on this document as the interface between theoretical discourse and 

teachers’ practice. My discourse analysis is focused on Pākehā teachers’ critical interactions 

with policy, pedagogy and practice. 

Critical discourse analysis has been described as a “heterogeneity of methodological and 

theoretical approaches” (Wodak & Meyer, 2001, p. 2) but at its heart is critical theory’s critique 

of positivism. Critical discourse analysis enacts a critique of positivism and its taken-for-

granted approach to the nature of knowledge (Rosiek & Gleason, 2017) by interrogating 

language as a social practice and considering how power is exercised through language. As 

seminal thinkers in this field Norman Fairclough and James Paul Gee determine that discourse 

analysis should consider syntax and language, engaging with text at word level but must also 

consider the social, historic and economic context (Gee, 2014), and the social practice 

(Fairclough, 2003) of discourse. This broader approach to critical discourse analysis takes the 

“social and cultural context of the data into account” (Wodak & Meyer, 2001, p. 9) and also 

acknowledges the “self-reflective” (Wodak & Meyer, 2001, p. 9) nature of this kind of work.  

By considering the interaction between text, discursive practice and social practice, critical 

discourse analysis provides a framework for considering how Freire’s theory has shaped 

cultural policy and practice. In Part 1 I use critical discourse analysis to review the relevant 

themes from Freire’s work and their influence on cultural pedagogy.  

Considering each of the four Freirean ideas in turn, I wanted to understand better: 
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− how Freire’s ideas and the surrounding discourse have travelled into policy 

− the ways in which Freire’s thinking had influenced pedagogy 

− relevant critiques of Freire’s thinking that have shifted discourse 

− how my developing understanding of discourse might be put to work to strengthen 

teachers’ cultural practice 

By refusing to take policy for granted or as naturally occurring, and entertaining the idea that 

things might be otherwise, it is possible to critique the way in which Tātaiako as a discourse is 

“socially conditioned as well as socially constitutive” (Fairclough & Wodak, 1997). MacLure 

(2003) characterises critical discourse analysis as an unsettling and a disruption. In her work 

MacLure seeks to rupture the smooth surface of text, seeking out the “rough edges and the tears 

in the texture” (Pullen & Rhodes, 2008, p. 246), not as a “form of unmasking or revelation” 

(MacLure, 2003, p. 81) nor as a sifting for “treasonable sentiments” (p. 102) but rather as a way 

of engaging. I imagine this rupturing, what Freire calls problematising, as a way of roughing up 

the surface of text. A roughing up can be messy and uncomfortable, it can “draw blood” (Pullen 

& Rhodes, 2008, p. 245) but at the same time, in roughing up the surface, handholds are 

created. This critical discourse analysis of Freirean ideas and the way they have travelled into 

policy seeks to rough up the surface of Tātaiako, providing further grip for teachers to engage 

with it.  

My analysis of Tātaiako asks questions of “responsibility, interest and ideology,” critically 

analysing “those in power, [and] those who are responsible” (van Dijk, 1986, p. 4). A brief 

examination of the foreword of Tātaiako illustrates this approach. When the second edition of 

Tātaiako was produced and distributed to teachers the body of the foreword’s original text was 

retained. It uses pronouns to connect writer and reader, “All of us … want our children to reach 

their full potential” and concludes in English, “We strongly endorse Tātaiako for everyone” 

(Education Council, 2011, Foreword). However, who the “we” is, is unclear. In the original 

edition, the foreword is signed by the Hon. Dr Pita Sharples, Associate Minister of Education. 

By the time the second edition appeared political circumstances had changed and attributions in 

the foreword had been removed. In addition, there are no acknowledgements of those who have 

contributed cultural knowledge to the text and all references to the theory that underpins the 

approach presented in the text are removed.1 MacLure (2003) makes the point that “texts are 

often at their most persuasive when they don’t seem rhetorical, but rather pass themselves off as 

fact” (p. 80) Absenting the authors from the text, that is, removing the producers, has the effect 

 
1 It is worth noting here, that although it contains some significant changes, the second edition of Tātaiako is not 

identified as a second edition. 
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of presenting the text as naturally occurring, rather than as a cultural artefact created by subjects 

who have made deliberate choices in the process of its production. Analysing the foreword of 

Tātaiako in this way engages Freire’s notion of nature/culture and supports participants coming 

to understand themselves as active producers of culture.  

Part 1 of my project uses critical discourse analysis to examine four key Freirean ideas, their 

presence in policy and practice and explore how they might usefully strengthen teachers’ 

approach to cultural practice. My critical analysis of Freire’s thinking establishes a set of ideas 

that promote a productive engagement with pedagogy and practice. This pedagogy forwards an 

approach that is hopeful and focused on possibility.  
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Chapter 4. Conscientisation / Becoming Critically 

Conscious 

In this chapter I will survey Freire’s understanding of conscientisation and discursive shifts in 

the secondary literature, particularly that concerned with subjectivity and conscientisation as a 

process. I will examine how conscientisation has travelled into Tātaiako and consider the ways 

in which the concept of conscientisation of a Pākehā identity might support the professional 

learning approach developed in the case study of this project.  

Freire’s concept of conscientisation is foundational to his theory and also to this project. 

“Conscientisation” and “critical pedagogy” are key concepts that I understand to underpin the 

development of cultural practice in Aotearoa New Zealand. The conscientisation of teachers 

was a central function of the PLC that is the focus of my case study. As teachers developed in 

their critical pedagogy, they became aware of their own subjectivity, the role they played in 

producing the culture of their classrooms, and the impact that their Pākehā identity had on this. 

Freire and Conscientisation 

Freire’s work is focused on conscientização (Freire, 1970/2000) a Portuguese term that he was 

reluctant to translate but that is usually rendered in English as conscientisation or critical 

consciousness. Primarily, conscientisation is a humanising action, developing a critical 

awareness through the praxis of action and reflection, questioning what is known and posing 

problems – what might be called critical thinking, or political thinking. Conscientisation is the 

investigation, problematisation and transformation of a situation (Freire, 1970/2000). Freire’s 

early work lays out his theory of conscientisation and describes his experiences of it in action in 

Brazil, Chile and Guinea-Bissau (Freire, 1976, 1978, 1970/2000). In education, the 

transformative process of conscientisation works against what Freire terms the dominant 

banking model. 

Freire describes the dominant banking model of education as a system that acts on participants 

who internalise “paternal authority” (Freire, 1970/2000, p. 136). The paternalistic approach 

enforces educators’ authority of knowledge which they deposit in students, who passively 

consume it. In such a model, teachers “repeat the rigid patterns in which they were 

miseducated” (Freire, 1970/2000, p. 136) and myths of power and the natural order are 

perpetuated. In the banking model, Freire describes educators who are positioned as objects, 

who are acted upon and in turn enact prescribed patterns. In his Introduction to The Politics of 
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Education: Culture, Power and Liberation, Giroux explains that the dominant banking model is 

founded on an understanding of education as a site of “political, economic and cultural 

reproduction” (Freire, 1985, Introduction, p. xvi) and uses the language of social reproduction, 

for the maintenance of the dominant social order. The language of the dominant banking model 

is the language of reproduction, a domesticating force that positions participants as objects to 

passively accept circumstances. In contrast to reproduction, conscientisation problematises 

circumstances and power. 

To understand conscientisation as Freire conceives it, we must grasp his understanding of 

power. Freire’s articulation of conscientisation has been woven into the fabric of critical theory, 

drawing on much older ideas and stimulating further developments. Freire draws on the theory 

and thinking of the Frankfurt School and their foundational belief that research is not a 

disinterested practice. Accordingly, Freire believes that theory has the capacity to be 

emancipatory. Freire’s conscientisation makes the political nature of discourse explicit.  

Freire’s work was concerned with the emancipation of the oppressed and as such engages 

Gramsci’s (1971) idea of hegemony as the basis for the problematisation of commonly accepted 

oppressive situations. Whereas Marx believed power to be gained through the control of 

production, Gramsci identified the control of culture as instrumental in gaining power. In 

Gramsci’s thinking, power is gained by public consent to the enactment of dominant culture as 

“common sense” and a public belief that this is a neutral stance. Freire identifies the idea that 

culture is neutral and naturally occurring as a hegemonic belief and argues for its 

problematisation. It is in the problematisation of cultural norms that Freire’s concept of 

conscientisation is useful in examining cultural pedagogy and educational policy as it has 

developed in discourse, particularly as it is presented in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

For Freire, power is always more than simply repressive and conscientisation should bring an 

understanding of the power of the oppressed as well as the oppressor (Freire, 1970/2000). 

Rather than only existing in the expected dominant realms, power is also “expressed in a range 

of oppositional public spaces” and “exercised as a positive force in the name of resistance” 

(Freire, 1985, p. xix). Understanding power to be productive as well as repressive, critical 

pedagogue Henry Giroux (2001) has worked with Freire’s theory to demonstrate that schooling 

is a site of critique, possibility and emancipation, where emancipation elucidates and harnesses 

the productive power of participants. In doing so Giroux refutes the discourse of schooling 

solely as a site of domination. Conceived of in this way, power becomes elemental in Freire’s 

critical pedagogy, as the basis of a critical hope.   
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Understanding the power of the oppressed, brings an understanding that power works both on 

and through people. This points to the way in which people interact with power both as objects 

and as subjects. People are acted on as the objects of power, and at the same time can act as 

subjects through whom power operates.  

The conception of power as productive and as the basis of hope, challenges the hegemonic 

belief that the oppressed have no power and equally that the oppressor’s power is naturally 

occurring. Freire’s process of conscientisation enables both the oppressed and the oppressor to 

understand power as a production and their role as subjects within this. 

Freire describes the way in which conscientisation problematises the relationship between the 

oppressed and power. The process of conscientisation, Freire argues, has the ability to develop 

an understanding of the subjectivity of the oppressed in relation to power. Arguing that 

conscientisation has the ability to develop this understanding in the oppressed, opens the 

possibility to make a corresponding argument – that the oppressor may be equally unaware of 

their power as subjects and that conscientisation is necessary for the oppressor also. The process 

of conscientisation enables the oppressor to problematise their situation and reach an 

understanding of their own subjectivity in relation to power. 

For educators engaging in the process of conscientisation, a growing understanding of their own 

subjectivity is not straightforward. The teacher-student relationship and its correlation with the 

oppressor-oppressed is an important but complex relationship that needs to be explored. As 

educators engage in the conscientisation process they become critically aware that their context 

is culturally constructed and that they are an active, productive subject within this context. For 

educators who engage in the conscientisation process they must grapple with the notion that the 

educational context can be oppressive and that they are actors, that is subjects, within this 

context. Such engagements are complex and potentially disruptive to educators’ understanding 

of themselves and their actions, but equally, they are potentially productive and generative. 

Productive engagement by academics and educators, with Freire’s theory of conscientisation, 

has generated discursive shifts.  

Many people, both supporters and critics, have engaged with Freire’s theory, putting it to work, 

adapting it to new purposes and critiquing its weaknesses. Freire always welcomed these 

encounters, encouraging the development of his work and engaging productively with critique 

(Freire & Macedo, 1987; Shor & Freire, 1987).  
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Discursive Shifts in Conscientisation 

Freire was a prolific thinker and writer and the development of his ideas can be traced through 

his work. Freire’s willingness to engage with critique and rethink theory means to engage with 

Freirean thinking is not to engage with a single idea or even a unified theory. Freire himself 

identified the revisions and tensions in his work, valuing them as productive sites of 

engagement. In his later career he expressed frustration with colleagues who continually 

referred to his earliest works “without making any reference to [his] later works” (Freire & 

Macedo, 1995, p. 386) The tensions in Freire’s work should be remembered, both when using 

his ideas and when critiquing them.  

To gain a foothold in this shifting terrain, it is useful to consider the influences evident in 

Freire’s writing on conscientisation, as indicative of three broad discursive movements (Ty, 

2010). Freire’s (2002) earliest writing, Education for Critical Consciousness, first published in 

1965, draws heavily on Christian, sociological and existentialist thinking, and Freire’s ideas 

might be described as Christian existentialist. In what remains his most well-known work, 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970/2000) first published in 1968 in Portuguese and in English in 

1970, Freire draws on the ideas of the Frankfurt School, Marxist and socialist thinkers as well as 

liberation theologians, and their influence is evident in his thinking. By the time some of 

Freire’s last writing was collected into Pedagogy of the Heart in 1997, it is evident that his 

earlier ideas have not been left behind entirely, but that they have been influenced and shaped 

by a broad engagement with colleagues and critics, including feminist and postmodern thinkers. 

With these shifts in mind, educational philosopher Peter Roberts (2000) usefully addresses two 

key areas of critique relevant to my engagement with conscientisation. Roberts considers the 

problems of pedagogical intervention and also, the postmodern critique of Freire’s conception 

of subjectivity. I will explore each area of critique in turn, beginning with pedagogical 

intervention. 

Theorists have advanced the discourse of critical cultural pedagogy by using conscientisation to 

disrupt the hegemonic beliefs accepted as cultural norms (Berryman et al., 2017). Hegemonic 

cultural norms create understandings of culturally neutral educational spaces. These are 

imposed as common sense on participants within education regardless of their own cultural 

rituals, beliefs or values. For example, in English-medium schooling in Aotearoa New Zealand, 

hegemonic cultural norms include the understanding that knowledge transfer occurs from 

teacher to student, that mastery can be demonstrated in timed, written assessments and that 

students being cheeky to a teacher is disrespectful. By problematising hegemonic cultural 
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understandings and disrupting authoritarian approaches, conscientisation creates an informed 

praxis.  

Critics contest the potential for conscientisation to problematise cultural hegemonies because, 

they contend, the process of conscientisation itself is a cultural hegemony and a form of cultural 

invasion. Conscientisation has been positioned, most consistently by Chet Bowers (1983, 1984, 

1986), as a pedagogical intervention. Bowers argues that the culture circle model, that is 

designed to achieve transformation, is culturally bounded and therefore when applied cross-

culturally is itself a form of cultural invasion. This critique depends on conscientisation being 

viewed as a staged, “consciousness-raising” process. This view, of conscientisation as a 

consciousness-raising process, Berger argues, is based on an elitist and paternalistic assumption 

that those facilitating conscientisation are “more conscious” and “more humanised” than the 

participants in the process (Berger, 1974, 1975). From this perspective, “successful 

conscientisation” would be the completion of the process and presumably, participants gaining 

the same level of consciousness as the facilitator.  

Freire explicitly and repeatedly rejects this understanding of conscientisation, arguing against 

the adoption of conscientisation as a domesticating behaviourism, as technocratic reductionism. 

Instead, Freire insists that conscientisation includes “consciousness of one’s inconclusiveness” 

(Freire, 1997, p. 93) and is a process of continuing towards “unfinishedness” (Freire, 1997, p. 

93). As Roberts (2000) states in his engagement with Freire’s critics, “we do not remain 

permanently conscientised, or ‘locked in’ to a particular way of thinking; conscientisation takes 

place as a momentary process” (p. 145). By understanding conscientisation as an “ever evolving 

process” that “occurs incessantly” (p. 145) without any final accomplishment as the goal, the 

flexibility and possibility of conscientisation is retained. This reflection by Roberts aligns with 

Graham Smith’s (2004) indigenous recasting of conscientisation as a cyclical process, outlined 

earlier in this thesis. Roberts’s (2000) assertion of conscientisation as an iterative practice 

reaffirms Freire’s belief in education as a political act, whereby educators have “a responsibility 

to become involved in the lives of others” (p. 127), understanding at the same time that action 

as educators always has consequences. Maintaining a critical stance is what Freire believes 

enables involvement, whilst protecting against acts of invasion. In addition to addressing the 

problematics of cultural involvement, Roberts considers Freire’s position as a modernist 

thinker. 

Roberts argues that Freire remained a modernist thinker throughout his life, citing his continued 

reference to an “ethical code that is common to us all” (Freire, 1998a, p. 116). A modernist 

approach to conscientisation operates on the assumption of rational, unified subjectivity, in 
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which participants are bound by and operate within finite subjectivities, including defined 

cultural subjectivities. It was this continued reference to a “universal human ethic” (Freire, 

1998a, p. 23) that drew critique from postmodernists, arguing against such universalist and 

abstract metanarratives.  

Both Ellsworth (1989) and Weiler (1991, 1996) deliver important postmodern, feminist 

critiques of conscientisation, describing the rational, unified subject Freire presents as a 

repressive myth. Elizabeth Ellsworth (1989) made, what has become a seminal critique of 

conscientisation and subjectivity, grounded in her own teaching experience.  

In 1988 Ellsworth created and taught a special topics course at the University of Wisconsin-

Madison in which she attempted to create a space for students to explore and respond to the 

racially demeaning events that had occurred on their campus. The focus of the class was 

discussion of their context and the possibility of developing action. Following this experience 

Ellsworth (1989) published her paper “Why Doesn’t This Feel Empowering? Working Through 

the Repressive Myths of Critical Pedagogy.” In her classroom, which included students of 

colour, women, gay and Jewish students, Ellsworth analysed what Roberts (2000) terms shifting 

“‘lines’ of oppression” (p. 107) as fragmenting subjectivities and questions the possibility of 

relationship and common action amongst participants who experience shifting subjectivities and 

alliances. Furthermore, Ellsworth questions her own role teaching students of diverse 

subjectivities, different from her own. She disputes a teacher’s ability to conscientise students as 

to the nature of their oppression, or, what action they might take in response to that oppression.  

Giroux describes the diversity of action, like those taken by Ellsworth’s (1988) class, as a kind 

of “separatism” that can lead to a “crippling form of political disengagement” (p. 177). In 

response to the contrasting positions taken by Ellsworth and Giroux, Roberts (2000) suggests it 

is possible to view such “coalitions … which do not deny difference and conflict” (p. 103) from 

a more positive perspective. Weiler (1991) concludes that reflection and action in response to 

oppression must be located “in particular lived social and historical contexts” (p. 469) and that 

this particularity will result in a “more complex realization” (p. 470) of conscientisation.  

Freire remained engaged with critiques of his work, entering into dialogues (Freire & Macedo, 

1987, 1993, 1995, Freire et al., 1997) that continued to develop and shape his thinking and 

perspectives of subjectivity. The ongoing discourse around teachers’ subjectivity reiterates its 

complexity and importance as a concept.  

Engaging with critiques of conscientisation creates a sensitivity to the consequences of 

educators’ actions and the tension between involvement and invasion. It also raises awareness 
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of the multiple subjectivities that exist for students and teachers, as well as the power dynamics 

in which subjectivities are constructed, both locally and in broader contexts.  

Engaging with the critiques and tensions that exist also creates an awareness of how the concept 

of conscientisation has travelled and influenced educational policy.  

Conscientisation in Tātaiako 

Although it is now often obscured, Freire’s notion of conscientisation has been central in the 

development of critical pedagogy and cultural practice in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Conscientisation and becoming critically conscious underpins critical, cultural pedagogy as it 

appears in cultural practice policy in Aotearoa New Zealand. It is central to the Education 

Council’s Tātaiako policy which links to the teaching standards for teacher certification. 

As described in Chapter 2, the introduction of the policy document Tātaiako orients the reader 

to its critical stance. The foreword and opening summaries explicitly problematise the cultural 

contexts of classrooms and teaching practice in Aotearoa New Zealand. The policy looks to 

“shift emphasis towards how education can be delivered” (Education Council, 2011, Foreword) 

in a context where “identity, language and culture count” (p. 1) in “productive partnerships” (p. 

1) and seeks to “challenge teachers” (Foreword) to problematise their pedagogy and practice. 

Having established the critical approach of the policy, each cultural competency then “describes 

related behaviours for teachers at different stages of their teaching career, and what the results 

could look like for learners and their whānau” (p. 2). These behaviours are described as 

descriptive and indicative rather than exhaustive.  

Tātaiako grounds its description of culturally competent praxis in an understanding of Durie’s 

(2001) assertion of Māori enjoying and achieving education success as Māori, as it is expanded 

and explained in the Ministry of Education’s (2013) Ka Hikitia documentation. That is, that 

Māori students develop to be “confident, successful, culturally intelligent, bilingual adults” (p. 

5). In my reading of the Ka Hikitia and Tātaiako policies, I have come to understand that it is 

teachers’ understanding of this underpinning idea, of students enjoying and achieving education 

success as Māori, that facilitates teachers’ engagement with critical cultural practice and an 

awareness of students’ subjectivity.  

The phrase as Māori, which describes students’ subjectivity, has become problematic in two 

interrelated ways:  

− when anyone or anything other than Māori students and communities seek to determine 

what it means to achieve as Māori  
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and equally  

− when the phrase as Māori is reduced to a measurement of Māori achievement against 

norms established by the English-medium system  

Teachers need to understand what is meant by this key phrase as Māori, as it supports their 

engagement with students’ identity and subjectivity.  

New Zealand secondary school educator Ann Milne (2013) has argued that the essence of Māori 

enjoying and achieving education success as Māori is eroded when it is reduced to a 

measurement of Māori success that uses “no indicators of Māori knowledge whatsoever and … 

define[s] Māori achievement in Pākehā terms” (p. 293). Referring to Ka Hikitia, A. Milne 

(2009) contends that: 

“as Māori” are the most important words in the whole document, and will be the most 

ignored by schools who have no understanding of what “as Māori” might look like. “As 

Māori” is destined to become another white space, in that it will be reinvented and seen 

as no different to “as Pākehā” (p. 15).  

In her work at Kia Aroha College and in the descriptions of this work in her thesis, Milne 

(2013) and her colleagues have developed new lenses for assessments that track students’ 

identity indicators and self-knowledge. Milne, alongside the community, students and staff of 

Kia Aroha College have demonstrated what a critical engagement with the notion of education 

success as Māori could look like.  

The students of Kia Aroha College, known as Warrior Scholars, speaking as Māori and as the 

focus of cultural pedagogy, re-articulate in their own work (K. Milne, 2017), what Durie meant 

by the phrase as Māori. For them, Māori educational success is understood to be reliant upon 

students having access to te ao Māori, being able to actively participate as citizens of the world, 

enjoy good health, and a high standard of living. This success is in turn achieved through access 

to te ao Māori, language, culture, cultural practice, marae, resources, iwi, hapū and whānau (K. 

Milne, 2017). The Warrior Scholars explication of the phrase as Māori is at once clarifying and 

complex in all the variations that each component might encompass. 

The Warrior Scholars’ explanations expose the complexities of teachers “knowing where their 

students come from” and engaging in “productive partnerships” (Education Council, 2011, p. 1) 

with students and whānau.  

In this section of my critical discourse analysis, focused on how Freire’s notion of 

conscientisation has travelled into Tātaiako, it is useful to ask, does the Tātaiako policy 
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document provide a framework for engagement? Also, how might teachers engage productively 

with Tātaiako to engage critically with students’ subjectivity as Māori?  

For Tātaiako to be helpful as a support of positive teaching and learning interactions, teachers 

must understand and negotiate its uses and limits. In his exposition of Plato’s Phaedrus, Derrida 

(2004) describes what he terms the pharmakon – the prescription that will act as both remedy 

and poison. Derrida focuses on the role of writing as a pharmakon in the aid of memory. 

Writing he argues, can assist in aiding memory, but simultaneously, reliance on the written 

word will degrade memory.  

I would argue that cultural practice policy, including Tātaiako, can be usefully classified as a 

pharmakon. Working as a remedy, Tātaiako draws attention to productive, relational practices 

engaged in by competent teachers. Simultaneously, the presentation of these practices as lists of 

competencies and behaviours, linked to a series of ideal outcomes, reduces cultural pedagogy to 

mechanistic enactment, that can be poisonous to practice. Being aware of Tātaiako as a 

pharmakon requires teachers engaging with it to balance their use of the document, to foster and 

develop knowledge of cultural practice, whilst understanding that the enactment of this 

knowledge in their practice will be complex and iterative, rather than straightforward and 

mechanistic. Critical enactment of cultural practice is dialectic, with educators engaging in both 

action and reflection. Dialectic practice involves developing cultural knowledge, 

contextualising practice and reflecting on the impact of practice in order to take further action.  

If teachers understand cultural competence as a checklist of behaviours, then their practice will 

stagnate around this static list. A stagnant environment does not sustain life, it becomes 

poisonous. To remedy this, teachers and schools need to avoid viewing Tātaiako as a checklist 

of competencies and behaviours (Blank et al., 2016; Hetaraka, 2020) but rather try to engage 

with it as a framework for a dynamic cultural pedagogy. Professional learning in this area needs 

to foster reflection on self and draw teachers’ attention to the unconscious biases that can shape 

their practice (Blank et al., 2016). An important example of this in practice is the work done by 

the Te Kotahitanga project (Bishop & Glynn, 1999). In this initiative teachers read interview 

transcripts from students and whānau recounting their experiences at school, analysed and 

disaggregated data generated in their own classrooms and engaged with critical observations of 

their practice. These actions were designed to present teachers with the realities of their practice 

and its consequences, rather than what they believed was happening. Only after teachers had 

engaged with how unconscious biases were impacting their work did they think about how they 

might change and implement new practices.  
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In place of a mechanistic approach, cultural pedagogy is strengthened by teachers critically 

engaging with their own understanding – considering how they are thinking about their practice 

(Earl et al., 2008) and themselves as critical subjects. The importance of this self-knowledge is 

reflected by the kaumātua interviewed in Hetaraka’s (2020) thesis, urging teachers to develop a 

knowledge and love of themselves, rather than pursue a list of defined competencies. Ann Milne 

(2017) too, makes the argument that it is only changes in teachers’ beliefs that will lead to 

useful changes in action. All of this research and reflection on practice confirms that, rather than 

superficial shifts in behaviour, it is the hard-to-change values underlying cultural practice, that 

are what matter when supporting teachers’ pedagogy (Hall, 1989). The focus on underlying 

ideas and thinking by these experienced practitioners point to the futility of making superficial 

shifts in behaviour or method, if the underlying thinking remains unchanged and uncritical.  

The approach to Tātaiako that I have described here positions the policy as a productive remedy 

when teachers’ focus is on developing their understanding of their own subjectivity and 

practice, rather than seeking to define Māori students’ achievement as Māori. As Pākehā 

teachers we cannot know fully what it is to learn as Māori and pursuing this through the 

implementation of policy is illusory. However, conscientisation of one’s own subjectivity can 

support Pākehā teachers’ cultural practice by coming to understand ourselves as Pākehā. 

Tātaiako (Education Council, 2011) addresses this aspect of teachers’ understanding in the 

following ways:  

− Under the competency “Whanaungatanga,” the behavioural indicators for teachers 

entering initial teacher education (ITE), state teachers “Can describe from their own 

experience how identity, language and culture impact on relationships.” And that a 

graduating teacher, “Understands the impact of their own identity, language and culture 

(cultural locatedness) on relationships” (p. 6).  

− Under the competency “Manaakitanga,” a graduating teacher, “Recognises own cultural 

beliefs and values” (p. 8). 

− Under the competency Tangata Whenuatanga, a teacher entering ITE, “Knows about 

where they are from and how that informs and impacts on their own culture, values and 

beliefs” (p. 10). 

These descriptions in Tātaiako instate an understanding of cultural locatedness as a requirement 

of entry to ITE and as a characteristic of graduating teachers enacting cultural competencies. 

The descriptions demonstrate that cultural policy requires competent teachers to be critical of 

their own cultural identity – understanding how it locates them and influences their 

relationships with others. Its positioning as a requirement of entry to teacher training suggests 
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that an understanding of one’s own cultural identity is considered foundational in developing a 

mature relational cultural practice.  

At the same time, it is telling that the reflexive conscientisation of identity officially demanded 

of pre-service and graduating teachers in Tātaiako is not re-articulated in the requirements 

Tātaiako makes of certificated teachers or leaders. This discrepancy suggests an underlying 

assumption within the policy that developing cultural competencies is a staged process, that 

once an understanding of one’s own cultural identity is grasped, it is then possible to engage in 

positive cultural relationships. Underlying this is an assumption of stable cultural identity.  

My project seeks to understand how professional learning can support Pākehā teachers’ 

conscientisation of their own cultural identity and their understanding that this is not a first step 

in developing cultural relationships but a dynamic factor in their ongoing cultural pedagogy and 

practice. An iterative approach to teachers’ conscientisation of their cultural identity aligns with 

the approaches to conscientisation described by Roberts (2000) and Graham Smith (2004) 

earlier in this chapter. This ongoing approach encourages teachers to remain critically engaged 

with cultural pedagogy and helps to avoid a mechanistic, checklist enactment of cultural 

practice.  

Putting Conscientisation to Work – Becoming Conscientised of a Pākehā Identity 

My discourse analysis of Tātaiako emphasises the importance of teachers understanding and 

taking into account the notion of their Māori students enjoying and achieving education success 

as Māori. I have pointed to the problems of either ignoring this principle and assimilating Māori 

achievement into assessment against the normative standards of the English-medium system, or 

as Pākehā, trying to define what it means to achieve as Māori. It is not our role as Pākehā 

educators to define success for Māori students or communities, or to tell them how to do it. At 

the same time, Pākehā educators cannot abdicate the responsibilities we have to support Māori 

educational success as Māori. This raises the key questions: as Pākehā teachers, how might we 

critically and productively engage in this area? How might Pākehā teachers productively 

negotiate the tensions in this area?  

From my reading of the discourse outlined in this chapter, I am proposing that as Māori 

students, communities and colleagues work to define what it means to achieve as Māori, Pākehā 

teachers can critically engage in this area by becoming aware of our own identity as Pākehā. 

When Pākehā teachers begin to become conscious of our subjectivity as Pākehā this can 

facilitate productive relationality with Māori students and communities. 
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The next section of this critical discourse analysis investigates the role of a conscientised 

Pākehā identity in supporting a critical cultural pedagogy. For Pākehā teachers to become 

conscious of their subjectivity as Pākehā and understand themselves to be teaching as Pākehā, it 

is important to establish a shared understanding of a Pākehā identity that is useful and 

productive for teachers.  

A Productive Relational Pākehā Identity 

In this section I will explore the contested ground of Pākehā identity that remains the site of 

debate in politics, popular media, creative literature and academic discourse. In academic 

literature, the construction of a Pākehā identity has been addressed across many disciplines, 

including literature (Calder & Turner, 2002; Colquhoun, 1999; Traue, 1990; Wells, 2018), 

sociology (Amundsen, 2018; A. Bell, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2014) and history (King, 1985, 1991, 

2004; Reese, 2013). Whilst I have drawn on these discourses, I remain focused on discerning an 

identity that is productive in an educational context. Furthermore, some of the contributions to 

the debate around Pākehā identity are more informed and constructive than others. In 

approaching the question of Pākehā identity, I have chosen to engage with contributions that are 

productive and present possibility in establishing Pākehā teachers’ identity. I will consider the 

contributions and limitations of different constructions and the possibility of each to support a 

critical cultural pedagogy. I have not engaged in deconstructing unhelpful (mis)conceptions of 

Pākehā identity or the term Pākehā. 

In seeking to construct an understanding of Pākehā identity that is useful to teachers in their 

cultural practice, I propose that it is a productive relational Pākehā identity that supports 

teachers’ pedagogy.  

− By productive identity, I am describing an identity that is dynamic, produced in response 

to “historical context and political position” (Ellsworth, 1989, p. 92). A productive 

Pākehā identity acknowledges that teachers are subjects, actively producing the 

education system in which they operate, and which in turn works to produce them as 

teachers. My construction positions a productive Pākehā identity as working in a 

cumulative and transformative way. This notion of a productive identity aligns with 

Freire’s construction of conscientisation as an ongoing process continuing towards 

“unfinishedness” with a “consciousness of one’s inconclusiveness” (Freire, 1997, p. 93).  

− A relational identity acknowledges that a subject exists in relationship to others and that 

these relationships contribute to a knowledge of one’s self, without laying claim to 

knowing the other. I understand this to be a dialogical relationship with Māori. 
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I will begin by exploring discourse that has contributed to my understanding of a productive 

Pākehā identity that develops in response to “historical context and political position” 

(Ellsworth, 1989, p. 92). Contextualising Pākehā identity positions it as productive, able to 

negotiate the tensions between oppositions and rejecting a binary perspective leading to more 

critical, restless thinking (Jones & Jenkins, 2008). As Pākehā respond to their context, 

contrasting ideas of identity collide, compete and coalesce to generate further thinking and 

understanding. I will critically examine a number of diverse constructions found in the history, 

sociology and literature that I read. I will outline what each construction contributes to an 

understanding of Pākehā identity and also take account of the problems presented by the 

different constructions:  

Diaspora  Promotes an understanding of origins and heritage 

Settler  Focuses on the place of arrival and acknowledges settling as a 

transformative process 

White Native  Demonstrates a commitment to place, but misappropriates indigeneity  

Coloniser  Supports an understanding of colonisation as ongoing 

Non-Māori  Emphasises relationality to Māori, but is a negative definition 

White  Adopts a critical position, promoting an understanding of white 

privilege and supremacy, but is decontextualised 

Exploring these constructions creates an understanding of how they might contribute to a 

productive Pākehā identity.  

Pākehā as Diasporic Communities 

Diasporic communities, as opposed to settler communities, maintain strong connections to their 

places of origin. It is these multiple memories of elsewhere that sit behind the multiculturalism 

of nations such as the United States and the multiplicity of American identities, including Irish 

American, Japanese American, Polish American, African American, and a multitude of others. 

A diasporic identity cultivates a bitter-sweet nostalgia for an elsewhere-home (Lamb, 2002). 

Diasporic communities are strongest in Aotearoa New Zealand where they exist in contrast to, 

and often as a reaction against oppression by, the dominant British settler culture. Examples of 

these historic diasporic communities include Dalmatian communities in Northland and Chinese 

communities in the South Island. Recent immigrant communities can also be characterised as 

diasporic, retaining a strong connection to their places of origin. By considering its own 

diasporic nature, dominant Pākehā culture acknowledges the influence of its British origin and 

heritage on the way Pākehā identity has developed. It is the consideration of origin and heritage 

that a diasporic construction contributes to Pākehā identity. 
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Pākehā as Settler 

In contrast to a diasporic identity, a settler identity is strongly focused on the place of arrival 

and positions Pākehā as “people who have undergone irreversible change, who can’t go back” 

(Calder & Turner, 2002, p. 10). In Calder and Turner’s (2002) constructions, Pākehā as settlers, 

alongside Māori, “are mutually transformed in the complexities of encounter and exchange” (p. 

8). In such a construction, Pākehā are transformed by their experience of settlement, making 

them distinct from a diaspora who settled elsewhere. In this way, the settler aspect of Pākehā 

identity is cumulative, building on the influence of originating contexts via the particularities of 

destination.  

Pākehā as White Native 

The focus on the place of arrival in a settler identity is extended by those adopting a white 

native identity. In Aotearoa New Zealand, this construction of being Pākehā has developed out 

of the descriptions authored by historian and writer Michael King (1985, 2004). King’s move to 

define his Pākehā identity as a form of indigeneity struck a chord with many writers who 

aligned themselves with this definition. King (2004) argued that “like Māori too, we [Pākehā] 

became indigenous at the point where our focus of identity and commitment shifted to this 

country and away from our countries and cultures of origin” (p. 235). King goes on to state that 

anyone who is “committed to this land and its people and steeped in their knowledge of both, 

are no less ‘indigenous’ than Māori” (p. 235). In this construction of Pākehā identity there is no 

space for relationality because Māori and Pākehā are perceived to be primarily the same. From 

this perspective relationship is erased, because no difference in terms of indigeneity is 

perceived. This line of reasoning extends Pākehā identity beyond a sense of belonging to 

encompass claims of indigeneity that disregard the endemic aspects of Māori location in 

Aotearoa New Zealand and consequently it also disregards the ongoing colonisation of Māori. 

Pākehā as Coloniser 

Positioning Pākehā as coloniser disrupts the misappropriation of indigeneity in a white native 

identity and also the notion of “colonisers and colonised [being] mutually transformed in the 

complexities of encounter and exchange” (Calder & Turner, 2002, p. 8), promoted by a settler 

identity. A coloniser identity recognises the harm and trauma experienced by Māori because of 

colonisation and that in contrast, colonisers benefited from this process. Both colonised and 

coloniser are transformed by the process of colonisation, but it is not a mutual transformation. 

The contrasting experiences of transformation for Māori and Pākehā is something that Pākehā 

trying to define their identity continue to wrestle with.  
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A coloniser identity acknowledges that colonisation is an ongoing process that continues to 

detrimentally effect most Māori and benefit most Pākehā. It is only once we have acknowledged 

the ongoing experience of colonisation and its effects, that Pākehā can effectively engage in 

decolonising work. The critical perspective that is brought to a Pākehā identity by a coloniser 

construction is developed further by the discourse of whiteness. 

Pākehā as a Form of Whiteness 

A Pākehā identity is a specific form of “whiteness” that is developing from a predominantly 

British settler identity in the context of colonised Aotearoa New Zealand. The majority of the 

population (70%) in Aotearoa New Zealand is Pākehā (Stats NZ, 2019) and Pākehā identity has 

come to be the dominant identity, producing majority culture. One effect of this is to position 

Pākehā identity and culture as neutral in Aotearoa New Zealand in much the same way as 

whiteness has become a neutral position elsewhere. The discourse on whiteness offers some 

insights into the way dominant culture can work to become misconceived as neutral. White 

theory and critical white studies argue that the power of whiteness lies in its ability to erase 

itself, to be nowhere and yet everywhere (Apple, 2006; Sleeter, 2001; Steinberg & Kincheloe, 

2001). The terms white and whiteness critically name spaces that have previously been 

considered blank and neutral. Critical white theory seeks to “mark the unmarked” and counter 

what has been described as the “pervasive patterns of not seeing and not knowing – structured 

white ignorance, motivated inattention, self-deception, historical amnesia, and moral 

rationalization” (Mills, 2003, p. 190). 

White spaces include the classrooms, educational policy and systems of English-medium 

education, as well as hegemonic thinking of white teachers. In naming these spaces, a critical 

whiteness pedagogy reveals the neutrality of these spaces as a myth, and exposes the supremacy 

and privilege of white culture in these spaces. In her work in Aotearoa New Zealand, Ann Milne 

(2009, 2013, 2017) has used the term “whitestream” to explicitly foreground the privileging of 

white culture in New Zealand’s dominant English-medium education system. The use of the 

terms white, whiteness and whitestream is a deliberate discursive shift by academics and 

practitioners to name and critique what has become a hegemonic norm. It compels educators to 

acknowledge and address white privilege and white supremacy in educational white spaces. To 

support teachers’ developing understanding of white spaces and white privilege, it is helpful to 

consider the concrete realities of white privilege. 

Unseen white privilege is depicted by Peggy McIntosh (1988) as carrying a weightless 

knapsack. McIntosh’s account lists and unpacks the white privilege that she has experienced, 

from the abstract to the mundane. Her list of 26 privileges include:  
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14. I can do well in a challenging situation without being called a credit to my race [or] 

15. I am never asked to speak for all the people of my racial group. (p. 32)  

through to  

20. I can easily buy posters, postcards, picture books, greeting cards, dolls, toys, and 

children's magazines featuring people of my race. [and] 26. I can choose blemish cover 

or bandages in “flesh” color and have them more or less match my skin. (p. 33). 

Having identified and gathered these instances of privilege, McIntosh uses them to illuminate 

the systems of dominance that allow white people to live, oblivious to the advantage from 

which they benefit. In dominant culture, whites can experience the benefits of privilege without 

being conscious of their advantage or how that advantage has come to be systematically 

produced. McIntosh’s list and analysis has the effect of peering in and examining the privileges 

within the knapsack. In so doing she adds some weight of awareness, as to how this privilege 

has come about and operates. 

Contextualising a Pākehā Identity in Relation to Kaupapa Māori 

In his chronicle exploring white theory, one of David Gillborn’s characters observes “‘There’s 

been an explosion of writing about Whiteness but lots of it lacks any critical edge at all.’” 

(Gillborn, 2008, p. 9). It is possible to argue that some of this critical edge is lost when white 

theory is decontextualised. To remain contextualised and retain its critical edge, critical race 

theory and critical white theory in the United States must develop in relation to the African 

American intellectual traditions from which it emerged (Jupp et al., 2019). In Britain and its 

former colonies, the theory must develop in relation to the intellectual traditions of the 

colonised indigene. For a useful theory of whiteness, with critical edge, to develop in Aotearoa 

New Zealand, it must do so in relation to kaupapa Māori theory. Without reference to kaupapa 

Māori theory and practice, the application of critical race theory and critical whiteness 

pedagogy in an Aotearoa New Zealand context is a colonising force of cultural imperialism (L. 

T. Smith, 2012). Kaupapa Māori is a historically and culturally contextualising frame for a 

critical theory of whiteness in Aotearoa New Zealand.  

A useful and productive critical relationship with kaupapa Māori theory must operate in the 

tension between the unhelpful extremes of a disregard for kaupapa Māori and the appropriation 

of it. For Pākehā to uncritically adopt a kaupapa Māori approach is an appropriation. 

Conversely, to ignore the advances in theory and praxis that kaupapa Māori has made, 

decontextualises any critical approach and this ignorance dulls its critical edge. Working 

between these two poles is a negotiation, and the negotiation creates discomfort and debate. The 
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discomfort for Pākehā engaging in these debates is a result of their subjectivity and positionality 

being problematised. As can be seen from engaging with the competing constructions of Pākehā 

identity, this problematisation and negotiation can be productive. 

Coding and Decoding Culture – a Pākehā Literary Tradition 

A productive negotiation of identity is reflected in a Pākehā literary tradition of gathering 

together and laying out “evidence” of our culture. This process of coding and decoding a 

Pākehā identity is dynamic and invites further engagement. For example, in 1990 Jim Traue, a 

former national librarian, was prompted by an experience of whakawhanaungatanga to write an 

essay entitled “Ancestors of my mind: a Pākehā whakapapa” in which he lists those who have 

contributed to his own identity formation. In addition to the ancestors who form his “genetic 

inheritance” Traue explores the Western tradition and the “ideas and values of Greece, Rome, 

the Hebrews and the Christians” (para. 20) as they have influenced a tradition that believes that 

“reason and natural justice are the right tools to deal with the world” (para. 21). Traue does not 

stop there, but goes on to list many of the innumerable poets, essayists, historians and 

philosophers whose written work has particularly contributed to his identity as Pākehā. In the 

accumulation of those who have influenced his thinking, both directly and indirectly, Traue 

creates an identity for himself, akin he believes, to the foundational whakapapa of his Māori 

colleagues. Similarly, much of Glenn Colquhoun’s poetry is concerned with Pākehā identity and 

like Traue, Colquhoun uses listing as a device to gather together and examine the constituents of 

Pākehā identity. In Carrying Baggage Colquhoun (1999) unpacks his great-great-grandmother’s 

“magic suitcase,” examining a seemingly unending list of elements that constitute the identity 

that he now shoulders, elements as divergent as “family bibles … hokey pokey [and] polytech” 

(p. 68). Colquhoun’s suitcase is heavy with the accumulated productions of Pākehā culture.  

The metaphor of weight is a useful one when thinking about identity and the privilege that 

particular identities can bestow. The weight of Colquhoun’s overflowing magic suitcase is 

carried in stark contrast to the weightless knapsack of white privilege described by Peggy 

McIntosh. Coming to understand our cultural identity as Pākehā can help to add weight to the 

knapsack. This makes a Pākehā identity more useful than a white identity. As Pākehā come to 

critically understand the ways in which we are producing culture and are produced by our 

culture, it contextualises our privilege. This makes it possible for us to see it, acknowledge it 

and potentially, take action that will redistribute it and transfer the burden of privilege to those 

who benefit from it. It is through action that goes beyond the apologia of white guilt (Warren & 

Fassett, 2004) or false empathy (Delgado, 1996) that privilege is redistributed and the burden of 

privilege is transferred to those benefiting.  
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The practice of conscientisation is crucial for teachers to think critically about how we, as 

Pākehā, are producing the culture in our classrooms and how privilege exists in these 

educational spaces. Literary traditions in Aotearoa New Zealand continue to provide useful 

reflections for this practice. In his essay, Traue includes such productions of culture as “reason 

and natural justice,” drawing on his own philosophical traditions to describe these concepts as 

“the right tools to deal with the world” (Traue, 1990, para. 21). Colquhoun’s (1999) poetry 

identifies staples of English-medium schooling, “flagpoles … time … and UE” (p. 68) amongst 

the layers of Pākehā identity. Colquhoun’s list hints at the way symbolism, time and 

qualifications all contribute to a cultural identity. The perception and use of time are a mainstay 

of the English-medium education system. The clock time of the school day, “with its emphasis 

on punctuality, the ringing of bells to mark out the hours, and a curriculum divided into a set 

number of hours each week” (Kidman et al., 2020) is a cultural approach to the passage of time, 

as is the way students are progressed according to their age grouping, rather than a common 

interest or a familial grouping. In the same way assessment and qualifications esteem 

knowledge that is privileged by the dominant culture. Equally Traue’s privileging of reason as 

the “right tool” to deal with life denotes a dominant cultural position that privileges logic and 

analysis over other ways of knowing.  

These literary accumulations of identity are useful because, by identifying themselves as literary 

productions, they invite the reader to understand identity as a production and entertain the 

possibility of an alternative production. In reading these literary productions it is possible to ask 

questions such as, “What does my attitude to time say about who I am?”; “What knowledge is 

valuable to me?”; and “What might be alternative tools to reason?” In the same way that these 

literary miscellanies invite reflection on Pākehā identity, observations of classroom activity 

provide teachers with opportunity to reflect. It is in the decoding of coded, concrete situations 

within their classrooms that Pākehā teachers continue to become conscientised about the 

existence of their own cultural identity, the production of dominant culture and the possibility of 

alternative productions within their classrooms and schools.  

The questions raised for educators by these literary productions are also reflected in educational 

literature, for example in Ann Milne’s (n.d.) Seven Steps to Audit Your White Spaces. The 

process of becoming critically conscientised about one’s productive Pākehā identity is ongoing 

and inconclusive work, amplified by the relational nature of Pākehā identity.  

Locating a Relational Pākehā Identity 

A Pākehā identity is constructed in relation to Māori, in Aotearoa New Zealand. Pākehā identity 

as a relational construction reinforces its dynamic and productive nature.  
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In its extreme, a relational identity constructs Pākehā as non-Māori. This construction is 

exclusively relational, denoting a subject that exists only in relation to another. Pākehā as non-

Māori constructs Pākehā as an “empty alterity” (Gray et al., 2013, p. 97) that is defined in the 

negative – not Māori. A negative definition of Pākehā works by marking the “other” and leaves 

dominant Pākehā culture unmarked, however, a relational identity need not be an empty alterity. 

To ensure that a relational Pākehā identity does not contribute to the myth of neutrality, it must 

be claimed critically, as both a descriptive contextualised naming and a prescriptive 

responsibility that carries the weight of action. By replacing the negative construction with a 

contextualised definition, Pākehā identity is marked and gains substance.  

A productive relational Pākehā identity names and contextualises a collective cultural position. 

This positioning promotes collective responsibility in our thinking and action and shifts our 

thinking about racism beyond individual, personal attitudes and acts, towards a collective 

responsibility for the dynamics of privilege. While it is the intention of white theory in the UK 

and US to identify systemic privilege, in Aotearoa New Zealand, it is a Pākehā identity that 

names our collectivity and responsibility. 

By constructing a collective, contextualised identity, it is possible to position Pākehā in 

relationship to Māori. A version of this positioning was illustrated by Dean Mahuta (2005) who 

uses Hoani Te Rangiāniwaniwa Rangihau’s graphic depiction of te ao Māori as he saw it (p. 3). 

This illustration (Figure 2) and the accompanying explanation in Mahuta’s work centres Māori 

values, language and culture in the kaupapa Māori work of decolonisation and self-

determination.   
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Figure 2 

Hoani Te Rangiāniwaniwa Rangihau’s Graphic Depiction of Te Ao Māori, as Presented by 

Dean Mahuta (2005, p. 3) 

 

In Mahuta’s (2005) construction, Pākehā are peripheral. This way of decentring identity can be 

uncomfortable for many Pākehā, provoking what educational sociologist Alison Jones describes 

as “confusion and avoidance” (Jones, 2012, p. 101) when they first encounter it. However, this 

construction aligns with the critical and kaupapa Māori imperative that theory must be 

developed from the perspective of the dominated (L. T. Smith, 2012). Constructing a relational 

Pākehā identity as peripheral contrasts with critical white theory, where whiteness remains 

centred and the work being done to mark the unmarked, despite its intentions, tends to recentre 

the dominant category. The explicit decentring of Pākehā in Mahuta’s kaupapa Māori work, 

breaks open the paradox of white neutrality. Defining and positioning Pākehā as a peripheral 

relational identity prevents it both remaining centred or assuming a mythical neutrality. By 

naming and positioning Pākehā on the periphery, the explicit relational identity removes the 

dominator’s ability to be everywhere and nowhere.  

To strengthen relationships with Māori, and to engage in responsive and sustaining practice, 

Pākehā must accept that in te ao Māori and in kaupapa Māori, we will rightly remain in a 
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peripheral relationship. Pākehā must learn to live with – even embrace – difference, discomfort 

and disappointment (Jones, 1999, 2012), accepting that these relations will never be settled.  

As an unsettled relational construction, Pākehā identity remains contested and therefore 

productive ground. Developing a conscientised relational Pākehā identity can open up educators 

to the productive possibilities of discomfort.  

Accepting discomfort and being unsettled as characteristic of Māori-Pākehā relations supports 

teachers’ conscientisation of a productive relational Pākehā identity. In turn, understanding 

ourselves to be teaching as Pākehā in this way, makes it possible to decode the cultural 

productions of our classrooms and schools and opens up the possibility of reimagining 

alternative productions. Becoming conscious of ourselves teaching as Pākehā allows teachers to 

critically and positively “move towards others” (Moisi, 2009, p. 31) and support students to 

achieve as Māori. 

My case study in Part 2 explores how professional learning can support teachers to become 

conscious of how they teach as Pākehā. The PLC, retheorised as a Freirean culture circle, 

presented teachers with situations from their practice that helped them to understand the cultural 

context of their teaching pedagogy and relationships with students. Becoming conscious of how 

their teaching practice was culturally constructed allowed teachers to think about how they 

might reconstruct their practice in ways that supported students’ achievement as Māori.  
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Chapter 5. Generative Themes / Culture as a 

Resource 

In this chapter I will examine how generative themes and resource pedagogies have travelled 

into Tātaiako and consider how these concepts might be put to work in this project. I will 

explore Freire’s understanding of generative themes as a tool for coding and decoding 

situations. I will also examine how generative themes have come to be understood as a resource 

pedagogy in cultural practice. I acknowledge that many other theoretical ideas have contributed 

to the development of a resource pedagogy, including kaupapa Māori theories, Moll’s funds of 

knowledge, and Gutiérrez’s third space theory. In this chapter I am not suggesting that Freire’s 

concept of generative themes should be considered at the exclusion of these other ideas. What I 

am arguing is that understanding some of the complexities of Freire’s generative themes can 

support teachers to avoid a mechanistic or domesticated approach to resource pedagogy. I will 

consider the discursive shifts in the secondary literature and how reapplying Freire’s notion of 

generative themes can support teachers as they address problems of practice.  

Freire and Generative Themes 

Freire’s work on generative themes arises from his development of adult literacy teaching 

programmes. In establishing culture circles in Northeast Brazil, Freire’s workers followed a 

three-stage process of investigation, thematisation and problematisation. It is out of this process 

that the notion of generative themes emerges.  

Freire’s work with generative themes spans three spaces within a community:  

− literacy teaching  

− cultural pedagogy 

− critical action 

In his teaching, thinking and writing Freire works across all three areas, often addressing 

concerns from different contexts simultaneously.  

Subsequent literature has adopted and reinterpreted Freire’s notion of themes widely and often 

loosely. These uses of generative themes tend to emphasise one or other of the three areas and 

focus on it in a more disconnected approach. For clarity I will address each of these areas 

separately, but highlight the ways Freire connects them where helpful.  
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Generative Themes as Literacy Teaching 

Freire’s early work in Brazil, where the pedagogy of the culture circle emerged, was focused on 

literacy teaching and learning. In these circles, Freire’s (1976) workers followed, as I said, a 

three-stage process of investigation, thematisation and problematisation.  

In the first stage of investigation, educators would work with participants to research the lives of 

participants, living amongst them and recording their daily language. This resulted in the 

creation of lists of familiar vocabulary. Having learnt these initial words, the vocabulary on 

these lists could be segmented into syllables that were then used to generate countless other 

vocabularies. Freire provides an example of one of these word lists, used in the State of Rio, in 

his 1976 text.  

Educators in Aotearoa New Zealand will recognise Freire’s generative vocabulary approach, as 

it parallels the key vocabularies and organic writing methods of literacy pioneer Sylvia Ashton-

Warner (1963). Culture as a source of vocabulary was essential to Ashton-Warner’s approach, 

as it was to Freire. I will return to examine Ashton-Warner’s approach later, as I consider the 

discursive shifts of generative themes. Although preparations for Freire’s culture circles began 

with investigation of the participants’ language and meaning systems, it was in fact the 

problematisation of culture itself that was the first concern of culture circles when they met. 

Generative Themes as Cultural Pedagogy – Thematisation 

Before the lists of generative vocabulary were introduced, participants were presented with 

another set of visual texts. Each Freirean culture circle began with the presentation and 

discussion of ten situations using visual aids. This prologue to the groups’ literacy learning 

highlights Freire’s focus on the process of conscientisation and explains his insistence on the 

groups being named culture circles rather than literacy groups. The coordinators facilitating 

each group would direct participants through a series of ten graphics that depict scenes familiar 

to the participants. As with the example of the word list, these graphics are reproduced in 

Freire’s (1976) text Education: The Practice of Freedom. The process of engaging with these 

graphics was designed for participants to become critically aware of their own context.  

The graphics highlight the difference between participants’ naturally occurring world, for 

example wild plants, in contrast to aspects of their context that are culturally produced, for 

example cultivated crops. In this way, participants also became aware of themselves as 

producers of culture. One of the graphics, for example, depicts potters making vases. For Freire, 

participants becoming critically conscious of the difference between nature and culture, 

understanding culture to be produced and themselves to be active subjects in the production of 
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that culture, was a fundamental step in the process of education. As outlined in my description 

of the culture circle methodology, participants’ developing understanding allowed them to enter 

the literacy learning phase with an understanding of themselves as active subjects. To this end, 

the final of the ten graphics portrays a culture circle engaging with “text” by discussing one of 

the graphics. In understanding themselves as active subjects, participants came to understand 

themselves as potentially capable, not only of reading and understanding lettered texts, but also 

capable of producing them and affecting the world through their production.  

It is this process and understanding that is at the heart of Freire’s reading of “the world” and 

“the word” (Macedo & Freire, 1987, p. 23). To achieve understanding, Freire presented 

participants with situations generated from their own cultural context and posed questions about 

these situations. Freire used words and themes generated within the cultural context of the 

participants. As with Moll’s “funds of knowledge” (Moll et al., 2006), Freire understood the 

culture of participants to be a resource that underpinned their access to education. This 

conception of “culture as a resource” is the way in which generative themes tend to be 

understood in educational writing and policy in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Only once Freire’s culture circle participants had learnt to “read the world” did they learn to 

“read the word.” Only once they had developed an understanding of themselves as critical 

subjects capable of cultural production, did coordinators introduce the generative word lists that 

had been compiled via research alongside participants in their communities. 

Generative Themes as Critical Action – Problematisation 

The investigation and thematisation of both vocabulary and cultural situations must be 

generated by critical subjects. Generative themes do not exist and cannot be understood apart 

from the people they concern (Freire, 1976). Thematic investigation is undertaken by the 

subjects of the themes; accordingly, generative themes are political in that they can only exist 

via participants’ perception and understanding. According to Freire, generative themes cannot 

be imposed on participants. In this way, participants remain critical subjects in the investigation, 

rather than the objects of the investigation. Freire argues that investigation and thematisation 

must be undertaken with no predetermined agenda. 

It is through the presentation of the investigation to the participants that thematisation takes 

place, as the participants’ perceptions of the coded situations are gained. The themes are not 

arbitrary inventions, nor are they a working hypothesis to be proved. Rather, decoding and 

thematisation is a process of critical reflection on the relationships between person-person 
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relationships and person-world relationships. The process does not divorce the situation from 

the perception of the situation by those involved and therefore is not mechanistic, but critical. 

An example that Freire has used in his writing to illustrate the importance of participants’ 

perceptions and participation in the investigation and thematisation involves a culture circle in 

Santiago. In this example the circle coordinators presented an image of three men conversing on 

the street corner, while a drunk man walks down the street. The coordinators presented the 

image with the expectation that the group would discuss alcoholism. Instead, their discussion 

focused on their perception of the man returning home “after working all day for low wages and 

who is worried about his family because he can’t take care of their needs. He is the only worker. 

He is a decent worker and a souse like us” (Freire, 1970/2000, p. 118). This early experience of 

the situation and participants’ perceptions being indivisible and taking precedence over the 

intentions of the coordinator, shaped Freire’s emphasis on the participants’ reflection and 

perceptions. For Freire, it is the participants’ perceptions of a situation that produce the 

generative theme. 

When participants investigate and thematise situations, they become conscientised and are 

positioned to problematise situations that are familiar to them. It is as a result of 

problematisation that participants can take critical action. Participants, like those described in 

the Santiago culture circle, can reject an oppressive perspective of their situation. In parallel, as 

Pākehā teachers problematise the English-medium education system, they are able to critique 

the value of the system and their role within it. Likewise, as Māori students problematise their 

participation in the education system, they are able to critique and potentially reject the English-

medium system. This political understanding of generative themes appears in Freire’s early 

work and has been theorised by him using one of his early influences, Karl Jaspers (1971) and 

his notion of the limit situation (Grieder, 2009; Petruzzi, 1998).  

Generative Themes as Limit Situations and Untested Feasibility 

Jaspers describes a limit situation (German: grenzsituation, grenz being a border) as an 

experience in which one’s response can shift beyond the ordinary. They are “limit” situations in 

the sense that they are situated at the limits of one’s experience, they occur at the border of 

one’s self. Jaspers’s limit situations include, for example, experience of guilt, fear or suffering. 

Freire understood Jaspers’s concept of the limit situation as an “obstacle,” to have a pessimistic 

aspect, but in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire (1970/2000) uses Vieira Pinto’s positive 

approach to develop an understanding of the limit situation as a frontier. When viewed from 

Jaspers’s perspective, the limit situations of oppression and underdevelopment are obstacles – 

an idea Freire critiques as the border between “being” and “nothingness.” In his development of 
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the concept, Freire writes about limit situations, not as obstacles but as frontiers. He describes 

these situations as the frontier that separates “being from being more” (p. 99). When limit 

situations are perceived by those who are curbed by them as the frontier between being and 

“being more human” then those subjects can direct “critical actions towards achieving the 

untested feasibility implicit in that perception” (p. 102).  

In characterising limit situations as situations of potential, they are posed as problems and 

within this problematisation, action is implied. For Freire, the situations encompass the 

indivisible solidarity of word and action. They are praxis. In Freirean thinking, the limit 

situation is the origin of the limit act, the action through which the subject crosses the frontier 

from the place of being human into the potential of being more human. In this way the limit act 

is the process of humanisation. The limit act takes the subject into untested feasibility, beyond 

the limit situation. It is in this untested feasibility that critical hope and critical imagination 

exist. 

Limit situations and limit acts are simultaneously antagonistic and hopeful. Limit situations 

encompass those who are curbed or oppressed by them, but also those who benefit from them. 

For example, the limit situation of low wages curbs workers, but benefits employers. 

Antagonism arises when limit acts work to shift these situations and those who are curbed or 

benefited by them. Those who benefit from the limit situation and perceive a threat in a limit act 

work to maintain the status quo. In an educational setting, a limit situation might be benefiting 

some members of the community. If this situation is problematised and teachers, students or 

community members undertake a limit act to transform the situation, those members of the 

community who are benefiting from the status quo will find the action antagonistic. In contrast, 

for those whom the limit situation curbs, the limit act is essentially hopeful. For example, the 

problematisation of ability streaming in a school will be viewed as antagonistic by those who 

perceive benefit from it but as hopeful by those who are curbed by the system. The untested 

feasibility is the sense of hopefulness, that is the belief in the contingent possibility that exists 

beyond the limit situation. Lear (2006) describes this kind of hopefulness as radical, in that “it is 

directed toward a future goodness that transcends the current ability to understand what it is” (p. 

103). 

In her writing on untested feasibility Ana Maria Freire (2002) returns to the notion of a utopia, 

arguing that untested feasibility “can teach us a wise utopia” (p. 10). As subjects undertake limit 

acts that move them beyond the frontiers of their limit situations, they materialise the hope of 

the untested feasibility. When this happens, the frontier between being and being more shifts, 

the subject then looks to the hope that now exists at this new frontier of untested feasibility. In 
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this way, identifying a limit situation and undertaking limit acts is generative, it is a process of 

becoming and of humanisation, because it looks to the hope that now exists.  

Discursive Shifts in Generative Themes 

In Freire’s work and those who adhere to his methods, generative words and themes “signify the 

most important subject matter for an emancipatory curriculum” (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1998, 

p. 20). Souto-Manning (2010) describes the generative nature of critical pedagogy as 

“honouring participants’ background experiences and knowledge” (p. 2). Freire was clear from 

his earliest work and throughout his writing that for teachers to access these generative themes 

and for culture to be positioned as a resource within the educational setting, teachers must 

“embrace the fluidity of the roles of teacher and learner” (Souto-Manning, 2010, p. 13). That is, 

teachers must be willing to position themselves as learners within the students’ cultural context. 

Vitally, students must also be positioned as teachers. As they participate in the investigation, 

thematisation and problematisation of their own situations and thematics, participants in the 

circles inform and educate the coordinators.  

The positioning of the coordinator within the culture circle has led to strong critique of Freire’s 

pedagogy. I have already touched on this critique in my examination of the tension between 

dialogue and direction, in Chapter 2. Freire responded to critique of the coordinator’s position 

on a number of occasions.  

Critics of the role of generative themes in education focus on the role of the educator in the 

process of investigation, thematisation and problematisation, arguing that it is not possible for 

coordinators to act within the process without being directive. Freirean scholar Paul V. Taylor 

(1991, 1993) takes this further and in his detailed analysis of the evidence from Freire’s culture 

circles concludes that there were directive educators guiding the conscientisation process. To 

develop consciousness of a need for education itself, suggests Taylor, requires guidance and an 

understanding that is rarely self-developing. In his argument he refers to the tenth graphic 

presented to participants at the beginning of the culture circle work (Freire, 1976). This graphic 

is reflexive, portraying a culture circle group discussing one of the previous graphic situations. 

Taylor (1991) argues that the layers of complexity presented in this graphic were impossible to 

comprehend in the way Freire reported, without the direction of the coordinator. Therefore, the 

presence of the coordinator or educator in the process of transformation and humanisation is not 

neutral. The presence of a directive coordinator calls into question participants’ positioning as 

independently active subjects. 
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In response to this kind of critique, Freire stated (Freire & Macedo, 1995) that he never claimed 

educators were to be non-directive or that students should be handed over to themselves in an 

act of spontaneity. Freire’s argument is that the directive presence of the coordinator is not anti-

dialogic, where it is liberating and not domesticating, and where the authority of the coordinator 

does not become authoritarianism. In Gadotti’s reading, Freire acknowledges the role of the 

educator “as different from the pupil … but not antagonistic” (Gadotti, 1994, p. 56). This 

relationship becomes antagonistic when the authority of the educator is transformed into 

authoritarianism. Rather, Freire (1998, 1970/2000) urges teachers to maintain the tension 

between authority and freedom. This is explained further by (1994):  

There is no attempt to deny the authority which the educator has and represents. The 

differences between the educator and the pupil are found in a relationship in which the 

freedom of the pupil is allowed to be expressed. (pp. 50–51) 

However, Taylor (1993) maintains that whether directive coordinators are liberating or 

domesticating, they are always colonising. The ideas or ideals participants are directed towards 

are initially those of the coordinator and therefore participants assimilate these imposed values. 

For instance, Taylor suggests the very idea that literacy “equates with power” (p. 108) is an 

example of a colonising value imposed by directive coordinators in Freire’s culture circles. 

Taylor’s critique of generative themes and directive teaching is echoed in Hetaraka’s (2020) 

critique of Ashton-Warner’s key vocabularies. Hetaraka analyses the way in which Ashton-

Warner’s conceptions of her Māori students influenced the ways in which she interacted with 

them and the vocabulary that she captured. Hetaraka argues that Ashton-Warner did not capture 

naturally occurring key vocabularies generated by her students, but rather, that the vocabularies 

were Ashton-Warner’s own cultural constructions of her students.  

Taylor’s critique of the coordinator and participant roles in Freire’s culture circles questions the 

dialogic nature of their relationship. This critique has been developed by others and I will 

consider the implications of the developing critique and discourse in Chapter 6, which examines 

the dialogic / relational nature of Freire’s approach. 

Generative Themes in Tātaiako 

As described in Chapter 2 and the first section of this chapter, education policy in Aotearoa 

New Zealand, including Tātaiako, predominantly translates Freire’s notion of generative themes 

into the concept of culture as a resource. Freire’s generative themes have been formative in the 

development of culturally responsive practice in Aotearoa New Zealand and were influential in 

Bishop and Glynn’s argument that “culture counts” (Bishop & Glynn, 1999). The principle of 
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culture as an educational resource is foundational to cultural pedagogy as it has developed, and 

is described and practised in Aotearoa New Zealand (Ashton-Warner, 1963; Bishop & 

Berryman, 2006; Bishop & Glynn, 1999; M. MacDonald, 2016; Richardson, 2012).  

Tātaiako (Education Council, 2011) outlines a resource pedagogy that positions students’ 

cultural knowledge as a resource in their learning and characterises teachers’ cultural 

knowledge as impacting on their relationships and practice. Understanding the “beliefs, 

language and culture of Māori” (p. 8) and the “identity, language and culture (cultural 

locatedness) of Māori learners and their whānau” (p. 10) is highlighted as the starting point for 

teachers’ cultural competencies. Competent certificated teachers’ behaviour is described in 

statements such as these: 

“Harnesses the rich cultural capital that Māori learners bring to the classroom” (p. 10) 

“Actively facilitates the participation of whānau and people with the knowledge of 

local context” (p. 10) 

“Consciously uses and actively encourages the use of local Māori contexts” (p. 10) 

Positioning Māori students’ culture as a resource is well intentioned, as a way of accessing, 

activating and valuing students’ prior knowledge. This can be positive and productive practice, 

depending on how teachers think about it (Blank et al., 2016; Earl et al., 2008; Hall, 1976/1989; 

Lee, 2008; A. Milne, 2017). The positioning of students’ prior cultural knowledge as a resource, 

has been critiqued when it is thought about in two problematic ways.  

Firstly, it is problematic when students’ prior cultural knowledge is valued as a “foundation 

from which to build new (Western) knowledge, not for the knowledge itself” (Hetaraka, 2020, 

p. 242). This view positions students’ cultural knowledge as a “starting point” for “more 

important” or “more developed” knowledge to build on and in this way devalues cultural 

knowledge.  

Secondly, it is problematic if cultural knowledge is positioned “in-addition” to the required or 

standard curriculum knowledge. This type of thinking occurred with the implementation of the 

“taha Māori” policies of the past, and as I have described in Chapter 2, has been broadly 

critiqued (G. H. Smith, 1986) as “othering” Māori knowledge in a so-called neutral Pākehā 

system. The intention to shift away from this kind of thinking is signalled in the foreword of 

Tātaiako as it states, “We are looking to shift emphasis towards how education can be delivered 

in the context of the vibrant, contemporary Māori values and norms, reflecting the cultural 

milieu in which Māori students live” (Education Council, 2011, Foreword). This is a positive 
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intention but the document itself offers no direction to support teachers’ shift into this new 

context or how teachers’ thinking might frame their engagement with students’ cultural 

knowledge.  

Drawing on discursive shifts in critical cultural pedagogy outlined in Chapter 2, I would suggest 

that it is a critical, culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris, 2012; Paris & Alim, 2014; Paris & 

Ball, 2009) that will support teachers’ productive engagement with students’ prior cultural 

knowledge. A culturally sustaining approach will support the positive intentions of Tātaiako to 

deliver education in the context of “vibrant, contemporary Māori values and norms” (Education 

Council, 2011, Foreword). A culturally sustaining pedagogy supports teachers’ and students’ 

critical engagement with knowledge and the system in which they are operating. A culturally 

sustaining pedagogy will also support Pākehā teachers to critically locate themselves and their 

own cultural knowledge in relationship to their work and students. 

In Tātaiako (Education Council, 2011), alongside statements that position Māori cultural 

knowledge as a resource, teachers entering training and graduating teachers are required to 

interrogate the ways in which they are positioned by their own cultural knowledge and 

identities. The structure of the Tātaiako competencies requires teachers in ITE and graduate 

teachers to recognise their cultural positioning as a basis for whanaungatanga and 

manaakitanga.  

The behaviour of competent graduating teachers is described in statements such as: 

Understands the impact of their own identity, language and culture (cultural locatedness) 

on relationships. (p. 6) 

Recognises own cultural beliefs and values. (p. 8) 

Beyond these graduating teacher statements, the Tātaiako policy document does not recognise 

the ongoing role of teachers’ cultural knowledge in teaching and learning interactions. In other 

words, Pākehā teachers’ cultural knowledge appears to be recognised as foundational in their 

work, but its ongoing effect seems neglected. Tātaiako seems not to recognise or reconsider the 

ongoing influence of Pākehā teachers’ identity or role as active subjects producing cultural 

knowledge throughout their career. So, despite the intentions outlined in the foreword, to deliver 

education in the context of “Māori values and norms” (Education Council, 2011, Foreword), 

Tātaiako contributes to the ways in which the English-medium education system produces 

teachers and classrooms where Pākehā culture is normative and perceived as being neutral.  
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When teachers engage critically in a culturally sustaining pedagogy, it equips them to 

understand and critique an education system that positions Pākehā culture as neutral and Māori 

students’ cultural knowledge either as “additional” or as a starting point to be developed.  

Freire’s generative themes consist of investigation, thematisation and problematisation. Ideas of 

investigation and thematisation are evident in cultural pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand, and 

in cultural policy including Tātaiako. The processes of investigation and thematisation are 

described as a resource pedagogy that positions students’ cultural knowledge as a resource in 

their learning. This is evident in statements in Tātaiako (Education Council, 2011) such as, 

“Harnesses the rich cultural capital that Māori learners bring to the classroom” (p. 10) and, 

“Actively facilitates the participation of whānau and people with the knowledge of local 

context” (p. 10) 

It is possible to make straightforward links between Freire’s idea of generative themes and the 

resource pedagogy described in Tātaiako when thinking about the processes of investigating 

cultural contexts and presenting cultural themes to students. These links between theory and 

practice have been strengthened by other theoretical work, including the work of Luis Moll et 

al. (1992) on their theory of funds of knowledge. In fact, Moll et al.’s theory maps more directly 

onto a resource pedagogy than does Freire’s generative themes. However, if Freire’s idea of 

generative themes is reduced to promoting students’ culture as a resource for learning then the 

critical aspect of problematisation is lost. 

My project acknowledges positioning students’ culture as a resource as a positive aspect of 

cultural pedagogy and interpretation of Freire’s generative themes. However, I am suggesting 

that teachers’ cultural pedagogy can be strengthened by re-engaging with the detail of Freire’s 

thinking and foregrounding his critical approach to problematising situations. By returning to 

Freire’s idea of generative themes and looking at its origins in Jaspers’s limit situations, the 

critical aspects of Freire’s thinking are re-established. Therefore, as I have put Freire’s 

generative themes to work in my project, I have focused on teachers and the critical 

problematisation of their own practice. 

Focusing on teachers’ problematisation of practice, rather than on using students’ culture as a 

resource, aligns with my assertion in Chapter 4, that becoming critically conscientised should 

focus teachers on their work as Pākehā rather than solely on their students’ achievement as 

Māori.  
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Putting Generative Themes to Work 

By investigating some of the theoretical origins of the policy of culture as a resource, my 

critical discourse analysis has re-exposed Freire’s theoretical intentions of generative themes 

and limit situations. Freire’s generative themes offer more than a resource pedagogy. Freire’s 

idea of generative themes positions teachers’ problems of practice as opportunities for teachers 

to examine their practice and move beyond a limiting situation, transforming and strengthening 

their practice. This is what Freire (2007) described as the border between “being” and “being 

more.”  

Freire uses the terms “coded situations” and “decoding” in his culture circle work. A coded 

situation is a circumstance that has been recorded, defined and described in such a way that it 

can be re-presented. To decode, people discuss and interrogate a situation, examining its 

constituent parts and interactions. Decoding opens up a situation for examination and can 

provide perspective. As I retheorised the PLC, I used these terms to help describe the 

professional learning work teachers were doing.  

My project positions teachers’ recorded observations of each other’s practice as coded 

situations. Teachers’ observations define and describe familiar circumstances in order to re-

present them to the observed teacher. Teachers worked together to decode the situations. That is 

to say, they read the observations carefully and used critical questioning to interrogate the 

interactions and the thinking represented in the observations. Together teachers discussed their 

readings of the observations.  

In the retheorising of teachers’ professional learning circles as culture circles, the observations 

that teachers make of one another’s practice are repositioned as the coded situations of Freire’s 

culture circles. Freire is explicit regarding the requirements of the codifications and thematics 

presented to culture circle participants. Firstly, Freire (1970/2000) insists on the familiarity of 

the situations, stating “codifications must necessarily represent situations familiar to the 

individuals whose thematics are being examined, so that they can easily recognise the situations 

and thus their own relation to them” (p. 114). Teachers’ observations fulfil Freire’s first 

requirement of a situation as they are re-presenting to teachers their own practice with which 

they are intimately familiar and relate to with an understanding of themselves as an active 

subject.  

The second of Freire’s requirements for the situations presented to participants is that they be 

“neither overly explicit nor overly enigmatic” (p. 114). The decoding process outlined in the 

case study works to support this requirement, seeking to move teachers’ engagement with 
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observations beyond “stating the obvious” (p. 115) and at the same time providing a framework 

to avoid the decoding process becoming “a puzzle or a guessing game” (p. 115). By fulfilling 

the second requirement Freire describes for coded situations, the teachers’ observations are 

shown to be suitable for the transformational process of decoding. By approaching problems of 

practice as coded situations that can be decoded, teachers position themselves as critical 

subjects, able to make changes and move beyond problems that limit their practice.  

Through the decoding process teachers can come to understand themselves as producers of 

cultural practice within their classrooms. The decoding process reveals cultural knowledge at 

work in classrooms. As members of a dominant culture, Pākehā teachers can understand their 

cultural knowledge and cultural practices as naturally occurring or neutral. The decoding 

process provides a site and framework for Pākehā teachers to decode and retheorise their own 

cultural practices, so that they might understand themselves to be teaching as Pākehā.  

Just as the participants in Freire’s (1970/2000) culture circle perceived the drunkard in the 

coded situation as a “hard worker” (p. 118), drinking to cope with his circumstances, the 

teachers in the learning circle of this project have the opportunity to decode and thematise their 

situations in their own ways. The notes from learning conversations following observations, 

recorded in the case study, reflect the range of perspectives on cultural practice that were 

present in the learning circle. Teachers’ active decoding of their own observation situations 

reinforces their growing understanding of themselves as active subjects in their classrooms and 

as producers of culture. 

It is useful to examine an example from the learning circle case study to illustrate how 

generative themes might be approached and put to work in the way I have described here.  

Following an observation in May, critical friends, Rachel and Jan, were using PLC time to 

discuss an observation record Rachel had made watching one of Jan’s Year 11 maths lessons. 

The observation record, described and defined what had happened in the class, creating a 

coded situation for discussion. The situation was a “Do Now” activity at the start of the lesson. 

A Do Now is a brief, achievable activity, usually written on the board, that the teacher is able to 

direct students to begin as she welcomes them to the lesson. A Do Now might provide practice 

to reinforce prior learning, or work to access students’ prior knowledge for new learning. For 

instance, it might be a set of fractions to be simplified quickly in writing. The routine of a Do 

Now activity, with which these students were familiar, is designed to settle and engage students 

in purposeful work. In this situation, several students were observed to be disengaged from the 

task and unsettled. The observed teacher had identified this as a situation that she wanted to 
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discuss. She expressed her frustration that this was becoming a regular occurrence, that 

students were beginning to argue with her about the task and that the Do Now routine was 

having the opposite of its desired effect.  

As the PLC discussion progressed, Rachel described a conversation she had had with another 

maths teacher, Gina, who had experienced a similar challenge. Observing her own students 

critically, Gina speculated that students viewed her Do Now routine as purely a behaviour 

management technique, they did not perceive value in it to themselves or their learning and 

therefore were reluctant to engage in what they saw as extra, unimportant work. There was 

evidence in Rachel’s observation of Jan that this was the perception of these disengaged 

students also. Without changing the content of her Do Now activities, which were practising 

skills for up-coming assessments, Gina had rebranded them as, “My progress towards 

achieving …” In addition, she was explicit when setting the task, about which skill was being 

practised. Rachel and Jan discussed the positive effect of identifying students’ perceptions and 

using language to be explicit about the purpose of a task. Jan began to think about a way of re-

presenting the starter activities and discussing their purpose with her class.  

In this example, the critical friends’ decoding of the observation identified a limit situation with 

which they then critically engaged. The situation described her students’ frustrations and also 

demonstrated the teacher’s frustrated planning and teaching intentions.  

Rachel and Jan thematised the unsuccessful Do Now routine as a limit situation. Through 

decoding, the teachers perceived this situation as a frontier at the boundary of being and being 

more, that is, this problem of practice presented them with an opportunity to strengthen their 

practice. 

Students resisted having their behaviour manipulated by the Do Now routine that they perceived 

as pointless “busy work.” Decoding the situation allowed Jan to understand this and plan to re-

present the Do Now routine in a way that demonstrated to students that it would support their 

learning.  

The decoding with her critical friend helped Jan to understand how the Do Now tasks were 

reinforcing power relationships within her classroom that the students viewed as manipulative. 

Jan came to understand that she needed to communicate the purpose behind the tasks and allow 

students to engage with them as learning opportunities to work towards achieving their own 

goals, rather than as a way of controlling their behaviour. If she had not done this decoding 

work, Jan might have abandoned the routine and tried something else. If Jan had done this, the 

students would no longer have had that opportunity to practise their skills.  
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My case study recorded several instances of Māori students resisting tasks that they viewed as 

controlling for the sake of imposing power relations and pointless in terms of them achieving 

their own learning goals. Decoding the flow of power in these situations allowed teachers to see 

the need to communicate the purpose of learning tasks and allow students to engage with them 

freely. 

By returning to Freire’s notion of generative themes, as he expressed it, the critical aspect of 

problematisation could be applied to this situation. It is the teacher’s understanding of what is 

happening in this situation that becomes the focus, rather than the content of the lesson.  

This example demonstrates the potency of using critical friend observations as coded situations. 

These observations re-present situations with which teachers are intimately familiar. The 

decoding and discussion break open the situation, creating distance and useful perspective. In 

this process problems of practice are thematised as opportunities for teachers to strengthen their 

practice. The retheorising of observation and discussion as generative themes positions them as 

a useful tool for teachers as they develop their practice.   
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Chapter 6. Dialogic / Relational Practice 

Of the four Freirean ideas that I have identified in cultural practice, the notion of a dialogic 

pedagogy is perhaps the one that has travelled into New Zealand’s cultural pedagogy and 

Tātaiako most intact, as relational practice. Dialogue and dialogic practice are the subject of on-

going critique, and I address this debate in this chapter. I will explore what Freire meant by 

dialogic practice and the discursive shifts around dialogue. I will examine how these ideas have 

travelled into cultural policy, including Tātaiako. In the final section of this chapter I will 

discuss how a Freirean understanding of dialogue can support teachers’ critical learning 

conversations as they discuss their cultural practice. 

Freire and Dialogic Practice 

Dialogic practice is foundational in Freire’s approach to pedagogy. He describes this approach 

in his seminal work, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970/2000): 

− Dialogue amongst students, as well as between teacher and students, is the means of 

conscientisation and the basis for transformation.  

− A critical pedagogy is only achieved through dialogue and it is dialogue that enables 

knowing. 

− Dialogic relationships are characterised by cooperation, the cooperation of subjects who 

meet to know and “to transform the world” (p. 167).  

− Dialogue seals the relationships between subjects. 

These points give a broad sense of Freire’s conception of dialogue and dialogic pedagogy. For 

clarity, it is useful to briefly contrast Freire’s outline of dialogic practice with what dialogue is 

not. 

Dialogue is not a method that can be used to achieve a particular outcome (Shor & Freire, 

1987). Nor is it a technique for relationship-building. These mechanistic and simplistic 

interpretations of dialogic practice have been critiqued in the subsequent discourse (Jones, 1999, 

L. MacDonald & Reynolds, 2018; Sleeter, 2011) and I will consider these in my analysis of the 

discursive shifts that follow. 

Freirean dialogue works against the banking model of education that is engaged in the 

authoritarian, didactic one-way transfer of fixed knowledge from someone who knows to 

someone who does not. Rather, dialogue is the interaction of teachers’ experience and location, 

and learners’ location and experience. The interaction of these two aspects, experience 
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(including culture, language and prior learning) and location (including perspective, 

relationships and positions of power), create a dialogic pedagogy.  

Freire’s dialogic pedagogy positions both teacher and learner as active subjects, approaching an 

object of knowledge to engage together in the making and remaking of that object of 

knowledge. This contrasts to an authoritarian approach in which the teacher acts (as subject) on 

the learner (as object), didactically depositing knowledge. I have used the term object of 

knowledge to facilitate my discussion of dialogic practice and the orientation of teachers and 

students as subjects. As described below, I understand knowledge to be dynamic and contingent 

on context rather than static or neutral. I take up this analysis of dialogue, orientation and 

objects of knowledge in further detail in Chapter 9.  

Freire is clear throughout his work that the role of the educator is both “directive and necessary” 

(Shor & Freire, 1987, p. 15). He states it would in fact be hypocrisy for teachers to deny what 

they know, but that they should demonstrate their competence and experience by bringing to the 

classroom objects of knowledge (Freire, 1997) for consideration by themselves and learners. 

Teachers bring objects of knowledge to the classroom for learners’ consideration. Objects of 

knowledge can vary from mathematical formulae to skills and methods for construction, from 

sources of historical information and cultural understandings to scientific theories. Teachers 

bring objects of knowledge from bodies of knowledge that have established degrees of certainty 

over time. For example, certain scientific laws or geographic processes have an established 

degree of certainty. Likewise, in language learning, there is established semiotic agreement. In 

dialogic pedagogy the teachers’ certainty in the knowledge, must be accompanied by an 

understanding of the historicity (Shor & Freire, 1987) of the knowledge. Historicity involves an 

understanding of how the knowledge developed, what knowledge it replaced and in response to 

what need. This appreciation acknowledges that new knowledge, even with its degree of 

certainty, awaits development and possibly even its own overcoming.  

Engagement as active subjects, with knowledge as a dynamic object, gives teachers a kind of 

agency that implies fallibility (Alexander, 2005). In this construction of dialogic practice, 

teachers’ competency does not depend on the infallibility of the knowledge they present to 

students. Rather, it reflects Freire’s understanding that knowledge arises “in the day-to-day 

transforming moments of human activity” and is “created through reflective action in a social 

world” (Roberts, 2000, p. 39) where teachers and students read and recreate the world and the 

word together. Here is an example from my practice journal to illustrate this approach to 

dialogic practice.  
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Students were beginning an astronomy unit in science. Rather than presenting students with a 

series of facts and figures, their science teacher approached the topic by asking students to 

research how understanding and knowledge of the cosmos has developed throughout history. In 

doing so, the teacher encouraged students to explore knowledge generated in different 

traditions, including Chinese and Islamic astronomy, Polynesian astronomy and navigation, 

and the European enlightenment. In this way, the teacher began the unit of work by developing 

an appreciation within students that whilst some astronomical knowledge can be understood 

with a degree of certainty, certainty arises from knowledge’s historicity and exists within what 

continues to be a dynamic discipline. The astronomy unit of work progressed to culminate with 

students investigating Global Positioning System (GPS) technology. Following this unit, one of 

the students from the class had the opportunity to voyage with the Hawaiki Rising Voyaging 

Trust where they practised celestial navigation. When students were voyaging and found GPS 

technology was not available, the value of their wayfaring knowledge was reasserted. This 

experience reinforced for this student the historicity of knowledge and the value of remaking 

knowledge. 

Positioned dialogically, as subjects alongside other learners, teachers remake and relearn the 

objects of knowledge that they bring. A dialogic relationship is “a horizontal relationship 

between persons … engaged in a joint search” that is characterised by “love, humility, hope, 

faith and trust” (Freire, 1976, p. 45). When teachers and students engage in this kind of 

dialogue, Freire argues, a critical attitude is enabled and participants are able to join together in 

a critical search. In Freire’s thinking, dialogic relationships are always critical, retaining 

qualities of “action, critical reflection, curiosity, demanding inquiry, uneasiness [and] 

uncertainty” (Shor & Freire, 1987, p. 8). These virtues, Freire believes to be “indispensable” (p. 

8) to the critical subject. Positioned and characterised in this way, power is diffuse, working 

productively and transformatively (Giroux, 2010) through both teacher and student as they 

engage in relation to each other. I have suggested a visual representation of the kind of dialogic 

relationship described here in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 

Dialogic Relationships Between Teacher and Student 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 illustrates how teachers and students are positioned as active subjects in a horizontal 

relationship, mutually approaching a historically located object of knowledge. Positioned in this 

way, teacher and student are able to engage in dialogic teaching and learning. This dialogic 

process of making and remaking knowledge creates a gnoseological cycle. 

According to Freire, this gnoseological cycle concerns “two distinct moments in the way we 

learn” (Shor & Freire, 1987, p. 7). These are firstly, the moment that knowledge is produced 

and secondly, the moment that knowledge comes to be known. Freire argues that when these 

moments are separated and dichotomised within the gnoseological cycle then education 

becomes an act of transference. In a dichotomised model of education, knowledge production 

occurs at a distance from the students’ act of knowing and the role of the teacher becomes one 

of transference. The teacher transfers knowledge to the student, enacting a banking model of 

education. Freire’s conception of dialogic pedagogy works against this by using dialogue to 

integrate the moment of knowledge production with the moment of knowledge acquisition. 

Critical dialogue integrates teachers and students into a mutual creation and re-creation of 

knowledge (Shor & Freire, 1987) that merges the gnoseological moments of “dynamic unity 

between teaching contents and the process of knowing” (Freire, 1998a, p. 112). In this way 

knowledge production and knowledge acquisition is an integrated act, that is the “affirmation on 
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the part of the student of him or herself as subject of the knowing process” (Freire, 1998a, p. 

112).  

Freire illustrates this point with his description of students’ engagement with text. When 

students read text in such a way that they are simply “flying over the words” (Shor & Freire, 

1987, p. 10) they are engaging in knowledge transfer, taking knowledge that has been produced 

previously elsewhere and acquiring it through transfer. Rather, Freire argues, if students are to 

engage with text in a transformative and critical way, reading must involve “rewriting what we 

are reading” (p. 10), fusing the moment of knowledge production and acquisition. This is a 

dialogue that requires students and teachers to “discover the connections between the text and 

the context” and to “connect the text/context with [their] context” (pp. 10–11). 

My own practice journal provides a further example of this kind of dialogue: 

My Year 10 class were embarking on a unit of work based on Suzanne Collins’s novel, The 

Hunger Games (2008). I presented students with the idea of story archetypes and intertextuality. 

Together, we began by reading the classical story of “Theseus and the Minotaur.” Instead of 

“flying” straight on to The Hunger Games, to point out influences and similarities between the 

two texts, students were asked to take their summary of the Theseus story and discuss it at 

home. Students asked friends and family, “What does this story remind you of?” The ideas 

brought back to the next class informed a rich discussion, drawing on traditional and 

contemporary stories, books, pūrākau, films, family legends and personal experiences. Links 

were made between structure, character, setting, devices and themes.  

In the expansive and intimate dialogue, that extended from home into the classroom, students 

were rewriting text and recreating objects of knowledge as they came to understand the story 

archetype and create their own intertextuality. In these moments, our knowledge creation was 

fused to our knowledge acquisition. Participants acted as both teacher and learner as knowledge 

was shared and all our understandings of the story archetype were expanded. 

The two examples from my practice journal presented in this section, describe a dialogic 

pedagogy that moves beyond dialogue as a mechanistic tool. The examples demonstrate that 

dialogic practice, as Freire conceives it, establishes a pedagogy where teachers, with their 

experience and knowledge, and students bringing their unique locations and knowledge, are 

positioned to interact as active subjects within a gnoseological cycle that integrates knowledge 

production and knowledge acquisition. 

Science and mathematics are often described by educators as “content heavy” disciplines and 

therefore not conducive to dialogic practice. The astronomy class described here demonstrates a 
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pedagogy that engages students with content knowledge in a dialogic approach. Equally, the 

English class discussing “Theseus and the Minotaur” describes pedagogy arising from the 

dialogic posturing of the teacher and students. As the teacher, I drew on my experience to 

present students with an object of knowledge. Students engaged with the story, bringing their 

own cultural knowledge to bear and the subsequent interactions developed the students’ and my 

own understanding and appreciation of the text. 

The two examples from practice given here demonstrate aspects of a Freirean approach to 

dialogic practice, where the dialogue occurs between subjects on a horizontal matrix and is 

focused on objects of knowledge that are contextualised by their historicity and levels of 

certainty. In this dialogic practice knowledge is made and remade within a gnoseological cycle 

that fuses knowledge production and acquisition. It is within these mutual, critical relationships 

to objects of knowledge that teachers and students can form critical, responsive and sustaining 

relationships with each other.  

As Freire’s notion of dialogic practice has travelled into policy and professional learning 

material there has been a focus on the teacher / student relationship and relational practice.  

Discursive Shifts in Dialogic Practice  

In this analysis of discursive shifts, I will focus on the way in which Freire’s dialogic practice 

has been interpreted in cultural pedagogy discourse in Aotearoa New Zealand.  

Relational Dialogue as Ako 

In Aotearoa New Zealand, Freire’s horizontal, relational dialogue has come to be referred to as 

ako and ako has become central to educational policy and pedagogy. The Māori word ako 

incorporates meanings of both “to teach” and “to learn.” This way of referring to dialogic 

relationships emphasises the student-as-teacher and teacher-as-student positioning of 

participants. Ako is “both the acquisition of knowledge and the processing and imparting of 

knowledge” that occurs in “interactive, dialogic relationships” (Bishop & Berryman, 2009, p. 

31).It is this understanding of ako and dialogic relationships that informs the role of students 

and teachers in cultural pedagogy discourse in Aotearoa New Zealand.  

Ako as a concept and a term has its own whakapapa independent of English-medium education. 

One of the first and fullest articulations of ako in English educational literature came from Rose 

Pere in her 1982 monograph, which explores Māori knowledge codes. From here the term ako 

has travelled into educational literature in Aotearoa New Zealand and been used widely in 

English-medium literature and policy. Within this literature and policy, the term ako has 

recreated Freire’s notion of dialogic relationship. It is unclear how much of the literature and 
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policy using the term ako describes Freirean dialogue intentionally and how much is 

coincidental. Inevitably, the term ako has shaped a new understanding of dialogic relationships.  

In a recent note on the concept of ako, Berryman and Eley (2017) emphasised the importance of 

co-construction in ako, observing that ako “infers the cultural responsibility and reciprocity of 

learners (and teacher) involved in shared, conjoint construction of new understandings, skills 

and knowledge” (p. 112). This recreation of dialogic pedagogy as ako emphasises the equality 

of relationship and the co-construction of knowledge. The development of Freirean dialogic 

pedagogy into this notion of relational ako is influenced by the contention that a shift in thinking 

should lead to a “qualitative shift in relationship” (Bishop & Glynn, 1999, p. 121 emphasis 

added) between teacher and student. 

In her 2008 thesis which is focused on ako, Jenny Lee acknowledges that discussion of ako is 

“often frustrating for educators who want clear directives, methods or strategies to better teach 

Māori students” (Lee, 2008, p. 97) but she remains adamant that the challenge is not to think 

about what teachers do, but how they think about what they do (Lee, 2008). This focus on 

teachers’ conceptions of their practice is reiterated by Earl et al. (2008) when they state that 

cultural pedagogy “is a habit of mind that involves the teachers’ conceptions of knowledge” (p. 

97). Ann Milne (2013) also suggests this focus on cultural pedagogy is rooted in teachers’ 

thinking when she describes professional development in this area as beginning with “teachers’ 

critical reflection on challenges in their beliefs” (p. 32). These commentators’ focus on how 

teachers think about their practice and relationships is directed towards supporting teachers to 

develop dialogical relationships for reciprocal, co-construction of knowledge. 

Ako as Co-Construction 

The group of kuia and kaumātua advising the Te Kotahitanga project used the term ako to 

describe the actions that promote effective teaching interactions and the “co-construction of 

knowledge” (Bishop & Berryman, 2009, p. 31). In 2003 when the Te Kotahitanga project 

published their ETP (Bishop et al., 2003), the authors outlined the major understandings held by 

effective teachers of Māori students. Most importantly, these teachers adopted a potential 

approach (Te Puni Kōkiri, 2007), positively rejecting deficit thinking. In relation to ako this 

meant that effective teachers had positive relationships with students in which they saw 

themselves “as being an inextricable part of the learning conversations – not as the only 

speaker, but as one of the participants” (Bishop & Berryman, 2009, p. 29).  

The conception of dialogic practice as ako has developed into an understanding of dialogue and 

ako as co-construction, rooted in a spiral discourse, or teachers and students storying together 
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(Bishop & Glynn, 1999). This approach is characterised by Māori metaphor and voice. Co-

constructed stories give both teacher and students a sense of being agentic and having an 

authoritative voice. The spiral discourse described by Bishop and Glynn (1999) characterises 

knowledge as “constantly in the process of re-formation” (p. 187), not something that is finite or 

static. Rather, teachers and students are learning together through continual reflection. These 

dynamic, synergistic relationships are said to lie in opposition to the “power relationships that 

exist as a result of colonialism” (p. 73), where the coloniser determines and enacts a didactic 

transfer of knowledge to the colonised. 

Ako in Educational Policy 

My analysis of dialogic practice as ako begins to expose how Freire’s notion of dialogic 

practice has travelled through literature as ako and into policy. The understanding of ako as 

positive, agentic relationships of co-construction, that was established in the ETP (Bishop et al., 

2003) of Te Kotahitanga, dominates subsequent policy.  

Ka Hikitia: Managing for Success (Ministry of Education, 2008) describes its focus on ako as a 

strategy approach as “unrelenting,” “narrow and deep” and “core” to achieving a “step up in 

system performance for Māori learners” (Ministry of Education, 2008, p. 20). The document 

describes these relationships as being characterised by reciprocity and the educator also 

“learning from the student” (Ministry of Education, 2008, p. 20). In the document’s description 

of ako the importance of prior knowledge is highlighted in the assertion that “culture counts” 

and that better outcomes will be achieved through productive partnerships between students, 

whānau and educators.  

In the refreshed Ka Hikitia (Ministry of Education, 2013) document, these characterisations of 

ako are repeated with an additional focus on engagement and motivation. The explicit statement 

of an “unrelenting focus” on ako is gone but the underlying principles of ako can be seen across 

the focus areas. For example, in “Focus Area 3: Primary and secondary education,” it is stated 

that “Improvements in achievement result when schools and kura: integrate elements of 

students’ identity, language and culture into the curriculum teaching and learning … create 

productive partnerships … retain high expectations of students to succeed in education as 

Māori” (Ministry of Education, 2013, p. 35).  

The language of the two Ka Hikitia documents clearly establish an understanding of ako as 

characterised by: 

− Reciprocity and relationship, where the educator is also learning from the student. 
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− Quality teaching, informed by the current research and focused on engagement and 

motivation. 

− An understanding of the student as inextricably linked to their whanau. 

The characterisation of ako in Ka Hikitia describes a relational practice.  

The reciprocity that is characteristic of ako relationships is theoretically attractive, but 

problematic in practice and this has led to another vein of critique. Freire argues that dialogue is 

only possible between equals. For Freire, this means political equality in power, and yet he 

repeatedly refuted what he deemed to be misinterpretations of the role of the dialogic teacher as 

non-directive. As outlined in the first section of this chapter, Freire held that political equality 

could exist between a critical, directive teacher and students, where communication was 

maintained on a horizontal matrix. Such carefully balanced relationships are fragile and 

dynamic, and to achieve them, dialogic / relational practice must operate under constant 

critique.  

Critiquing Relationality 

The discourse exploring relationality offers some useful tools for thinking about the kind of 

equality in relationality that Freire advocates. Whilst some of the conceptions of relationality sit 

in contrast to Freire’s work, they can offer useful checks and balances for maintaining Freire’s 

horizontal matrix of relationality.  

I have already outlined, in Chapter 4, Elizabeth Ellsworth’s (1989) critique of critical 

pedagogy’s approach to subjectivity and the ability of teachers to relate meaningfully to diverse 

students. Ellsworth’s critique is concerned with the role of dialogic practice. She describes 

Freire’s horizontal relationships between teachers and students as an aberration and contends 

that “dialogue in its conventional sense is impossible” (p. 316). Ellsworth makes the case that 

dialogue, like student voice and empowerment is a “repressive myth” that perpetuates relations 

of domination by reifying rules of reason within authoritarian relationships. Ellsworth states that 

such relationships “give the illusion of equality while in fact leaving the authoritarian nature of 

the teacher/student relationship” (p. 306) unchallenged. In her article, Ellsworth closely 

examines what happened when she attempted to engage in a dialogic, critical pedagogy. 

Ellsworth tracks and theorises the shifting subjectivity within the class, both of the students and 

of herself.  

Ellsworth concludes that any attempts she makes, as a teacher to engage with “difference” and 

unlearn “positions of privilege” (p. 323) in her classroom, are wholly dependent on the 

particularity of the others participating in that engagement. She argues that her work “cannot be 
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predicted, prescribed or understood beforehand by any theoretical framework or methodological 

practice” (p. 323). This description of the self as wholly dependent on relationship to the other 

for subjectivity distances the teacher from the position of critical pedagogue, which Ellsworth 

argues, has constructed itself as “origin of what can be known and origin of what should be 

done” (p. 323). By describing her position in this way, Ellsworth is not only questioning her 

ability to know her students, but also her ability to know herself. 

Disrupting Dialogue – Working at the Hyphen 

The conceptual tool of the hyphen, as described by M. Fine (1994), engages in the complex 

space at the boundary of the self and other. When deployed in the field of educational, cultural 

practice, the complexities are augmented by the hyphen being mapped onto both the student-

teacher relationship and the indigene-coloniser relationship. Alison Jones in collaboration with 

Kuni Jenkins (Jones, 1999; Jones & Jenkins, 2008) has worked with the hyphen to explore the 

limits of cross-cultural dialogue in the classroom and argues that the hyphen is a productive 

methodological site because it simultaneously creates separation and connection, maintaining 

the tensions that exist in the self-other relationship.  

As a methodological construction, the hyphen holds indigene-coloniser relationships in tension, 

exposing attempts to dissolve differences and separations, as a false mutuality (Mikaere, 2004), 

resisting universalising tendencies and reasserting the gap. Equally, the hyphen creates 

connection that counters any impulse to over-emphasise the self-other gap which can lead to the 

coloniser romanticising the indigene other at the same time that they position themselves as 

either aggrieved outsiders or deferential guests (Jones & Jenkins, 2012). Maintaining the 

tensions and complexities of Māori-Pākehā relations held in the hyphen, requires an 

interrogation of dialogue as a useful pedagogical tool. 

Jones’s rejection of dialogue as a way to “make space” or “learn about” the other, is based on 

her assertion that sharing and dialogue are not mutually beneficial in the indigene-coloniser 

relationship. Where the indigene is immersed in a colonised world, they do not need to engage 

in dialogue with the coloniser to learn about them, as such, indigene-coloniser dialogue is only 

beneficial to the coloniser learning about the indigene in a “consumptive” (Boler, 1997, p. 261) 

kind of passive empathy. Jones’s perspective aligns with Ellsworth in that an approach that 

engages at the hyphen calls into question the self’s ability to know the other and therefore 

rejects the enterprise of learning about the other.  

Jones avoids the paralysis of “not being able to know” by encouraging the coloniser / teacher / 

self who wishes to support a just social order, to learn about the “historical structures of 
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privilege and inequality within which we all live” and at the same time accept “not having to 

know the other” (Jones, 1999, p. 316). This approach echoes Boler’s (1997) assertion that one 

should not focus on an “ability to empathize with the very distant other” but rather work to 

“recognize oneself as implicated in the social forces that create the climate of obstacles the 

other must confront” (p. 263).  

This call to learn about historical structures and privilege is a call to know oneself, in a way that 

is not wholly reliant on the relationality of a situation, as suggested by Ellsworth. Working at 

the hyphen is a call to active engagement in what is possible, without being paralysed by what is 

not possible (Hotere-Barnes, 2015; Tolich, 2002). It is “hard work” (Jones, 1999, p. 215).  

Rethinking Relational Practice with Levinas 

In approaching this hard work, a number of academics have used the work of Emmanuel 

Levinas to think about ethical relations in the context of Aotearoa New Zealand (A. Bell, 2014; 

Hancock, 2018; Hoskins, 2010). In a Levinasian approach the infinite responsibility we have to 

the other, arising from face-to-face encounters, forms the foundation of ethical relations.  

The work of Māori educational academic Te Kawehau Hoskins explores the complexities 

arising from translating Levinas’s ethics into concrete, political action in a school. In her case 

study, she examines how one school replaced their conventional Board of Trustees governance 

structure with a co-governance structure based on the Treaty of Waitangi. Hoskins resists 

descriptions of the co-governance relationship as cosy or stable. Instead she argues for 

Levinas’s view, that “relations with others are unknowable [and] uncontainable” (Hoskins, 

2010, p. 5). Although the Māori-Pākehā relations in the case study are described as “positive” 

and “committed” by participants, they remain “contingent” and open to “contestation” 

(Hoskins, 2010, p. 5) because the myth of unity has been ruptured and replaced by two different 

forms of authority. It is in examples such as this one, that maintain the tension in Māori-Pākehā 

relations, that we see the hard work Jones calls for, being done. As Hoskins (2010) states, it is in 

the conditions of “uncertainty, contestation and critique” that “justice can arise” (p. 5). In 

Hoskins’s case study, Pākehā have been decentred and instead their authority exists alongside 

Māori authority. In such relationships of non-dominating, mutual authority, Pākehā are not 

engaged in working on the other, but rather, “undertake ‘our own work’” (Boler, 1997, p. 262). 

Hard work at the hyphen rejects the urge to work on the other or to “consume [the other] 

through empathetic identification” (Boler, 1997, p. 262).  
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Resisting a Reductive Approach to Relational Practice 

The move to learn about the other is a domesticating impulse. Freire’s theory of dialogic 

pedagogy does not advocate learning about the other. My analysis of Freire’s dialogic theory 

has shown that, rather than positioning teachers as consumptive, it positions teachers and 

students as active subjects oriented to interact with objects of knowledge. As Freire’s dialogic 

theory is translated into relational policy and practice, there is the risk of a reductive 

interpretation. A reductive, domesticated interpretation of Freire’s dialogic theory sees “good 

dialogue” associated with “good relationships” and good relationships are viewed as a means to 

achieving an end. This mechanistic approach has been critiqued by L. MacDonald and Reynolds 

(2017) in their article “It’s All Part of the Job: Everyday Silencing in the Life of a Secondary 

School Teacher,” in which they describe what they view as the reality of relational practice in 

New Zealand secondary schools – a “when / then” approach to relationships, along the lines of, 

“When I know about students’ Saturday sport and family events / Then they should participate 

productively in class.” The characterisation of relational practice described by L. MacDonald 

and Reynolds may seem like a caricature, however like Ms Grey’s portrayal in bro’Town, it is at 

some level recognisable to teachers. It highlights how a reductive, technocratic interpretation 

has led, over time, to a domestication of dialogic relational practice.  

Rethinking Relational Practice – Mana Ōrite Relationships 

In response to the ongoing shifts in pedagogy and practice, Berryman et al. (2018) engage the 

metaphor mana ōrite in an effort to rethink power relationships in education. Like L. 

MacDonald and Reynolds, Berryman and her colleagues take issue with cultural pedagogies 

being reduced to an “‘it is all about relationships’ … catch-cry” (Berryman et al., 2018, p. 9) 

without enough thought being given to “the nature of these relationships” (p. 9). Mana ōrite is a 

metaphor for interdependent relationships. Quite literally, it depicts a relationship in which the 

mana of both parties is “ōrite” or equal. Mana ōrite relationships are a shared venture in 

enhancing the mana of the other. Berryman et al. (2018) are specific in outlining what this kind 

of venture does and does not entail. Their expectations include, amongst others, “working to 

know the student and their whānau” (p. 8) and “taking reciprocal responsibility to learn from 

and teach each other” (p. 8) but not “mining students and their whānau for information with no 

reciprocal benefit” (p. 8). In a reflection of the “hard work” that Boler and Jones call teachers 

to, professionals engaging in mana ōrite relationships are prepared to “reciprocate by working to 

understand [our] own cultural identity, values, and assumptions and the way these can impact 

(both positively and negatively) [our] interactions and relationships with students and their 

whānau” (p. 8). 
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The retheorising of dialogic relationships as mana ōrite relationships, including the reassertion 

of ako as “taking reciprocal responsibility to learn from and teach each other” (Education 

Council, 2011, p. 12) was published in Set in 2018. Set is widely distributed in Aotearoa New 

Zealand schools, however it is dialogic and relational practice, as it is laid out in the Tātaiako 

document that teachers are referred to, and continue to consult as part of their ongoing 

professional development and certification process. Therefore, it is necessary to examine 

dialogic and relational practice as it appears in Tātaiako.  

Dialogic Practice in Tātaiako  

Dialogue and relational practice are prominent throughout Tātaiako. Introductory remarks in the 

foreword state, “Genuine, productive relationships among teachers and their Māori students, 

whānau, iwi and wider communities are vital foundations for effective teaching and learning. 

This is the focus of Tātaiako: Cultural Competencies for Teachers of Māori Learners” 

(Education Council, 2011, Foreword).  

The first cultural competency for teachers outlined in Tātaiako is “Wānanga” (Education 

Council, 2011, p. 5). Wānanga requires teachers to engage in “robust” and “open” (p. 5) 

dialogue with learners and their communities. This competency focuses on effective 

communication with learners and communities, by teachers who “listen,” “hear,” “share” and 

“care” (p. 5). In the competency described as whanaungatanga, competent teachers are 

characterised as engaging in respectful working relationships that are founded on an 

understanding of their own cultural identity and its impact on their practice.  

The reciprocal nature of dialogue and relational practice is expressed in Tātaiako as the 

competency of “Ako.” Tātaiako uses the term ako to denote the reciprocal relationship of 

teaching and learning. Ako is explained to mean, “Takes responsibility for their own learning 

and that of Māori learners” (p. 12) Ako is then linked to the graduating teacher standards and 

the practising teacher criteria, with descriptions of how these criteria would be demonstrated. 

For example, activities of a certified teacher demonstrating ako would include, “consciously 

plans and uses pedagogy that engages Māori learners and caters for their needs” (p. 12). The list 

of behavioural indicators is followed by two lists of outcomes, one for learners and one for 

whānau. For example, a learner voice outcome is, “my teacher … seems to enjoy learning from 

us too” (p. 13). An example of a whānau voice outcome is, “The teachers are all committed to 

ensuring our children do well” (p. 13).  

In Tātaiako, dialogic and relational practice is closely linked to teachers’ knowledge of their 

students. Having described positive relationships as a “vital foundation” for teaching and 
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learning, the foreword goes on immediately to ask, “How much do the teachers know of their 

students’ history, tikanga and worldview” (Education Council, 2011, Foreword).  

These descriptions of relational practice and ako in Tātaiako demonstrate the way in which 

cultural knowledge and relationships are intertwined and highlight the need for teachers to 

understand their theoretical positioning in relation to learners and learners’ cultural knowledge. 

In Tātaiako, the practice of ako leads into teachers taking “responsibility for their own 

development about Māori learner achievement” and maintaining “high expectations of Māori 

learners succeeding as Māori” (p. 12).  

As teachers engage with Tātaiako they need to understand how the competencies are working to 

position them in relation to their own development and the success of Māori students. Teachers 

must question how they can engage in the outlined behaviours in such a way that they are 

learning with and for Māori students and not about them in a way that is consumptive or 

domesticating. The competencies in Tātaiako promote a dialogic approach, however, the 

language of the competencies demonstrates an assumption that it is the teachers’ right to know 

about their students.  

In this section I have approached Tātaiako through the lens of the discursive shifts that disrupt 

the idea of dialogue and the domesticating impulse to know the other. I have problematised 

dialogue and included examples of discourse that maintain tension in Māori-Pākehā relations 

and advocate for hard work at this hyphen. My discourse analysis of dialogue and relational 

practice draws attention to the assumptions implicit in the language of the Tātaiako document. 

As my discourse analysis strengthened my understanding of dialogue and relational practice, 

this shaped how I thought about dialogue in the case study PLC that I was facilitating at 

Wahapū College. 

Putting Dialogic Practice to Work 

In the case study of this project, outlined in Part 2, dialogic pedagogy works simultaneously 

across two planes – in the classroom (Figure 3) and in the learning circle (Figure 4).   
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Figure 4 

Dialogic Relationships Between Teachers 

 

Figure 4 describes how, in a Freirean approach, teachers can work together dialogically to 

decode classroom observations which are positioned as objects of knowledge. The dialogue that 

teachers undertake in the retheorised PLC focuses on their dialogic and relational classroom 

practice. As teachers examine the nature of their dialogic practice, they do so using a dialogic 

approach to their professional learning.  

Within this retheorised professional learning, teachers are positioned as active subjects. It places 

them in critical relationship to each other, focused on observations of classroom practice as 

coded situations, to be dialogically decoded, analysed and learnt from. In turn, by decoding the 

classroom observations, teachers are able to examine the nature of their relationships with 

students and how they are positioned in relation to the objects of knowledge within the 

classroom. 

By working across both of these planes at once, teachers are consciously oriented towards 

understanding the self, while remaining focused on the positioning and outcomes of the other. 

This approach seeks to maintain the tensions between the self and other, working to understand 

the self, without recentering the teacher, learning from the other, whilst trying to avoid a 

domesticating need to know the other. 

The retheorising of professional learning, and the case study in this project, work to re-examine 

how teachers can engage in dialogue and relational practice that is critical and humanising.  
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Chapter 7. Praxis / Dialectic  

A major theme in Freire’s thinking is the notion of praxis, that is the indivisible solidarity of 

action and reflection. These ideas are developed in Freire’s notion of reading the word and 

reading the world and his suggestion that a true word is itself an action. This theme has been 

widely adopted and adapted in educational, cultural pedagogy as the dialectic of theory and 

practice. In this chapter I describe Freire’s understanding of praxis, how it has developed in 

discourse and underpins cultural policy. In the final section of the chapter I describe how I put 

praxis to work in my project, returning to my proposition that by understanding the Freirean 

influences on cultural policy, teachers are better equipped to engage with it. 

Freire and Praxis 

Freire’s educational theory is rooted in his own early experiences of literacy and as a teacher of 

literacy. In reflecting on these formative experiences, Freire (1970/2000) describes how he 

came to understand the indivisible solidarity of “reading the word” and “reading the world” 

(Freire & Macedo, 1987, p. 23). He states, “Reading the world always precedes reading the 

word, and reading the word implies continually reading the world” (Freire & Macedo, 1987, p. 

23). From this perspective, a true word is “pregnant with the world” (p. 24). In naming the 

world with a true word, Freire argues, is to act. Freire’s pedagogy of annunciation follows the 

rationale, “I announce, I name, I act, I am” (Taylor, 1993, p. 79). Following this line, “reading 

the word is not preceded merely by reading the world, but by a certain form of writing it or 

rewriting it, that is, of transforming it by means of conscious, practical work” (Freire & 

Macedo, 1987, p. 23). From this perspective, naming and reflecting the world in language is a 

productive act. 

Freire develops broader pedagogical assertions, based on his theory of literacy. In pedagogy, as 

in literacy, the world and the word must not be dichotomised (Freire, 1970/2000). Reflection 

and action are joined in an indivisible solidarity. A true word reflects the coherence of action 

and reflection, and avoids the extremes of verbalism (reflection without action) and activism 

(action without reflection).  

Freire argues that conscientisation occurs when humanising, transformative action is taken. 

Humanising and transformative action can occur as the result of praxis. Throughout Freirean 

discourse the indivisible solidarity of praxis is represented in the relationship of word and 

world, action and reflection, theory and practice. These pairings emphasise the importance of 

context in Freirean work. A word without its referent in the world is meaningless, just as 
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reflection or theory without action or practice does not equate to conscientisation. For Freire, 

being critically aware of an unjust situation and not taking transformative, humanising action, is 

not conscientisation. Freire was “critical of teachers who … refused to leave their seminar 

rooms in order to shape [history]” (McLaren, 2007, p. 303). Equally, just as the world would 

not exist as it does without the word, for Freire, neither is practice and action meaningful or 

useful without contextualising reflection and theory.  

In Freirean theory humanising and transformative action is the result of praxis and leads to 

conscientisation. In an educational context, humanising, transformative action creates change 

that makes education more humane. According to Freire, this kind of praxis must be 

contextualised. 

Freire insisted that academics and practitioners do not transplant his theory without reference or 

adaption to context. Freire’s insistence on contextualisation is based on his understanding of the 

indivisible solidarity of praxis. Freire wants his ideas to be made and remade within each new 

context, through a process of reflection and action. His insistence on contextualisation is an 

insistence on work being done in the concrete and not the abstract (Gadotti, 1994).  

Praxis as Conscientisation of Conflicts 

Contextualising praxis in concrete educational situations forces educators to acknowledge the 

contradictions and conflicts we face. Freire’s notion of praxis, the dialectic of reflection and 

action, theory and practice, offers teachers a means to engage with the contradictions that we 

experience in the process of conscientisation. One of the most unsettling contradictions teachers 

face has already been described as the conflict that can exist between the intentions and 

personal actions of an individual, and the reality of how the English-medium school system 

works to produce and reproduce participants and outcomes. Acknowledging one’s position of 

privilege and power in a system that (re)produces oppressive outcomes is a moment of anguish 

(Freire, 1970/2000, p. 31) that requires a response from teachers.  

Teachers’ responses to becoming critically aware will be varied. The range of responses can be 

broadly characterised in three ways (adapted from Beck and Purcell, 2010, p. 54). Teachers can: 

− choose to remain naïve, taking a fatalistic approach. Any change they participate in is 

paternalistic and functional. 

− gain limited consciousness. Teachers might consult and try to empower students. 

Change is undertaken to remediate deficits. 
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− become critically conscious. Teachers understand that oppression is structural, and that 

structural change is required. All participants must make humanising, liberatory change 

together. 

All of these options constitute a response from the teacher. Choosing to remain naïve may 

appear as inaction, but it is in fact a choice of action that perpetuates existing structures.  

Becoming critically conscious and taking transformative action, is a choice to disrupt existing 

power structures. Where teachers are in positions that are privileged by existing structures and 

systems, this is an uncomfortable choice. Freire describes this as participants acknowledging 

that they either have to “divest themselves of their myths, or reaffirm them. Divesting 

themselves of and renouncing their myths represents, at that moment, an act of self-violence. 

On the other hand, to reaffirm those myths is to reveal themselves” (Freire, 1970/2000, p. 157). 

According to Freire, for teachers to either divest or reaffirm their privilege is to act and reveal 

themselves.  

Engaging in praxis is to reflect on the self in context and in response to this reflection, take 

humanising action that dismantles situated power structures. As teachers recognise they are 

bound by a moment in time and place with all the historical, social and economic particularities 

of a concrete context, engaging in praxis allows teachers to grapple with the contradictions of 

their situation and continue to “struggle where [they] are” (Stuart Hall in Gillborn, 2008, p. 

202). Recognising their own particular context links enables teachers to identify specific power 

hierarchies and injustices which they can then work to dismantle. It is a teacher’s specific 

context that allows her to link reflection to action. It is transformative action that makes the 

conscientisation process political.  

As teachers reflect on a situation, theorise, take action and reflect again, they become a different 

practitioner to the one who started this process. It is in the making and (re)making of a context, 

that teachers (re)make themselves (Gadotti, 1994, p. 58).  

When teachers approach cultural pedagogy as a contextualised practice in which they are 

critical subjects, their attention shifts to (re)making themselves and their practice. Focusing 

praxis on the (re)making of the self, recognises that it is not enough to acknowledge oppression 

with a “shallow, chic” empathy (Delgado, 1996, p. 35) that avoids the “hard work” (Delgado, 

1996, p. 36) of humanising action that (re)makes the self. In turn, this positions them to 

participate in transformative action.  
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Discursive Shifts in Praxis and the Dialectic 

Freire’s descriptions of educational praxis, or the dialectic as it occurs in some literature, tends 

to conform to a linear trajectory, with teachers moving from an immature state of magical 

thinking (Freire, 1970/2000) towards critical conscientisation. Critics, such as Taylor (1993) 

critique this conceptualisation of praxis as naïve, and as offering an overly-simplistic 

progression of conscientisation. In these critiques, the dialectic is mapped onto a more complex, 

iterative pattern. 

In educational discourse in Aotearoa New Zealand the dialectic of action and reflection has 

translated most prominently into the discourse of teaching as inquiry. The inquiry cycle mirrors 

characteristics of the spiral discourse that has been described in kaupapa Māori pedagogies. The 

iterative structure of the “cycle” and the “spiral” responds to the linear trajectory implied in 

Freire’s theory. I will consider each of these concurrently developing approaches in turn. 

Praxis and the Inquiry Cycle 

In Aotearoa New Zealand, the inquiry cycle model is based on the work of educational 

academics Graeme Aitken and Claire Sinnema. Their work draws on both the action research 

model and teacher research model (Sinnema & Aitken, 2011). Teaching as inquiry is a process 

by which “teachers inquire into the impact of their actions on their students and into 

interventions that might enhance student outcomes” (Aitken & Sinnema, 2008, p. 52). As a 

method of professional learning and pedagogical development it encourages teachers to 

interrogate their practice, systematically scrutinising the effect of their own actions, working in 

an iterative fashion. This model presents the inquiry cycle as praxis, a process of coherent 

action and reflection. This process moves around three stages of inquiry: 

− the focusing inquiry – asking “what is important and worth spending time on?” 

− the teaching inquiry – asking “what could we try?” and “what do we need to learn to 

do?” 

− the learning inquiry – asking “what happened?” and “how effective have we been?” 

Being essentially iterative, the inquiring teachers must then return to ask themselves, “In light of 

this, what do we need to learn now?”  

This model of teaching as inquiry is now well established within the official educational 

literature and policy of Aotearoa New Zealand. It was incorporated into the influential Best 

Evidence Synthesis Iteration (BES) programme, appearing in reports including Teacher 

Professional Learning and Development (Timperley et al., 2007, p. xliii). A similar figure based 

on the same work appears in The New Zealand Curriculum (Ministry of Education, 2007, p. 35) 
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and again on the Ministry of Education website, Te Kete Ipurangi, (Ministry of Education, 

2016) with discussion and elaboration of each stage. This online exploration of the inquiry cycle 

draws heavily on the experiences of teachers who participated in the Quality Teaching Research 

and Development Project. Although teachers participating in this project did not directly draw 

on Aitken and Sinnema’s work, as it was still in development at the time, their approaches were 

based on the same principles and have since been mapped (Dreaver, 2009) onto the teaching as 

inquiry cycle as it appears in The New Zealand Curriculum (Ministry of Education, 2007). 

Subsequently, Sinnema and Aitken (2011) have published a survey of the origins and 

implementation of the approach in New Zealand. In this review, they emphasise open-

mindedness, fallibility and persistence as the set of attitudes that they believe underpin the 

inquiry cycle. 

The documentation reviewed above establishes teaching as inquiry as the preferred and 

government mandated method of professional learning in the Aotearoa New Zealand. The 

government’s Communities of Learning Kāhui Ako (CoL) further establishes the inquiry cycle 

model. The CoL initiative resources communities of schools to develop strategies that address 

“achievement challenges” (Ministry of Education, 2016, p. 9) and monitor the effect of their 

actions. The CoL approach advocates “spiral of inquiry” (Timperley et al., 2014, p. 5), 

describing it as a “disciplined approach to collaborative inquiry, resulting in new learning and 

new action” (p. 4).  

In their BES report on professional learning, Timperley et al. (2007) include two other 

processes that sit alongside the inquiry cycle and are worth noting in the context of this review 

of the discourse on praxis. In one instance, they describe the typical sequence of events in 

professional learning opportunities. Here they specify the need for a “catalyst or rationale to 

engage” as well as the “front-loading of new learning” (p. xxxviii) before any action is taken. 

They highlight the crucial importance of teachers accessing new learning and evidence from 

research.  

The other cycle described in this BES report is presented by Graham Young in his foreword, 

contributed in his capacity as the immediate past president of the Secondary Principal’s 

Association of New Zealand. Again, he is adapting the work of Aitken and Sinnema (2008), 

however in his analysis he highlights the risk when teachers “act in isolation of the wider 

knowledge that research is making available” and exhorts teachers to “access and use new 

pedagogical understandings in their daily practice” (Timperley et al., 2007, Foreword, p. x). 

Both the typical sequence of events in professional learning and Young’s presentation of the 

inquiry process support teachers accessing new learning and research knowledge. 
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Robust, current research and theory is integral to high quality professional development. 

Timperley et al. (2014) not only encourage teachers to access wider knowledge but also 

encourage them to be discerning in the research and theory they select to use, warning teachers 

against indiscriminate use of what is “convenient, expedient, readily available or popular” (p. 

15). In other words, teachers here are encouraged to be inquisitive and discerning critical 

subjects in their own professional development. 

Praxis and Spiral Discourse  

A spiral discourse provides another critique and alternative to the linear trajectory of 

transformation implied by Freire’s discussions of conscientisation and praxis. The development 

of a spiral discourse is an indigenous engagement and response to Freire’s conception of praxis. 

The spiral, koru or kōringoringo is wound throughout Māori ontology. The “reciprocal 

exchange” (Salmond, 2012, p. 121) that the spiral denotes is described by Salmond in contrast 

to linear trajectories – “Unlike the ‘arrow of time’, this unfolding is not unidirectional but 

recursive, returning to the source, so that in Māori carving the rhythms of the cosmos are 

invoked by the double spiral” (Salmond, 2012, p. 121). Salmond and her collaborators 

demonstrate the way in which understandings of being, knowing and relating are rooted in an 

understanding of spiralling “cosmic relations” (Salmond, 2012, p. 121) that wend their way as 

the hau (breath of life), into the reciprocal exchanges that make up life.  

In his construction of collaborative research stories as whakawhanaungatanga, Russell Bishop 

(1996) uses the koru to describe the spiralling nature of collaborative research. Participants are 

“continually revisiting” (p. 83) stories as the research koru expands the research whānau, 

weaves people together but always returning control of the research to the initiating participants. 

Mere Berryman (2008) uses the spiral as the integral concept connecting the case studies, 

emerging themes and important metaphors in her thesis work. Berryman describes kaupapa 

Māori research as a process in which “reality can be mutually evolving” as participants are 

“spiralling back over the research” (p. 86). In her thinking on the way in which two world views 

might interrelate, Berryman uses the kōringoringo (double spiral) to describe interrelationships 

in which “cultural discourses, beliefs, values and practices [are] expected and understood to be 

central” (p. 258). The mutual respect for cultural expectations spirals out to form new 

relationships, which in turn “provide the basis for interactions” (p. 258). The cultural 

discourses, beliefs, values and practices of research participants and researchers are represented 

by the two interlocking fields at the centre of the kōringoringo. 

It is possible to map Berryman’s understanding of the kōringoringo onto the notion of praxis. In 

doing so, the priorities and conventions of theory and the priorities and conventions of practice, 
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become interlocked at the centre, with coherent action and reflection spiralling out from that 

axis. An example of this conception of praxis in a cultural context include Graham Smith’s 

endorsement of a spiralling praxis, when he describes the conscientisation of whānau through 

participation in kōhanga reo (G. H. Smith, 2004). As described in further detail in Chapter 8, 

Smith outlines how whānau participating in early childhood education in kōhanga reo become 

critically conscious of the political work of the movement and from this, take further critical 

action. Smith’s description highlights how a spiralling praxis enables participants to enter the 

discourse at any stage and participate fully in critical action and reflection. 

A further example of a spiralling praxis particularly relevant to this project and the context of 

cultural practice, is the classroom observation tool (Berryman & Bishop, 2011; Kia Eke Panuku, 

n.d.) used by critical friends in this project. The tool is informed by theory and research, it is 

used to capture observations of action, teachers reflect on the observations, applying theory to 

their reflection which in turn stimulates further action. When this subsequent action is observed, 

the praxis continues to spiral outwards. By conceptualising praxis in this way, participants are 

“spiralling back over” (Berryman, 2008, p. 83) previous experience, readings, research and 

reflection to determine their next action.  

Praxis in Tātaiako 

Tātaiako is an implementation document, positioned at the interface of theory and practice (see 

Figure 1). As such, it is dialectic. The theoretical concepts that underpin cultural practice are 

woven throughout the document and linked to specific teacher actions in the form of 

“Behavioural Indicators.” For example, the Freirean theory of dialogic practice has travelled 

into theory in Aotearoa New Zealand as relational practice and is expressed in Tātaiako as ako, 

including the behavioural indicator, “Takes responsibility for their own development about 

Māori learner achievement” (Education Council, 2011, p. 12). Another example is the Freirean 

theory of generative themes which has travelled into cultural praxis in Aotearoa New Zealand as 

culture conceived as a resource. This is expressed in Tātaiako in the behavioural indicators that 

position culture as a resource, including, “Harnesses the rich cultural capital that Māori learners 

bring to the classroom” (p. 10). As an implementation document, Tātaiako is dialectical, 

forming an interface between theory and teachers’ practice. 

The competencies and behavioural indicators outlined in Tātaiako link directly to the teaching 

standards that control teacher certification. In the updated Our Code Our Standards (Education 

Council, 2017), the second standard addresses “Professional learning” (p. 18). Teachers meeting 

this standard will “Use inquiry, collaborative problem-solving and professional learning to 
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improve professional capability to impact on the learning and achievement of all learners” (p. 

18) The elaboration of the standard includes the expectations that teachers will:  

Inquire into and reflect on the effectiveness of practice in an ongoing way, using 

evidence from a range of sources … 

Critically examine how my own assumptions and beliefs, including cultural beliefs, 

impact on practice and the achievement of learners with different abilities and needs, 

backgrounds, genders, identities, languages and cultures … 

Be informed by research and innovations related to: content disciplines; pedagogy; 

reaching for diverse learners. (Education Council, 2017, p. 18)  

These expectations demonstrate the way in which Tātaiako connects the dialectic of theory and 

practice to the expectations of competencies and professional learning standards.  

When the movement from theory to practice must traverse the terrain of policy, competencies 

and standards, it is a problematic journey. As theory travels into policy, dynamic concepts and 

productive ideas become fixed as they are articulated in competencies and standards. As 

described in Chapter 4, when policy captures theory in this way, it acts as a pharmakon 

(Derrida, 1981), providing both a remedy and a poison. The dialectic of reflection and action 

presented in the language of Tātaiako and the relevant standards in Our Code Our Standards 

(Education Council, 2017) is a remedy in the sense that it presents teachers with the principles 

of cultural practice. It raises “awareness and knowledge” (Education Council, 2011, p. 14) and 

requires teachers to take “responsibility for their own development” (Education Council, 2011, 

p. 12). The language of Tātaiako expects teachers to act on their reflections, for example, 

“Manaakitanga” describes a competent leader as one who “actively acknowledges and acts upon 

the implications of the Treaty of Waitangi” (Education Council, 2011, p. 8). The inverse of this 

positive effect is the poisonous outcome of dynamic theory stagnating as a checklist of 

behaviours. Presenting the competencies of Tātaiako as lists of “behavioural indicators” and 

linking them to the teaching standards mandated for teacher certification is reductive. The risk 

is that teachers will implement them in a mechanistic way.  

In his use of Freirean theory to strengthen a contemporary critique of national curriculum 

standards in the US, Vinson (1999) argues that reductive prescription is oppressive. He quotes 

Freire to make the argument that prescription, such as that represented by the competencies of 

Tātaiako and the standards of Our Code Our Standards represents: 

the imposition of one individual’s choice upon another, transforming the consciousness 

of the person prescribed to into one that conforms with the prescriber’s consciousness. 
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Thus, the behavior of the oppressed is a prescribed behavior, following as it does the 

guidelines of the oppressor. (Freire, 1970/2000, pp. 28–29).  

In Vinson’s (1999) analysis teachers enacting competencies work within a prescribed system in 

which policy is a “mechanism by which an individual or small group can impose decisions upon 

others, decisions made based upon their own understandings, interests and needs” (p. 312). The 

action called for by the language of Tātaiako will only be transformative and humanising if it is 

rooted in critical reflection on the understandings, interests and needs of both students and 

teachers. The language of Tātaiako does point teachers towards dynamic, critical action that 

counteracts the atrophying effect of prescription. It encourages teachers to “inquire into and 

reflect on the effectiveness of practice in an ongoing way” and “engage in professional learning 

and adaptively apply this” (Education Council, 2017, p. 18, emphasis added). My project works 

to counteract a mechanistic approach to policy by describing an approach that restores Freire’s 

political intent for praxis and supports teachers’ critical engagement with Tātaiako. 

Putting Praxis to Work 

For professional learning to be transformative it must be a site of praxis. That is, it must engage 

critically with theory and be the catalyst of action. In my project, the PLC is retheorised as a 

culture circle and the site for praxis. My project works to restore the political intent of praxis by 

using the observation tool and critical friend relationships to engage teachers in critical praxis. 

Engaging in the spiralling dialectic of action and reflection, teachers are able to investigate their 

own teaching and learning. Using critical praxis, teachers are positioned to examine the system 

they participate in and how it (re)produces privilege, inequality and power. The retheorised PLC 

provides a framework and language for teachers to do this critical work and critique their own 

positioning. 

I described an example of praxis occurring in the PLC in Chapter 5. My description of critical 

friends, Rachel and Jan, using the observation tool to discuss the “Do Now” routines in Jan’s 

Year 11 maths class is an example of praxis. Rachel observed the routine, recorded it and re-

presented it to Jan, who read the observation and initiated discussion. This process allowed Jan 

to decode and reconsider what was happening during the “Do Now” routine. Jan retheorised the 

students’ behaviour, not as resisting the work she set, but resisting the sense that their behaviour 

was being manipulated in a way they did not like. With this new understanding of what was 

happening in the class, Jan was able to plan new action, that demonstrated to students how the 

“Do Now” routine was designed to support their learning, rather than control their behaviour. 

Rachel and Jan’s decoding and retheorising of the observation led to a change in practice.  
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I am yet to meet a teacher whose intention is to oppress, or is a deliberate theoretician of 

oppression. Teachers are however products of their own education and therefore if they are the 

product of traditional banking education, can become professionals who engage in oppressive 

practices, repeating “the rigid patterns in which they were miseducated” (Freire, 1970/2000, p. 

155). Freire (1970/2000) describes educators positioned as objects, as “acted upon” and in turn 

enacting prescribed patterns. Therefore, teachers do need to become theoreticians, engaged in 

praxis. According to Freire, teachers need to be critical subjects equipped with theories to 

perceive and critique the system within which we operate. In this way, we will have the 

language and framework to disrupt a system that underserves students. My project works to 

strengthen cultural pedagogies by retheorising professional learning as conscientising and 

transformative, and avoiding it becoming an act of compliance. 

By equipping teachers with the Freirean theory that underpins Tātaiako teachers are better able 

to recognise the origins and intentions of the policy, while at the same time understanding the 

contradictions and conflicts that may exist within it. Teachers need to be equipped with theory 

that accommodates and negotiates the tensions that we experience, so that we can recognise and 

avoid a mechanistic approach to implementing policy. Reductive, mechanistic policy smooths 

out and effectively erases the contradictions of teachers’ lived experience. When policy is 

flattened in this way, teachers are left without any handholds to grip when we experience 

contradiction in our practice.  

By restoring theory to underpin cultural practice policy, my project seeks to disrupt and rough 

up the surface of the policy, to provide grip for teachers to engage. It is useful to consider an 

example of how this smoothing out and roughing up might work. In Tātaiako, “Wānanga” 

describes a competent teacher as one who “Acknowledges and accesses the expertise that Māori 

parents, whānau, hapū and iwi offer” (Education Council, 2011, p. 4). There are no references 

in Tātaiako to the theory that supports this access. There are many reasons why a teacher might 

encounter resistance when trying to access expertise. For example, Māori community members 

may already be involved in knowledge sharing elsewhere, they may have had negative 

experiences of unreciprocated sharing, or they may not think it appropriate to share the 

knowledge that is sought. Kaupapa Māori theory articulates the limits on Pākehā participation in 

te ao Māori (see Figure 2) and access to Māori expertise (L. T. Smith, 2012), and the need for 

Pākehā to learn from rather than about Māori. If a teacher works to access expertise and is 

unable to, it creates a contradiction between policy requirements and the teacher’s experience. 

Having knowledge of kaupapa Māori theory provides handholds for teachers to maintain their 
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engagement with the Tātaiako policy, holding its requirements in productive tension with their 

experience.  

The PLC in my case study provides a site for teachers to discuss and decode their experiences 

with cultural practice. If a teacher experiences resistance as they try to access expertise, the PLC 

provides a site for them to think about this experience and access theory that can help to explain 

the resistance. Providing a site for teachers to retheorise the tensions they experience in cultural 

practice can support and sustain teachers’ engagement with cultural practice, even as they 

experience tensions.  

This example demonstrates that teachers’ cultural practice can be strengthened by engaging in a 

critical praxis, using theory to reflect on practice, and retheorising policy. The retheorised PLC 

offers a site for teachers’ critical praxis.  
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PART 2: CASE STUDY 
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Chapter 8. Methods for the Case Study of a 

Professional Learning Circle  

Having analysed four important ideas in Freirean theory and how they influence the cultural 

pedagogy of Aotearoa New Zealand, Part 2 turns to addressing the second guiding question: In 

what ways might an explicitly Freirean approach to professional learning contribute to cultural 

pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand? 

In this second part I ask how the four key Freirean ideas might be used to retheorise a PLC and 

support an approach to professional learning that strengthens cultural pedagogy. Aligning the 

methodology of the case study with the themes explored in the theory and pedagogy from which 

the case study arises, allows for praxis, drawing together theory, policy and practice. In doing 

so, the adoption of a critical methodology works to achieve the stated goal of this project – to 

explore these questions, not only to add to the academic literature but to serve the classroom 

practitioner. 

Part 2 includes a retheorising of the PLC and a participant-observer case study of the PLC as it 

was retheorised.  

This section will work with methodology in three ways. It will:  

− Retheorise the PLC as a culture circle 

− Describe the components of the PLC  

− Outline the participant-observer case study method I have used 

PLCs have become an established feature of professional development in schools in Aotearoa 

New Zealand (Timperley et al., 2007). Stewart and Prebble (1993) adapted an industry-based 

Quality Learning Circle model to an educational setting and this model has been adopted and 

adapted across a range of educational sites. Learning circles have been used as a tool in ITE and 

in-service professional development across all education sectors (Lovett, 2002; Lovett & 

Gilmore, 2003; Lovett & Verstappen, 2004). Resources promoting and supporting the use of 

learning circles are available to school leaders and teachers via professional development 

initiatives such as The Ariki Project (Ministry of Education, n.d.c) and on the Ministry’s (n.d.b) 

Te Kete Ipurangi website. These Ministry initiatives demonstrate how learning circles have 

become entwined in the development of “teaching as inquiry,” as it is set out in The New 

Zealand Curriculum (Ministry of Education, 2007) document, and the government’s Kāhui Ako 

– Communities of Learning initiative. Learning circles have become further entrenched in the 
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educational landscape of Aotearoa New Zealand because they have been identified by the 

Education Review Office (2018) as a feature of schools that are successfully engaging in 

innovative learning. Being identified in this way motivates other schools to adopt learning 

circles as a tool.  

In their work in the 1990s, Stewart and Prebble identified characteristics of quality learning 

circles that support teachers’ professional learning. Peer observation of teaching and paired 

conversations about practice are two important characteristics of learning circles that have 

persisted and remain evident in the literature and resources outlined here. They are also features 

of the learning circle that make it a collegial and economical format for providing staff with 

ongoing professional learning and support. Like many others, the school that I was working in 

had developed a professional learning plan that relied heavily on learning circles as a way of 

delivering sustained professional learning. The school established several PLCs and staff were 

required to opt-in to a PLC of their choice. Having had training and experience in supporting 

colleagues’ cultural pedagogy, my school had asked me to facilitate a PLC focused on 

developing cultural practice. 

In Part 2 of my project, the participant-observer case study, I sought to take the Freirean ideas 

that I had traced through theory and policy, and apply them to our work in the cultural practice 

PLC. I had come to understand Freire’s ideas to be both foundational in cultural pedagogy and 

also altered as they have been translated into cultural pedagogy. I wanted to investigate how 

retheorising the PLC as a Freirean culture circle and reapplying Freirean ideas in a more explicit 

way might work to add critical edge to the learning circle process and strengthen teachers’ 

cultural practice. In his article, “National Curriculum Standards and Social Studies Education: 

Dewey, Freire, Foucault and the Construction of a Radical Critique,” Vinson (1999) 

demonstrates how the explicit reapplication of foundational theory can be productive in 

repoliticising a critique. Vinson uses the ideas of Dewey, Freire and Foucault, all of which have 

contributed to a radical Left critique of education, but whose ideas, Vinson argues, have been 

domesticated in current policy in the United States. Vinson works to reapply these theorists’ 

ideas, in order to retheorise and repoliticise current critique. Vinson’s approach offers a useful 

example for my work.  

Like Vinson, whilst I understand Freirean theory to be foundational to cultural pedagogy in 

Aotearoa New Zealand, my critical discourse analysis demonstrates that these ideas have been 

shifted and domesticated as they have moved into policy. My case study investigates the effect 

of reapplying Freirean ideas, by retheorising the PLC as a Freirean culture circle, and in this 

way repoliticising it as a site of critical practice.  
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The PLC, that was the basis of my case study, used an established process of observation, 

reflection and action. To answer the question of what might be achieved by retheorising the 

PLC as a culture circle, I needed to begin by understanding the culture circle process and how 

this could overlay our cultural practice PLC. Freire’s conception of culture circles is explored 

below. 

The Culture Circle Process 

Freire’s approach to facilitating literacy learning and also the development of teachers’ 

pedagogy always involved organising participants into groups (Freire, 1976). Freire was 

adamant that these groups not be termed literacy circles, but rather culture circles. For Freire, 

the naming of the groups was significant because he believed that it was only once participants 

had become critically conscious of their agentic role as producers of culture that it would be 

possible for them to engage as equals in dialogue and praxis, and become truly literate. 

Therefore, Freire insisted on the groups of participants being termed culture circles. In Freirean 

theory, the culture circle is the site of praxis, where theory and reflection meet action. It is the 

site where conscientisation and transformation occurs.  

The culture circles that were focused on developing the literacy of peasants in Northern Brazil, 

as described by Freire, followed clear steps that worked through three stages: investigation, 

thematisation and problematisation. In the first stage of investigation, educators researched the 

lives of potential participants, living amongst them and recording their daily language. When 

the groups met, before literacy teaching began, the educators directed participants through a 

series of ten graphics that depict scenes familiar to the participants. This process was designed 

for participants to become critically aware of the difference between their naturally occurring 

world, for example wild plants, in contrast to aspects of their context that are culturally 

produced, for example cultivated crops (Freire, 1976, p. 62). Another example is the graphic 

portraying people at a potter’s wheel producing pots and vases (Freire, 1976, p. 72). Through 

this process, of being presented with situations, participants became aware of themselves as 

producers of culture. For Freire, participants becoming critically conscious of the difference 

between nature and culture, understanding culture to be produced and themselves to be active 

subjects in the production of that culture, was a fundamental step in the process of education.  

Participants came to understand themselves as producers of culture such as cultivated crops and 

pottery vases. This understanding of themselves as subjects allowed peasants to then imagine 

themselves as, not only recipients of text, but potential producers of text. This is fundamental to 

Freire’s understanding of literacy education because it enabled participants to understand that 
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literacy was not simply another means by which they may be influenced by text, as in a banking 

model of education, but that they might participate as critical subjects, producing a literate 

culture.  

The next step in Freire’s culture circles was thematisation. Participants discussed the generative 

themes that had been gathered by the facilitators when living amongst them. As with the 

situations, these themes were always familiar to the participants and arising from the cultural 

context within which they lived. Language and literacy learning occurred using these generative 

themes. Freire used words and themes generated within the cultural context of the participants. 

In this way, Freire understood the culture of the participants to be a resource that underpinned 

their access to education. 

Freire describes this process happening in a culture circle in Literacy: Reading the Word and 

the World (Freire & Macedo, 1987). He portrays the participants’ experience of being presented 

with a coded situation of a familiar context and gaining insight through reflection and decoding. 

Freire writes of visiting a culture circle in the rural Brazilian fishing village of Monte Mario 

where he observed as participants were presented with a representation of their home “an 

expressive design of the little town with its vegetation, typical houses, fishing boats in the sea, 

and a fisherman” (Freire & Macedo, 1987, p. 45). In response to seeing the codification, four 

fishermen participants looked out the window and said, “This is Monte Mario. Monte Mario is 

like this and we didn’t know it.” Freire reasons that, “Through the codification these 

participants could achieve some distance from their world and they began to recognize it. It was 

as if they were emerging from their world to know it better” (Freire & Macedo, 1987, p. 45) 

In her original foreword to the first edition of Literacy: Reading the Word and the World, Ann 

Berthoff (Freire & Macedo, 1987, Foreword) discusses key aspects of problematisation. She 

highlights the central importance of “recognition and reinvention” (p. xv) to theory and practice. 

Berthoff reiterates Freire’s idea that it is through recognition that insight is gained, arguing that 

“looking and looking again is the very form and shape of creative exploration and critical 

thinking” (p. xii) and links recognition to the heuristic power of critical thought. It is 

conscientisation through recognition that enables us to go on to ask “‘What if …?’ and ‘How 

could it be if …?’ … thus representing the power of envisagement” (p. xvii) or critical 

imagination, and transformation.  

Critique of Culture Circles and Their Ongoing Use 

The culture circle was the primary means used by Freire to undertake teaching and learning. 

Despite this, there are very few surviving records of the circles in practice. The above example 
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is exceptional as it records a circle in practice, with most remaining information being 

prescriptive and theoretical. The paucity of data advances the arguments of Freire’s critics, who 

point out that such a neat, graduated process as Freire describes is unlikely. Taylor (1993) 

argues that Freire’s descriptions deny the inevitable messiness of the process of 

conscientisation. He makes the point that it is unrealistic to believe that participants arrived at 

an understanding of themselves as agentic subjects and producers of culture through the 

discussion of a situation, without explicit direction from the facilitators of the culture circles. In 

response to this critique (Freire & Macedo, 1987; Shor & Freire, 1987), Freire makes the point 

that he never describes the circle facilitators as non-directive, but goes on to explicitly 

distinguish between a directive stance that maintains a humanising pedagogy and an 

authoritarian approach that is controlling and therefore dehumanising. Others writing in this 

tradition have clarified this by describing the teacher’s or facilitator’s role as “pro-active and 

confrontational” (Wink, 2005, p. 7), instrumental in asking counterposed questions and 

providing language for students to rename the world (Cartwright & Noone, 2006). In his writing 

in Theatre of the Oppressed, Augusto Boal refers to this role as the difficultator (Boal, 1985). 

Rather than being authoritarian and dehumanising, Freire and those working in this tradition, 

position directive teachers and their actions as transformative and humanising. 

Despite Freire himself not recording culture circles in process, we do have many examples of 

culture circles that have been established by other educators in a range of contexts, for example, 

Souto-Manning (2010), Williams (2009), and Stillman and Beltramo (2019). Freire encouraged 

this critical re-working and re-contextualising of theory and did this work himself, establishing 

circles of teachers in contexts such as Guinea-Bissau (Freire, 1978). Souto-Manning’s (2010) 

book, Freire, Teaching and Learning: Culture Circles Across Contexts, includes five examples 

of culture circles that cross a range of educational and cultural contexts. In her research work 

implementing in-service teacher training, in the US and Brazil, using a culture circle model, 

Souto-Manning frames teachers as active subjects and refutes the model of teachers as 

recipients of “best practices” which they then reproduce in their classrooms. In his foreword to 

the text, Ira Shor highlights how Souto-Manning details the “nuances and difficulties” (Souto-

Manning, 2010, Foreword, p. xv) of developing the dialogic process within culture circles. Her 

work demonstrates the non-linear, messy process of engaging with the way that teachers think 

about and develop their practice.  

In Aotearoa New Zealand Graham Smith (2004) takes issue with Freire’s linear characterisation 

of the conscientisation process that occurs in a culture circle. Smith, a leading educator and 

architect of kaupapa Māori theory in the academy, argues that a cyclical understanding of the 
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process is more realistic and more useful. Smith critiques the notion of conscientisation as a 

linear process that one begins at a starting point and follows through to completion. Rather, he 

argues that praxis and conscientisation exist as a cycle that may be entered at any point, with 

one state “not necessarily a prerequisite to, or contingent on, the other states” (p. 50). Smith 

suggests that participants might be “caught up” (p. 51) in one state and then become conscious 

of existing within the cycle. This initial conscientisation precipitates further praxis, resistance 

and conscientisation.  

A persuasive example G. H. Smith gives of this cyclical, messier process is families 

participating in kōhanga reo, Māori language early childhood education. In G. H. Smith’s 

example (2004), families had sent their preschool children to kōhanga reo for practical reasons 

of geography and access. Having already taken this action, families subsequently became 

critically conscious of the resistance inherent in their actions. In turn, this conscientisation led to 

further political action. Graham Smith’s example demonstrates conscientisation, as Freire 

describes it, occurring not in a neat, linear series of steps but in an iterative, cyclical process. 

My reading of these examples leads me to the conclusion that Freire’s assertions, that culture 

circles can facilitate shifts in thinking, are legitimate. What these examples suggest, is that the 

culture circle process is a messier, more iterative and a more directed process than what is 

apparent in Freire’s (1976) original descriptions.  

Learning circles, as they have developed in Aotearoa New Zealand, are structured to provide 

time and space for teachers to share and reflect on their practice. By retheorising the PLC using 

Freire’s culture circles as a model, the purpose of that sharing and reflection can be 

repoliticised. The PLC can be used as a space to ask critically conscious questions, observing 

and interrogating, “How am I positioned as a teacher in my classroom?”; “How is my practice 

being culturally produced?”; and transforming practice based on this conscientisation. To do 

this retheorising work, I will present the components of the PLC and describe how they have 

been retheorised in my case study.  

Retheorising the Components of the PLC 

The methods adopted by the PLC and indeed the language used in the circle that I studied at 

Wahapū College were well established and in use before the PLC became a site for my case 

study. This is an important aspect of this project. By observing and retheorising an existing 

context, my project focuses on how teachers think about and theorise their pedagogy and 

practice, rather than any strategies or tools that they might use.  
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For consistency, I have adopted language used by the participants in the study to name and 

describe the different aspects of their work, including “professional learning circle” (PLC), 

“inquiry goals,” “critical friends,” “observation” and “learning conversation.” Each of these 

terms has arisen from particular genealogies of theory, policy and practice. A discussion of 

these established practices and accepted terms will provide an understanding of the methods in 

use in the site I researched. 

The PLC existed as one of several professional learning groups that teachers within Wahapū 

College could opt into as the means for accessing their professional learning throughout the 

year. Senior management required teachers to participate in a PLC group but teachers could 

choose which group they joined. Each PLC in the school had a different focus.  

There was a broad range of teachers in the group. Some were in their first year of teaching, 

others were nearing retirement. Some had spent a lot of time reflecting on cultural practice, 

others were just beginning to consider it. Despite this range of experience all the teachers in the 

group had chosen cultural practice as the focus of their personal professional learning and had 

chosen to join the PLC to support their learning. Teachers were generally open, positive and 

supportive of one another.  

The structure of the PLC in this case study had developed in the context of the “teaching as 

inquiry” (Sinnema & Aitken, 2008; Ministry of Education, 2007) and “learning community” 

(Ministry of Education, n.d.a) discourses that have gained prominence in educational literature 

and policy in Aotearoa New Zealand. Wahapū College had been running PLC groups for 2 

years before I began my project. The PLC groups were an internal structure as the school did 

not participate in a wider community of learning collaboration at the time of the research. 

Within the school, the PLCs were the primary structure through which teachers accessed 

professional learning. Teachers used the work that they undertook within their PLC to structure 

their professional inquiries. These compulsory inquiries formed the basis of each teacher’s 

appraisal and therefore their attestation and progression up the pay scale.  

The dual purpose of inquiry, for both developing practice and for appraisal, has the potential to 

create a conflict within the PLC. Where the process becomes outcome-focused and is structured 

as a finite project, the basis for ongoing and iterative inquiry is lost. The structure and 

facilitation of the PLC worked to counteract the impact of appraisal on the PLC process by 

taking into account the findings of Timperley et al.’s (2007) analysis of professional learning. A 

key finding of this Best Evidence Synthesis was that effective professional learning groups 

support teachers to “process new understandings” (p. 203) by using dialogue to “challenge 
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problematic beliefs” (p. 203) and also gain perspective from “expertise external to the group” 

(p. 203). 

The PLC in my case study was sustained over a number of years with a consistent focus and 

facilitator. There was also a number of teachers who attended the group for more than one year. 

This had established it as a professional learning group engaged in ongoing dialogue. The 

format of the PLC in my study involved teachers working in critical friend pairings. Pairs would 

conduct observations and make records of each other teaching. Following each observation, 

pairs would conduct a learning conversation that was structured to support the observed teacher 

analyse her own practice. The observation and conversation cycle was focused on the problems 

of practice identified by each pair as the focus of their professional learning and inquiry. In 

addition to the work of the critical friend pairings, the PLC met all together three or four times 

per term. The group meetings provided opportunities to gain perspective by discussing their 

work and accessing expertise that addressed issues arising from the observation and 

conversation process. Both readings and invited, external speakers were used in this way. At 

times the whole group engaged with a reading or speaker, at other times a smaller group of 

members engaged with material relevant to their specific needs.  

Both the pair work and group aspects of the PLC structure in my case study, were designed to 

support teachers to identify problems of practice and consider how they thought about their 

practice (Timperley et al., 2007). The PLC structure provided a framework for teachers to 

challenge their practices and thinking by supporting teachers to “process new understanding” 

(Timperley et al., 2007, p. 203). Many teachers did eventually use evidence from the PLC in 

their appraisal documentation, which they shared with school management to complete 

attestation and certification. However, structuring the PLC in the way outlined above helped to 

maintain the focus of teachers’ inquiry on the process of improving practice, rather than the 

outcome of a project. By teachers engaging with a critical friend in an ongoing process of 

observation and conversation an iterative cycle of learning was created.  

I will now address in more detail the tools used in the facilitation of the PLC which formed my 

case study. 

Observation Tool 

A key tool used in the PLC was the observation tool (University of Waikato, n.d.a) that was 

already in use by teachers in the school, through their involvement with the Kia Eke Panuku 

project (University of Waikato, n.d.b). The observation tool used by the Kia Eke Panuku project 

drew heavily on the work of the Te Kotahitanga project (Ministry of Education, n.d.e) which 
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had developed the observation tool from prior research outlined in their own review of the tool 

(Berryman & Bishop, 2011).  

The Te Kotahitanga project evolved out of the work of Russell Bishop, Mere Berryman and 

their colleagues at Waikato University. Their research, which focused on the experiences of 

Māori students and whānau in English-medium schools in Aotearoa New Zealand, led to the 

creation of a professional development programme that focused on raising the achievement of 

Māori students in English-medium schools by changing the pedagogy of their teachers. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, the Te Kotahitanga project was exceptional in that it was able to 

demonstrate the effect of professional development on student outcomes and did so when scaled 

(Sleeter, 2011).  

Government funding for the Te Kotahitanga project ceased in 2015 but the academics within the 

project continued to work within other professional learning projects (University of Waikato, 

n.d.b, n.d.c) and the knowledge that had been created continued to influence schools’ practice. 

Schools that had been engaged in Te Kotahitanga developed their own approaches to continue 

their work. Wahapū College had not participated in the Te Kotahitanga project; however, it had 

signed a contract with the Kia Eke Panuku group in 2015 to facilitate professional learning in 

the school. This group included many facilitators who had worked in Te Kotahitanga and the 

foundational influence of the work was evident in the Kia Eke Panuku approach to teachers’ 

professional learning. The research, methods and tools developed by both Te Kotahitanga 

(Ministry of Education, n.d.e) and Kia Eke Panuku (University of Waikato, n.d.b) are freely 

available online. Pertinent to my project is the observation and learning conversation procedure 

developed by Te Kotahitanga and adapted by Kia Eke Panuku. In Te Kotahitanga the purpose of 

the observation tool was to monitor “the degree to which participating teachers are 

incorporating the relationships and interactions from the ‘Effective Teaching Profile’” 

(Berryman & Bishop, 2011, p. 83). See Chapter 2 for a discussion of the profile. The procedure 

had been further adapted by participants for use in the case study PLC. Teachers used the tool to 

observe each other, record and investigate their cultural pedagogy. The observation procedure 

involved a 20-minute snapshot of a teacher’s practice, written by a colleague using the 

observation tool available on the University of Waikato (n.d.a) website and described as 

follows.  

The observing critical friend enters the classroom as unobtrusively as possible, usually at least 

ten minutes after the start of the lesson. Other than surveying students at the end of the 

observation, the observer avoids engaging in the lesson or with the students in any way. The 

observation process begins with the observer spending five minutes watching what is happening 
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in the class and gaining some understanding of the context. In this initial period, the observer 

records the context of the lesson being observed, including details of the classroom 

environment, evident lesson aims and content, and numbers of students present. The main part 

of the observation then consists of five, two-minute blocks of observation time in which the 

observer records the teacher’s actions and dialogue. These observations include the location of 

the teacher in the room, the number of Māori students present, and the number of Māori 

students seen to be engaged at that time. Students are identified as Māori based on the 

information provided on their school record. The observer aims to record verbatim, recording 

sentence openers to facilitate speedy recording where necessary. Observers are encouraged to 

act like an impartial “video recorder,” without adding any additional notes or judgements. In the 

final part of the observation, the observer takes a sample of five Māori students (where present 

and possible) from the class, asking how they found the cognitive level of the learning in the 

class and how much work they had accomplished. The observer records students’ responses on 

two five-point Likert scales. The observer then leaves the lesson, having been present for a total 

of 20 minutes.  

Following the observation, the observer makes a copy of the observation tool and passes it on to 

the observed teacher. Both teachers read the observation record in preparation for the learning 

conversation. 

The observation records are similar to the situations and generative themes presented to Freire’s 

culture circles and described in Chapter 2. The observation represents what Freire terms a coded 

situation, defining and describing a familiar circumstance for teachers. The teacher can then 

reflect upon this coded situation, and dialogue develops between the observed and the observer, 

they together decode the situation and in so doing are able to examine its constituents. 

Learning Conversation 

Having reviewed the completed observation tool, the observed and observer meet as soon as 

possible to have what is termed a “learning conversation” about the observation. This discussion 

includes the coding of the recorded data – the observed teacher’s speech and actions. The 

coding of the data is structured by the framework on the observation tool. There are a range of 

aspects of practice that the data is coded for:  

− whole class / individual / group – is the recorded interaction between the teacher and the 

whole class, an individual student or a group? 

− the transmission and dialogic nature of the interactions – is the teacher engaged in 

instruction, didactic transmission, focused on behaviour management, engaging in co-
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construction, academic feedback and/or engaging the students’ prior cultural 

knowledge? 

− the aspects of culturally responsive and relational pedagogy (as described on the tool) 

that are evident in the data. 

The process of coding the observation data is designed to focus teachers’ attention on the 

pedagogy of their practice and to highlight emerging patterns in pedagogy. The data and coding 

then inform teachers’ discussion of what they have noticed in their practice. The questions that 

facilitate this discussion begin with, “What do you notice?” This conversation is led by the 

observed teacher as they use the data to inform their reflection and interrogate their own 

pedagogy and practice. The reflection creates space, that is distance from the data, for the 

teacher to decode their practice. Teachers decode their practice by examining interactions, 

identifying dynamics and transitions and considering how they were thinking about what they 

were doing. In this way the process problematises practice, rather than the teacher or students, 

and asks what transformative action should be taken. These “next steps” are recorded on the 

back of the observation tool and participants consider what support and resources need to be 

accessed. 

Support might include further reading or research, speaking with and observing a colleague with 

specific knowledge or skills, or accessing a specific teaching resource. Teachers are encouraged 

to make concrete plans for the next steps and to agree on action within a set time frame, before a 

follow-up observation. In the context of this PLC, the place for teachers to begin to access 

support and resources was the large group PLC meeting (see section below).  

Critical Friends  

Within each learning circle at Wahapū College, teachers paired up as critical friends. “Critical 

friend” is a concept usually attributed to Desmond Nuttall and his work on assessment and self-

evaluation in the 1970s (Heller, 1988), and was popularised in educational theory in the 1990s 

(Costa & Kallick, 1993; Swaffield, 2005, 2007). I have adapted Costa and Kallick’s (1993) 

explanation to create a functional definition of critical friend as a trusted, supportive colleague 

who asks provocative questions, provides data for scrutiny and offers critiques. Furthermore, 

critical friends engage in dialogue to fully understand the context and problems of practice and 

actively advocate for the other’s success.  

In our use of critical friends at Wahapū College, teachers self-selected a critical friend to work 

with. Occasionally, these relationships operated in groups of three and at times teachers were 

paired up by a colleague who was aware of a mutual interest or focus. Most teachers joined the 
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PLC with their critical friend; some pairings developed once teachers saw who else was in the 

group. In accordance with the definition given by Costa and Kallick (1993), teachers were 

encouraged to select a critical friend with whom they could develop a relationship of trust. Trust 

was developed by teachers self-selecting pairs and committing to working together, with the 

shared aim of improving their practice. These relationships were characterised by honest 

critique and support for each other’s development.  

The critical friend pairings were an important component of the PLC in my case study as they 

provided strong, trusted relationships for discussion, critique and encouragement. Teachers 

worked in their critical friend pairings to observe and record practice, and conduct learning 

conversations. As facilitator of the PLC, I was available to support critical friend pairings. 

During the study none of the pairings disestablished. 

PLC Meetings 

The PLC met as a whole group three or four times a term, depending on the school’s meeting 

schedule. Meetings usually took place on a Thursday morning from 8.10 – 9.40am. As 

facilitator of the group, I provided hospitality and meetings were held in my classroom. The 

meetings provided time for teachers to pause and reflect on their practice. Participants often 

commented on how much they appreciated having this time. The meetings were characterised 

by a warm and open atmosphere, often punctuated by laughter. Sessions began with kai tahi, 

karakia whakatau and whakawhanaungatanga that encouraged participants’ knowledge of one 

another and their current work. Following these opening routines, participants spent time 

discussing arising issues as a group and also in their critical friend pairs. These large and small 

group discussions were the starting point for teachers to share and access support and resources, 

and for the facilitator to make note of needs to be addressed. Invited outside speakers, including 

facilitators from the Poutama Pounamu initiative (University of Waikato, n.d.c), addressed 

arising issues. The PLC group watched lectures online, including Mere Berryman’s (2018) 

inaugural professorial lecture. The PLC shared readings from research, including excerpts from 

Welby Ings’s (2017) Disobedient Teaching and Bishop and Glynn’s (1999) models of cultural 

practice. We discussed these, both at meetings and online between sessions. As facilitator, I had 

oversight of critical friend pairings and supported their observations and conversations as 

necessary. I selected resources to present and discuss with the PLC group that I thought would 

support the problems of practice they were addressing. Resources shared in the PLC meetings 

will be discussed in more detail as they arise below. 
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The use of professional learning tools that already existed in Wahapū College, the development 

of critical friend relationships for observation and reflection, and the PLC meeting for access to 

expert input, created a professional learning structure that responded to what the literature 

described as effective (Timperley et al., 2007), but was also achievable and sustainable within 

the constraints of the school’s context.  

A Participant–Observer Case Study 

The components outlined above describe the tools and methods I used to facilitate the PLC. It is 

also important to consider the methods of my case study. 

The use of case study as a critical method is well established as it allows for the question of 

“how” and “why,” pushing “beyond description alone” (Smith-Maddox & Solórzano, 2002, p. 

71) to problematise situations. My use of a participant-observer case study method (Jorgensen, 

2015) particularly, employs the relational strength of researching one’s own context (Hockey, 

1993) that aligns strongly with the culturally relational and responsive principles integral to this 

project (Denzin et al., 2008). It accepts that every researcher is positioned in relation to their 

research and the researched. I had been the facilitator of the PLC for 2 years when the case 

study began. The participant-observer case study takes this positioning and relationship as a 

strength. I will introduce and describe the case study school and PLC below.  

I carefully thought about the strengths and weaknesses of my acting as a participant-observer. 

Conducting this research within a school at which I had worked for a number of years gave me 

the advantage of a comprehensive knowledge of the context and a strong foundation on which 

to develop trusting research relationships. In adding the facet of researcher/participant to 

established relationships that already functioned to serve a range of other purposes, I was very 

conscious of not taking advantage of those relationships of trust. I worked to uphold my ethical 

responsibility as a researcher to maintain the integrity of those relationships. As facilitator of the 

group, I had to consider the additional power dynamics and the responsibility I had to the other 

participants. Within the context of the PLC and in my role as facilitator, participants were in no 

way responsible to me. However, there were a range of other relationships between myself and 

participants, including, that I was the direct line manager of some members of the group. 

Sensitivity to these external, yet important relationships, needed to be maintained throughout 

the research. 

The success of this project relied on relationships of trust between myself as researcher and the 

participants. Working within my own school context, where I am known and have strong 

relationships with the people with whom I am working, is consistent with conducting research 
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that draws on principles of culturally relational practice. Researching in an environment within 

which I was already established as a colleague helped to mediate the inevitable impact of a 

“researcher’s” presence. In considering all these effects, I decided that the advantages of 

working within an environment where I was known outweighed the risks. 

Being the facilitator of the group, I was always actively participating in the PLC. This meant 

that I could not maintain a running record of interactions as they occurred. Rather, I kept a 

practice journal with me at school and recorded details and ideas from the learning circle 

sessions and other experiences as soon after the events as possible. I kept my practice journal in 

the tradition of academic journaling as described by Cartwright (1996). In this approach, the 

practice journal is a tool that combines the personal and political, and allows for the theorising 

and politicising of the recorded events. The purpose of my practice journal was to support and 

add context to the lesson observation and learning conversation records that were collected. It 

became an important tool for generating research material. 

When recording contributions of participants to group and individual discussion in the learning 

circle, I found Haig-Brown’s (1992) description of “research as chat” (p. 105) to be a useful 

model for including participants’ expressed views without the formality of a structured 

interview. Haig-Brown describes these dialogues with participants within the research space as 

almost indistinguishable from conversation and suggests recording them in a research journal 

soon after they occur. I used this method as a way of recording participants’ perspectives in the 

least intrusive way possible.  

A second important research design decision was to use unobtrusive data gathering methods. 

Unobtrusive data gathering (Hatch, 2002) involves the collection of artefacts, or copies of 

artefacts, that are naturally occurring within the research environment. In the course of this 

project, I collected the following artefacts; participants’ inquiry planning sheets, participants’ 

observation records of each other, notes from learning conversations, readings and other 

resources that were used in the learning circle, and photographs of discussion records from the 

whiteboard. An artefact log of these artefacts was maintained. The artefact log and practice 

journal were cross-referenced to provide chronological context.  

In the production of artefacts gathered in this way, subjects are less conscious of the impression 

they are making with the researcher, as the primary purpose of the material produced is not 

research, but the participants’ own work. Therefore, as with the function of the participant-

observer, unobtrusive data gathering is intended to lessen the impact of the research process on 

the research participants and allow access to a more unconscious representation of practice.  
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Presenting the Case Study – Chronicle  

As I gathered and collated the research material generated in the PLC, I was reading it for 

emerging themes. I wanted to understand if I could identify Freirean ideas I found in policy, in 

teachers professional learning and teaching practice. I was interested to see how teachers were 

engaging with Freirean ideas in their professional learning and how they were translated into 

practice. At this point my use of Freire’s theory was what I thought of as generative. I had 

established the influence of Freire’s ideas on policy development and was looking for evidence 

of how this translated into teachers’ thinking and practice. At the same time, I was purposefully 

using Freire’s ideas to retheorise and structure conversations within the PLC. I was interested to 

see how a Freirean approach to professional learning could support teachers’ engagement with 

the Freirean ideas they encountered in policy. This process reflected Freire’s concept of the 

generative theme: establishing what exists as the starting point for further reflection and 

development. I treated the examples of generative themes in my records as “critical incidents” 

(Tripp, 1993), imbued with meaning because I had identified them as meaningful and reflected 

upon them.  

As a participant-observer I was both gathering research material, in the form of observations, 

conversation records and other artefacts, and at the same time generating research material, as I 

recorded and reflected on our PLC meetings, my own experiences and practice. I wanted to find 

an integrated way to represent the research material that communicated concisely, with 

authenticity and integrity. I needed a tool that allowed me to portray the material generated in 

the case study and that was also useful as I critically reimagined that material in the third part of 

the project. The narrative nature of the research material that had been generated led me to a 

narrative approach. I had read theses that constructed pūrākau (Lee, 2008) and pūkōrero 

(Hetaraka, 2020). Lee and Hetaraka develop narrative methods in kaupapa Māori settings, and 

establish narrative as an appropriate and useful approach. Hancock’s (2018) construction of 

“composed conversations” (p. 86) was also helpful to me because her compositions demonstrate 

the veracity of shaping material as it is translated from lived experience and conversation into 

written text.  

To identify and report on recurring ideas as they appeared in observation records, notes from 

learning conversations, my practice journal and other records, and represent them in a 

comprehensible way in this thesis I drew on Hancock’s (2018) notion of “composed 

conversations” (p. 86). This approach translates critical incidents in my research records into a 

“privileged moment” (Bourdieu, 1999, p. 613) in my re-presentation of the PLC records and 

like Hancock, I used these moments as starting points to craft vignettes and narrative, splicing 
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in reflections to expand and enrich, as well as refining my comments. In this way, my 

presentations of the emerging themes work to re-present both the experiences of teachers in the 

PLC and the meaning of these experiences as I understand them. Approaches developing from 

Clifford Geertz’s (1973) work on thick description established this practice of weaving 

explanation and analysis into qualitative description and narrative.  

Using these established approaches as a pattern, I wove together my own research material as 

composed narratives, entwined with explanation and analysis as they developed. Because my 

project is focused on the thinking and theorising of teachers, it is useful to adopt a method that 

integrates the generated research material with the reflection and theorising of participants, 

including my own. I have termed these research narratives as “chronicles,” to signal that they 

are characterised in a number of ways: 

− They describe research material generated and composed as thick description.  

− Whilst they are composed, they are not fiction. They reflect the experiences and 

practices of teachers and community. As constructed narratives, the chronicles are in no 

way trying to pose as objective or neutral. They are consciously composed. 

− They incorporate the reflection and theorising of participants, including the researcher. 

− They are structured to protect the identity of those with whom participants are 

interacting. 

− In Part 3 of my project, they can be put to work to critically reimagine practice.  

Introducing the Case Study PLC 

Here in Part 2, the research material from the case study is presented as four chronicles. The 

chronicles are composed from teachers’ observations, learning conversation records, my 

practice journal notes and contextualising detail and comment. The chronicles bring into focus 

the four Freirean ideas outlined in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7. The chronicles demonstrate how an 

understanding of the Freirean theory that underpins cultural policy and practice in Aotearoa 

New Zealand can support and strengthen teachers’ engagement with cultural pedagogy. The 

chronicles, and my reflections on them, demonstrate how the PLC worked when I retheorised it 

as a Freirean culture circle. The four chronicles are: 

Chronicle 1: A three-way conversation.  

Chronicle 2: How can I help?  

Chronicle 3: What is the work?  

Chronicle 4: Evidence from which text? 
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The PLC featured in my case study, and which I facilitated, was located at Wahapū College 

where I worked as a teacher and Head of Faculty. Wahapū College has a student population of 

850, from Years 7 to 13. The school is located in a small coastal, rural town. Māori make up 

19% of the student population and Pākehā 66%. In a teaching staff of 62, four identify as Māori, 

constituting less than 7%.  

The school’s senior management required teachers to participate in one of the PLCs that were 

facilitated by colleagues within the school. Teachers were able to select the PLC they joined 

based on their personal professional learning focus. I facilitated a PLC with a focus on cultural 

pedagogy and practice. I had facilitated the PLC for 2 years prior to it becoming the focus of my 

case study.  

During the year of my case study project there were 12 participants in the PLC. Pre-service 

teachers on placement with participating teachers occasionally joined the PLC meetings. Six of 

the participants had been involved in the PLC for at least one year prior to the commencement 

of the case study. The PLC teachers worked in a range of faculties, including maths, PE and 

health, arts and technology, language and literacies, and social science. There were critical 

friend pairings both within and across faculties.  

Lewis, an experienced design teacher, was critical friends with Peta, who also taught in the arts 

faculty. Ron and Hannah, both social science teachers had many years of teaching experience 

between them. These four teachers, who had all joined the PLC for the first time at the 

commencement of the case study year, had participated in a myriad of professional learning 

initiatives over the years. They were all somewhat sceptical of the value of another programme. 

They had established patterns of practice and at times, demonstrated resistance to change. 

However, they all remained thoughtful and open to discuss their pedagogy.  

Jo, a teacher of PE and health, who was introduced in the opening chronicle, had joined the PLC 

with her critical friend Niamh, a maths teacher. They had decided to join after discussing the 

changes in pedagogy that they had observed in PLC members. 

Jack, Jan, Rachel and Lydia were science, maths and English teachers who were all 

participating in the group for the second year.  

Adele, an English teacher was participating in the PLC for the third year, with her critical friend 

Rina, a teacher of PE and health. These teachers were enthusiastic about the work they had done 

previously in the PLC. They were keen to continue making changes in their practice and had 

recruited colleagues to join the PLC.  
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In addition to the chronicles composed here in Part 2, I have used these teachers’ experiences in 

examples of practice throughout my thesis. Teachers have been given pseudonyms to protect 

their anonymity. 

Together, the members of the PLC formed an eclectic, reflective group. Our meetings had a 

positive, supportive atmosphere that allowed for honest contributions and robust discussion. As 

the facilitator, I worked to support teachers’ critical approach to cultural practice.  
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Chapter 9. Chronicle 1: A Three-Way Conversation  

Lewis is a teacher in the arts faculty, with experience working across a broad range of visual 

arts. He was observed by his critical friend teaching a senior design class. Students were 

working on their assessed design portfolios. Lewis had brought Peta’s observation records to 

our PLC to discuss. 

From the records Lewis described an incident where students were working independently and 

he was circulating, reviewing students’ progress and making himself available for support. At 

one point, having reviewed the students’ planning, the observation records Lewis asking, “Does 

this fulfil the requirements of the brief?” After some thought, reviewing both her planning and 

the brief, the student, Chance, responded by asking her own question, “What have I missed?” 

Lewis was wanting to discuss this interaction because he had come to understand that the 

conversations he thought were dialogic were in fact transactional and top-down. “I was asking 

the students questions but they were actually very leading.”  

As arts teachers, both Lewis and Peta valued student creativity and were trying to construct 

pedagogy that nurtured their students’ creativity. As their learning conversation continued, 

Peta pointed out the tension between this discourse of student-led creativity and brief fulfilment 

which was shaped by the nature of standards-based assessment. Lewis and Peta discussed the 

importance of students learning to fulfil a brief, and, in this task, for their creativity to be 

contextualised within the bounds of the brief and the assessment criteria. Both teachers 

acknowledged that this was a tension within which they and their students needed to learn to 

work.  

Further reflection on the observation and his questioning led Lewis to make the suggestion that, 

“It might be helpful to acknowledge that there are three voices in this conversation – me the 

teacher, you the student and the brief.” Lewis and his critical friend began to think through the 

ways that he could engage in this conversation with students, “If I ask students to actually map 

out the influences on their design, they will see what the constraints and the possibilities are, 

and where they’re coming from … if they can see them, they can decide whose voice will be 

loudest in their work.”  
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Reflecting on Chronicle 1 – Praxis in a Retheorised PLC  

The focus of my case study is to explore the effect of retheorising professional learning circles 

as Freirean culture circles and the way the Freirean ideas analysed in the critical discourse 

analysis played out in the retheorised PLC.  

Teachers joined the PLC at Wahapū College wanting to examine and strengthen their cultural 

practice. A close reading of this first chronicle begins to reveal how teachers’ work in the 

retheorised PLC differed from an inquiry-based learning circle.  

Freire insisted that his culture circles not be named or positioned as literacy circles, to 

foreground the understanding that the primary work was not literacy learning, but participants 

becoming conscientised of themselves as active producers of culture, including potentially, 

lettered culture. The primary function of a Freirean culture circle is to conscientise participants 

of themselves as critical subjects.  

We focused on Lewis’s interactions and how he understood these. Peta’s observation and 

discussion created a framework for Lewis to examine the thinking and beliefs that underpin his 

actions. Whereas teaching as inquiry is centred on the cycle of action and outcomes, Freirean 

conscientisation emphasises teachers’ positioning and perspective. Reviewing Lewis’s 

interactions through the lens of the inquiry cycle of action and reflection would focus us on the 

outcomes of Chance’s work. In the inquiry cycle, when teachers review the learning outcomes 

for students, their next question asks ‘What strategies are most likely to help my students learn 

this?’ (Ministry of Education, 2007, p. 35). This questioning is focused on action and outcome. 

It is important to note that the theory supporting “teaching as inquiry” is clear that “inquiry is 

not a ‘project,’ an ‘initiative’ or an ‘innovation’ but a professional way of being” (Timperley et 

al., 2014, p. 22) and this point is reiterated in the supporting resource material published by the 

Ministry of Education on their Te Kete Ipurangi website. However, the inquiry cycle, as it is 

presented to teachers, is focused on teacher action, asking “What happened” and “What are the 

next steps” (Ministry of Education, 2007, p. 35) rather than creating a framework that makes 

space for teachers to examine the beliefs, thinking or “professional way of being” that underpins 

their actions. Retheorising the PLC as a culture circle refocuses participants’ attention on their 

thinking. 

Constructing the PLC as a culture circle we avoided a mechanistic approach, creating a site for 

teachers to examine literature and have critical learning conversations about cultural pedagogy 

and practice. In this way teachers were engaging with the cultural pedagogy outlined in 

Tātaiako not as mechanistic implementation, but as critical subjects. 
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The structure of the PLC at Wahapū College encouraged a critical process that was convoluted 

and had teachers shuttling backwards and forwards between action, observation, learning 

conversations, theory and literature, reflection and further action. My research material records 

teachers’ frustrations as well as their perseverance and progress, demonstrated in Lewis’s 

comment in one PLC meeting, “If I make a mistake or do well, it’s all learning for me and 

others.” I planned our time together in the PLC meetings in response to the needs that the 

teachers identified in their observation and learning conversations. In this way, the activities 

undertaken in the PLC were an outcome of the way the PLC was structured.  

Our PLC was a forum to strengthen praxis and develop the interface of action and reflection 

beyond a mechanistic implementation. In response to interactions like Lewis’s in this first 

chronicle, we spent some of our time together focused on our critical questioning. 

Reflecting on Chronicle 1 – Generative Themes 

Lewis and Peta were familiar with the situation portrayed in the observation record, that the 

retheorised PLC structure positioned as a coded situation. The process of decoding the 

interaction created some distance between Lewis and the situation and provided some 

perspective. This meant that Lewis was able to reassess the questioning that was going on in the 

interaction.  

In the PLC we looked carefully at our questioning which was operating at two levels. We were 

reflecting on the sorts of questions that we were asking students, but we were also interested in 

the sorts of questions that were helping us to critically reflect on our observed practice. Prior to 

the interactions described in Chronicle 1, we had spent time developing our understanding of 

critical questioning. 

We began by compiling a list of the sorts of questions that we were asking each other in our 

reflections. These included: 

1. Can you tell me what you think was happening here? 

2. What were the things you were happy with? 

3. What were the things you thought needed development? 

4. How do you think that interaction went? 

5. In terms of your focus, what would you do differently next time? 

6. What patterns in your practice can you see here? 

7. What do you notice about the questions you’re asking? 

8. Tell me about your relationship with this student? 

9. Tell me about this student’s backstory? 
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We critically reviewed our list, bearing in mind the principle that the observation and learning 

conversation process is focused on the teacher’s pedagogy. We eliminated the questions that 

lost this focus, that is Questions 8 and 9. We identified the questions that are focused on the 

evidence contained within the observation, or that worked to draw out the theorising behind the 

teacher’s actions. To this end, teachers noted the particular usefulness of Questions 1, 6 and 7 

and added a further question to draw attention to the theorising behind practice, resulting in a 

list of four key questions that focused us on teachers’ thinking and approach to pedagogy:  

− Can you tell me what you think was happening here? 

− What patterns in your practice can you see here? 

− What do you notice about the questions you’re asking? 

− What were you thinking when you …?  

To stimulate discussion and deepen reflection on our questioning I introduced to the PLC two 

excerpts that have a focus on questioning – a reading from Welby Ings’s (2017) book 

Disobedient Teaching and an extract that outlined Bishop and Glynn’s (1999) initiation / 

benefits / representation / legitimation / accountability (IBRLA) framework (p. 95). 

We noticed that in the first reading, Ings contends that effective teachers “question bravely” (p. 

170), arguing that, “If we don’t question, nothing will change” (p. 172). Ings advocates 

questioning of policy, systems and leadership, but all of this must begin with an interrogation of 

one’s own practice, which was the focus of our PLC and engagement with his work. Key to 

Ings’s thinking on questioning is his assertion that, “When we question what exists, we suggest 

that things are open to change. We position ourselves above ideas and the systems they are used 

to create” (p. 172). This questioning is brave because it positions teachers to interrogate the 

ideas that underpin their practice, and draws them towards self-criticism and the unknown. Ings 

introduced us to the idea that questions have the potential to shift our perspective of a system or 

way of being that may have become imperceivable to us. Brave questioning can bring the reality 

of situations into focus and allows us to imagine that things might be otherwise.  

Members of the PLC readily applied this approach to the notion of cultural practice which was 

the focus of our group. Reading Ings’s ideas on brave questioning and its potential to reposition 

us led participants to begin a discussion on the iceberg model of culture, based on Edward 

Hall’s work, which they had encountered elsewhere. The iceberg model, as described in Chapter 

2, demonstrates that the readily visible aspects of culture, that is the performative aspects, are 

buoyed up on a greater mass of beliefs and values. As members of the dominant culture in 

English-medium schools, Pākehā teachers exist within such proximity to the beliefs and values 
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that underpin their teaching actions that the beliefs and values become imperceptible and the 

links between cultural beliefs, values and actions become unconscious. Such proximity was 

evident in two moments that I recorded in my practice journal. The first was a brief comment 

when a colleague and I were discussing what my research entailed. When I said that I was 

looking at the culture of Pākehā teachers, her response was to ask, “But do you think we really 

have a culture?” and she went on to express her doubt that there was such a thing as Pākehā 

culture. The second incident echoed this, where a staff member told me he welcomed the 

opportunity for students to perform the school haka and waiata because he thought that most of 

the audience (who were predominantly Pākehā adults) “are like me really, they’ve grown up 

without any culture.” This colleague’s observation articulates his belief that Pākehā are without 

culture, or neutral, and he perceived performative aspects of tikanga Māori as culture. 

Our PLC used the image of the cultural iceberg to help us decode situations that presented 

Pākehā culture as naturally occurring. When the links between values and actions are not 

subjected to critical questioning they will be perceived by participants of the dominant culture 

as neutral or naturally occurring, rather than the product of culture. Freire uses the term 

submergence to describe the way participants in a culture circle may be submerged in a 

dominant culture to such an extent that it has become imperceptible to them. The cultural 

iceberg was a useful image to have in mind as we thought about Freire’s idea of submergence. 

Decoding situations presented in the observation records and engaging in brave questioning, 

created space for teachers to become critically conscious of the cultural productions occurring 

within their classrooms.  

Peta was able to use prompts that focused on Lewis’s thinking, to transform the way he 

understood his questioning. By asking Lewis what he noticed about his question “Does this 

fulfil the requirements of the brief?” Lewis identified this as a closed, not a dialogic question 

and when prompted, “What were you thinking when you asked this question?” recognised that 

what he had wanted to do was direct the student back to re-engage with the brief. Instead the 

student understood his question as indicating an error and asked Lewis to identify it for her, 

“What have I missed?” By interrogating the intentions of his questions, Lewis realised he 

needed to reconstruct his questioning to engage the student critically with the brief, rather than 

rely on him to do it for her and tell her what to do. 

We read Bishop and Glynn’s (1999) IBRLA framework. The framework offers a series of 

questions that the authors designed to analyse patterns of “dominance and subordination” 

(Bishop & Glynn, 1999, p. 95). in classrooms. Across the five categories there are questions that 

seek to uncover the role that culture is playing in classroom practice. These questions include: 
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“Whose interest/agendas/prior experiences are paramount in the classroom?” and, “Whose 

cultural reality is current in the classroom?” (p. 95). These questions reinforce the principles we 

had established for our questioning – they require us to look carefully at the evidence, to 

consider our theorising and to be brave in the examination of our practice. Furthermore, Bishop 

and Glynn’s questions use these principles to unswervingly draw our attention to the cultural 

aspects of our classrooms, particularly the values and beliefs that lie beneath the surface in the 

iceberg model. The framework provided an interesting provocation as we reconsidered our 

questioning in the context of the classroom and the PLC. 

The IBRLA framework gave Lewis some direction in starting to reimagine his questioning. 

Lewis asked himself the critical question, “Whose agenda is paramount?” and challenged his 

own understanding of the task as being student-led. The exchange indicates that in this instance 

the brief has the final word in what the student must do. In the follow-up reflection Lewis’s 

critical friend made the salient point that fulfilling the brief is an important skill for students of 

design to learn.  

Another question stemming from the IBRLA framework was, “In what ways do pedagogic 

practices facilitate students’ voices?” Lewis’s thinking was pushed further, to plan ways to 

make the “three voices” in the conversation explicit to Chance. By helping Chance to 

understand the interplay of the brief’s requirements, her own creativity and the teacher’s 

expertise, Chance is able to critically engage at this intersection and negotiate the different 

voices that will influence her work.  

Positioning the observation record as a coded situation and applying a Freirean perspective, 

Lewis and Peta came to understand the interaction as a limit situation at the border of 

“becoming nothing” and “becoming more.” In this interaction, directing Chance to fulfil the 

missing brief requirements would have amplified the brief and the teacher’s expertise, but 

would have diminished the student’s own creative engagement. Instead, Lewis undertook a limit 

act that engaged himself and Chance in transformative, humanising action. Lewis did this by 

reimagining his questioning and reconstructing his questioning as dialogic practice. 

Reflecting on Chronicle 1 – Dialogic Practice and Conscientisation 

Chronicle 1 describes dialogic practice that works beyond a sloganised version of relational 

practice as “working on good relationships” (L. MacDonald & Reynolds, 2017). Reflecting on 

his interactions with Chance led Lewis to reorient their relationship. Rather than Chance 

looking to Lewis to interpret the brief, Lewis’s reimagined questioning worked to orient Chance 

to engage with the brief alongside him. Applying a Freirean conception of dialogue, they 
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became focused on the brief as an object of knowledge with which they both interacted on a 

horizontal matrix.  

By positioning the brief as an object of knowledge and another voice in a three-way 

conversation, Lewis’s reimagined questioning works to instate the historicity and certainty of 

the brief, enabling Chance to understand and negotiate its purpose and usefulness, its limits and 

potential. This positioning creates a relationship between the student and the brief that enables 

her to actively engage with the brief and make critical choices about her work.  

When Lewis and Chance engage in critical conversations around the brief as an object of 

knowledge they are engaging in a relational, dialogic practice that moves beyond slogans. The 

relational matrix is realigned to the horizontal and dialogue, as Freire describes and promotes it, 

is able to take place. The critical dialogue described in this chronicle illustrates diffuse power 

working through the “production, distribution and consumption of knowledge” (Giroux, 2010, 

p. 717). It expresses dialogic relationships as they are described in my critical discourse analysis 

(see Figure 3) and theorised by teachers in the PLC.  

The chronicle illustrates a dialogic practice that addresses two of the important concerns raised 

by Hetaraka (2020) in her critique of Tātaiako. Hetaraka argues that the cultural competencies, 

as they are described in Tātaiako: 

− Collapse social/behavioural and academic indicators (pp. 24 & 62) 

− Fail to engage with the complexities of the system we occupy and the on-going effects 

of history (p. 239) 

The conversation between Lewis and Peta about Chance’s understanding of the brief shifts the 

focus of dialogic engagement from constructing a positive social interaction onto the academic 

development of the student’s thinking. Caring for the academic performance of students has 

always been an important focus in cultural pedagogy, and is often referred to as “hard care” 

(Macfarlane, 2019; University of Waikato, n.d.b), “hard” in that it demonstrates care for 

students by holding them to high standards. However, as Hetaraka observes, as this notion of 

hard care or socio-cognitive performance has travelled into educational policy such as Tātaiako, 

it is often collapsed into the notion of soft care or socio-cultural performance. This collapsing of 

social and academic indicators has led to relational practice becoming concerned with positive 

interpersonal relationships (L. MacDonald & Reynolds, 2017) rather than supporting students to 

achieve academically. Although the chronicle portrays a positive relationship between Lewis 

and Chance, it is not the focus of Lewis’s reflection or retheorising. Rather, the relational, 

dialogic pedagogy supports the student’s academic development. 
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Our PLC discussions supported our understanding that dialogic practice should engage with 

students’ academic performance. Chronicle 1 demonstrates dialogic practice that starts to 

address the student’s relationship with the system in which she is located. Hetaraka (2020) 

rightfully argues that the pedagogy outlined by the cultural competencies in Tātaiako does not 

acknowledge or address the effects of historical policy and practice that construct the system in 

which Tātaiako and English-medium teachers work. This is a limitation of Tātaiako in that it 

positions educators as individual actors, responsible for constructing their own cultural practice 

and does not pay attention to the way in which the historical, political and social context of the 

education system works to construct teachers and their practice (Hetaraka, 2019, 2020). When 

professional learning does not disrupt this individualised perspective of cultural pedagogy, 

teachers are not learning to act as critical subjects within the system, nor are they learning to 

facilitate students to act as critical subjects. By retheorising it as a Freirean culture circle, the 

PLC created a site and framework which facilitated teachers’ conscientisation of their position 

within a system and some of its historical, political and social context (Bishop & Glynn, 1999). 

This conscientisation in turn enabled teachers to imagine how things might be otherwise (Ings, 

2017) and to trouble the surface of policy so that they and their students might critically engage 

with it. 

This chronicle gives voice to the system in which Lewis and Chance are operating. The brief 

imposes the assessment criteria and in this context the brief represents the standards set down 

by the national qualification authority. In this way, the brief determines what skills and 

knowledge are valuable and what is recognised as achievement. In the PLC, the dialogic 

practice of Lewis and his critical friend, asked critical questions that acknowledged the brief as 

an important voice in his dialogue with the student and as an object of knowledge with a given 

level of certainty and historicity.  

Lewis’s dialogic work in the PLC led to his reimagined dialogic practice in the classroom. In 

turn, this reimagined practice worked to reconstruct the student’s engagement with the brief. By 

positioning Chance to engage with the brief as an object of knowledge, Lewis positions her to 

engage critically with the historicity and certainty of the brief. The student is able to ask 

questions such as: 

“Who and what has influenced the brief?” 

“What does the brief privilege or silence?” 

“How can I interpret or reinterpret the brief?” 

“How can I play to my strengths?” 

“Are there constraints I am unhappy with?” 
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“What are the costs of disregarding these constraints?”  

This dialogic practice works to conscientise Chance of her relationship with the brief and in so 

doing is an example of dialogic practice working to conscientise students of their relationship 

with the structures of the education system. 

The retheorised PLC process focuses Lewis’s reflection on one interaction with a student. In the 

recorded interaction, the student’s question and Lewis’s response positioned him as the voice of 

authority in interpreting the brief. Lewis used the critical approach of the PLC to decode the 

situation, and consider the thinking that was underlying his practice. By reflecting on his 

thinking Lewis and Peta were able to acknowledge the tensions within their pedagogy. This 

allowed Lewis to engage in a dialogic practice that positioned the student to become 

conscientised of her own thinking and choices. 
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Chapter 10. Chronicle 2: How can I help?  

This second chronicle echoes the Freirean ideas of dialogic practice, as they appear in Chronicle 

1. It explores how teachers’ critical practice can facilitate dialogue between students within the 

classroom.  

It was the third year that Adele, an English teacher, had participated in the cultural practice 

PLC and the second year that Rina, a teacher of health and PE had participated. Adele and 

Rina were critical friends whose participation in the PLC was characterised by an enthusiasm 

for teaching.  

Rina and Adele were focused on the pedagogy in their classrooms, particularly, they were 

engaged in ongoing conversation about their relational practice. Adele and Rina planned to 

focus their observations over the year on a Year 10 class that they had in common. Adele was 

teaching essay writing and as their health teacher, Rina was looking at nutrition with the class. 

As Adele and Rina began their series of observations and reflection, Adele was teaching 

“Response to Text” essays. These are essays that require students to analyse an aspect of a 

visual or written text. Teaching students to write Response to Text essays requires the teacher 

and students to pay attention to knowledge of the text, as well as the skills of analysis and 

writing.  

Lesson observations of this teaching sequence from the previous year showed Adele setting a 

task and outlining the structure and steps for writing. When students had completed one step, 

Adele prompted the next step. She modeled the skills and content students would use. Students 

in her class tended to move through tasks together in ability groupings. Adele recognised that 

as a teacher she was dominating the discussion in her classroom and students relied on her to 

progress their learning. As a result, Adele had been focused on constructing feedback that 

supported students to generate their own “next-steps” for writing. 

In March, Rina observed the students in an English lesson with Adele. Students were working 

on their essays on laptops and calling individually on Adele when they wanted her help. The 

observation shows the teacher to be constantly moving around the room and engaging with 

individual students. The 20-minute observation records literally dozens of interactions with the 

teacher reading students’ work and responding, using sentences beginning with:  

“You need to …” 

“Better to have …” 
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“Go with this …” 

“So you could tie this in …” 

“You probably need to …” 

“Don’t forget to …” 

“You don’t have to …” 

“I want you to …”   

Following on from the class, Adele used the observation record to decode the interactions she 

had with students. She identified all the sentence stems detailed above as being dialogic and 

focused on the students’ work. The notes from Adele and Rina’s learning conversation 

reflecting on this observation demonstrated a change in understanding of these interactions. 

During the learning conversation Adele re-coded these interactions as instructions that she is 

giving to students.  

Reflecting on Chronicle 2 – Decoding Questioning 

Like Chronicle 1, this second chronicle demonstrates how our PLC worked to position the 

observation records teachers made as coded situations that provided opportunities for critical 

friends to decode cultural practice, creating space for critical engagement.  

Adele analysed the questions she was using with students. Initially, she described them as 

dialogic and focused on students’ work. As we developed our understanding of dialogic 

questioning, Adele, in conversation with Rina, reviewed her interactions with students and 

concluded that the interactions recorded in the observation were instructional, where she was 

telling the student what needed to be done.  

The PLC provided Adele with a framework to interrogate how she was thinking about her 

practice. It did this by positioning the observation as a situation to be decoded in dialogue with 

Rina, her critical friend. In the recorded exchanges Adele was effectively transferring her 

understanding to students.  

The observation record enabled Adele to ask critical questions about her practice and reach a 

clearer understanding of how she was constructing the learning in her classroom. Her notes 

from the learning conversation demonstrated Adele’s determination to develop a more dialogic 

culture within her classroom. She prioritised the next steps that she would take: 

“Focus on asking questions rather than giving instructions that provide solutions.” 
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“Use questions to spark a conversation in which we co-construct solutions or ideas with 

students.” 

Adele’s observation record demonstrates the way in which the PLC process allowed her to 

identify the way she was constructing the learning within the classroom. The learning 

conversation notes show her beginning to reimagine the way in which the learning might be 

constructed by all the participants within the classroom. By rethinking her interactions, Adele 

was able to develop ways of supporting students to expand their own understanding and writing 

skills. Adele’s rethinking repositioned her and her students in a dialogic relationship with their 

work. 

Reflecting on Chronicle 2 – Dialogic Practice 

In the first recorded exchanges Adele is effectively working on the students, they have become 

the objects of her action. By retheorising her interactions Adele repositions herself and her 

students on a horizontal matrix, along which they can dialogue as critical subjects, working 

together on the object of knowledge, the essay. 

Rina made three more observations of Adele’s practice over the year. Observation records and 

conversation notes portray Adele working to shift patterns of dialogue in her classroom. The 

theorising of dialogic practice that was occurring in the PLC meetings supported Adele’s 

shifting practice.  

In August, Adele’s class were again working on Response to Text essays. The observations and 

learning conversation notes from August reveal changes in practice, including an increased 

number of dialogic interactions. Adele’s instructions were being replaced with questions and 

encouragement for students to apply their own understanding: 

“What can you use to prove this?” 

“How does he feel?” 

“If you’re doing it that way, then I’ll give you this to think about” (Gives a resource.) 

“Absolutely, that’s a really nice idea he’s come up with …” 

These sentence stems from August portray Adele in a horizontal relationship with students, as 

she works alongside them, her dialogue draws the students’ attention to the work encouraging 

them to develop their own understanding. This dialogic approach positions teacher and student 

as subjects, focused on the essay as a dynamic and developing object. By reconstructing the 

dialogue in her class, Adele was not working on the student as an object, nor was the student 
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reliant on the teacher to make progress. The students’ writing progressed as the teacher 

supported their own engagement with it.  

Both Adele in this chronicle and Lewis in Chronicle 1, engaged in critical work in the PLC to 

retheorise their dialogic practice. This work was critical in the sense that the teachers set out to 

understand how power was working in their classroom, and to attempt to create a horizontal 

matrix along which they and their students could engage as critical subjects. This retheorising of 

dialogic practice works to expose and instate the productive power of both the student and 

teacher as they work on an object of knowledge.  

The construction of dialogic, relational practice within their classes continued to develop as 

Adele and Rina persevered with their praxis of observation and reflection. Having retheorised 

their own relationship with students as critical subjects on a horizontal matrix, Adele and Rina 

saw that they were able to theorise student-to-student relationships in the same way and in so 

doing support the development of dialogue within their classrooms even further.  

Culturally responsive and sustaining pedagogies consistently highlight the importance of 

student-to-student dialogue and the ways in which this can support students’ academic 

achievement (Ministry of Education, n.d.e). This was not a new idea for Adele and Rina, but 

their retheorising of teacher-student dialogue had created a new framework in which they could 

reimagine student-to-student dialogue. Rina and Adele worked with students to focus their 

dialogue on the objects of knowledge and to develop their skills in critical dialogue. 

Understanding objects of knowledge to have a particular history and level of certainty facilitates 

students’ critical engagement with the objects of knowledge. In this situation, students 

understanding that their pieces of writing are in-progress and that through careful, critical 

questioning their writing can improve, creates a positive context for peers to dialogue and 

critique each other’s work. Students were able to present their writing and ideas to each other as 

objects of knowledge to work on. Adele described students in her class sharing and discussing 

their essays with each other. She also shared Google Docs that showed students sharing their 

writing with each other digitally and commenting on each other’s work. For example: 

Where one student had shared a paragraph with her classmate, he had asked, “What film shots 

will make good evidence for this point?” and in response to another paragraph had 

commented, “Lots of visual evidence. Do you have any verbal evidence as well?”  

This kind of dialogic relationship between students was also evident in the way that the students 

were working in Rina’s class. 
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Adele observed students in their Health class, engaging with each other in an impromptu debate 

about whether sugar should be made illegal. The interactions recorded in this observation 

portray students engaged in dialogic relationships: 

Student 1: “So you’re saying …” 

Student 2: “No, we wouldn’t … We’re saying …” 

Student 1: “Actually, that’s incorrect …” 

Student 3: “How are you going to … It’s your choice …” 

Student 4: “But is it your choice …” 

This impromptu oral debate shows that as students engage with the objects of knowledge 

presented by their classmates, they are participating in robust, critical, dialogic relationships 

with each other. They are testing the level of certainty of the objects of knowledge and pushing 

each other to develop their own understanding, without relying on the teacher for input. This 

impromptu debate expresses Freire’s description of the gnoseological cycle where power is 

diffuse and as a result, the moments of knowledge production and the moments of knowing are 

fused.  

The research material generated by Adele, Rina and their Year 10 class portray dialogic 

relationships operating in two spheres – the relationship between colleagues as they work in the 

PLC, and the relationships with and between students. As critical friends, Adele and Rina have 

developed a dialogic relationship. They present each other with observations of practice, coded 

situations which they reflect on and decode. Using their retheorised understanding of dialogic 

relationships they work to reconstruct the dialogue within their classrooms. The dialogic 

relationships with and between students are strengthened by orienting to the objects of 

knowledge and working critically with them. The teachers are facilitating students to develop 

their own understanding, by engaging with text and ideas, with each other and when needed, in 

horizontal, dialogic relationships with themselves, the teachers.  
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Chapter 11. Chronicle 3: What is the Work?  

This chronicle builds on the retheorised ideas explored in Chronicles 1 and 2, by focusing on 

the teacher’s conscientisation of herself as critical subject and active producer of culture within 

her classroom. Unlike the previous interactions, there are tensions in the teacher – student 

relationship and the object of knowledge itself is significant. Consequently, this chronicle 

demonstrates the reflection and critical dialogue of the PLC playing out in a different context. 

Hannah is a teacher in the social sciences department who was teaching a junior history unit 

focused on te Tiriti o Waitangi. Her critical friend had observed Hannah part way through this 

series of lessons. The observation records Hannah reading information from a shared text with 

the Year 10 class. The passage described the events following 6 February 1840, when copies of 

the Treaty were taken around Aotearoa New Zealand in an effort to gain further signatures. The 

20-minute observation records the class reading together and students making notes on the 

events they had read about. 

Hannah and her critical friend, Ron, organised to have a learning conversation about the 

observation in our PLC, the next day. For Hannah, the interactions recorded in the observation 

were a catalyst to discuss what had occurred in class following the observation. Hannah 

explained, “We’d done all the work, the reading and notes, they’d worked really well. And then 

Tia [a student] was asking all these personal questions about what I thought [of the Treaty]. I 

thought, ‘You little madam.’” 

Within the community where we were working there existed unresolved Treaty grievances, and 

Māori whānau were engaged in Treaty activism. The ongoing effects of the historical events 

described in Hannah’s text were evident in the day-to-day, lived experiences of our community. 

This context underlined the contentions in the unit of work and Hannah admitted that she felt 

wary. As she described the interaction, Hannah commented, “I felt like she was trying to trip 

me up, make me look stupid.” It was evident that Hannah was uneasy with the way that the 

interaction had played out and wanted to make a change. 

In Hannah’s account, the work had been done when the reading and the notes were complete. 

When Tia attempted to engage her in a discussion involving her own thoughts and opinions, 

Hannah perceived this as insolent and shut down discussion. As our learning conversation 

unfolded, Ron was able to ask her some critical questions to help her reflect on the cultural 

values that were underlying this exchange.  
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“How was knowledge being shared in this lesson?” 

“What was it about Tia’s questions that you found confronting?” 

“Why do you think she was asking you questions like this? … Could Tia’s questions 

have been trying to engage with you and explore what she was learning?” 

As our conversation continued, and Hannah considered her responses to these questions, her 

perspective of the interaction began to shift. She explained, “For me, from my perspective, the 

information in the book is the most important for students to understand. I’ve always thought, if 

it’s been published then it has gone through some checks and balances and can be trusted. I 

guess, I feel comfortable with reading and writing. And I rely on the text for the information 

students need – especially in history, which isn’t my specialist area.” 

Reflecting on Chronicle 3 – Realigning the Dialogical Matrix 

In this chronicle, the observation, positioned as a coded situation, re-presents the teaching 

sequence to Hannah and her critical friend. By positioning the observation in this way, the 

retheorised PLC provides a site and a framework for Hannah to critically engage with her 

cultural pedagogy. In her decoding of what happened next in the interaction, Hannah perceives 

and reconsiders a number of important factors in the situation.  

By decoding the familiar situation, Hannah becomes conscientised of how she perceives the text 

the class was using and the work they were doing. For Hannah, the information in the text book 

was reliable and was the most important for students to understand. As she explained to us, 

“I’ve always thought, if it’s been published, then it has gone through some checks and balances 

and can be trusted.” When the reading and notetaking was complete, she was ready to move on. 

As she said herself, “We’d done all the work.” Decoding the observation, Hannah recognised 

that her view of the text had established it as the only source of information in the class.  

Hannah had transmitted her view of the text to students. She had presented the text as the source 

of knowledge, rather than as one object of knowledge with historicity of its own and a level of 

certainty that students should interrogate. The way Hannah used the text established a banking 

model of teaching, in which knowledge was transmitted to students, rather than establishing a 

horizontal, dialogic relationship between critical subjects working on an object of knowledge. In 

decoding the situation with her critical friend, Hannah was able to identify the way she had 

positioned the text and herself within the class and consider how participants and knowledge 

could be positioned otherwise. 
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As Hannah and Ron decoded the observation, Hannah began to note down the sorts of questions 

that she could use to stimulate critical engagement with the text. Her questions drew on her 

skills as a social science teacher and included: 

 What can I learn from this text?   - What can’t I learn?  

Whose perspective does this text present?  - Whose voice is missing in this text? 

What is the purpose of this text?  - Are there gaps that need filling? 

Asking critical questions such as these, Hannah interrogates the sources and perspectives of 

history presented within the text. This kind of critical dialogue acknowledges the historicity of 

the text itself and also that the text has a particular level of certainty which makes it open to 

reconsideration. Acknowledging these characteristics of an object of knowledge, works towards 

creating the horizontal matrix for dialogue between critical subjects. 

In addition to reimagining the class’s engagement with the text she had used, decoding the 

observation allowed Hannah to consider the need for other objects of knowledge to be included 

in this teaching sequence. It prompted Hannah to think about possibilities for accessing 

knowledge within our local community. She was able to list off a number of sources of 

information already available within our community that would link the historical information 

in the text with our local historical context and the questions Tia was asking. These sources 

included resources at the local district museum, online archaeological records, oral recordings 

of kaumātua and locally published monographs.  

Perhaps more importantly, critical dialogue in the PLC oriented Hannah to the potential for 

students to present their own objects of knowledge. Again, opening up the teaching sequence to 

other objects of knowledge, brought by other participants, works towards creating the horizontal 

matrix for dialogue.  

The questions posed by her critical friend, “Could Tia’s questions have been trying to engage 

with you?” began to shift Hannah’s perspective, so that she could see the potential in the 

student’s questions. Ron made an interesting point:  

“Even if there was some challenge there and some cheek,” he reflected with a chuckle, “You 

can still choose to take it as an invitation to engage. Kids go with that I reckon, if they see you 

are actually taking their questions seriously, it can make them stop and go ‘Oh, okay. You’re 

actually listening to me,’ and then they really think too.”  
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The students involved in this interaction, through their understandings of local history and 

personal experiences of community Treaty activism, possessed valuable objects of knowledge 

that could enrich this sequence of teaching and learning.  

By constructing a horizontal matrix for critical dialogue and inviting students to present objects 

of knowledge, Hannah could reimagine a relational practice that acknowledges the diffuse 

power working through students to produce and transform knowledge. This kind of 

transforming, critical dialogue, instates a gnoseological cycle in which the moment of 

knowledge production is fused with the moment of knowing for both the teacher and students.  

Reflecting on Chronicle 3 – Becoming Conscientised 

Becoming critically conscious of how she was using the text in her teaching sequence allowed 

Hannah to reconsider two more aspects of her cultural pedagogy: 

− The way she perceived her own competence 

− How underlying cultural values were working to produce her practice 

Perceptions of Competency 

The chronicle exposes the way Hannah was thinking about her own competence as a teacher. 

By positioning the text and herself as the source of knowledge, students (and teachers) begin to 

equate the teacher’s competence with the infallibility of the information she presents. In this 

construction, when students question the reliability of information, they are questioning the 

competence of the teacher. For teachers who are relying on the infallibility of the information 

they present to demonstrate their competence, this kind of questioning from students is 

challenging and uncomfortable.  

By taking steps to reconfigure the way power was working in her classroom, reimagining the 

ways that she was thinking about this sequence of teaching, realigning herself and her students 

on a horizontal matrix and preparing to engage in critical dialogue about objects of knowledge 

presented by both herself and the students, Hannah reset her cultural pedagogy and her 

understanding of her own competency.  

Cultural Values Producing Practice 

As Hannah decoded this situation, she began to perceive the values that were underlying some 

of her practice. The framework of reflection and critical dialogue in the PLC conscientised 

Hannah of herself as a critical subject, actively producing the culture of her classroom. She 

came to recognise that the published written text acting as the source of knowledge was not a 

natural or neutral circumstance, but rather the product of her culturally constructed belief that 
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published written text is a reliable and safe source of knowledge. Through the critical dialogue 

of the PLC Hannah became conscientised of cultural values and beliefs she held that were 

working to produce her practice in her classroom. In this way, she became conscientised of 

herself teaching as Pākehā. 

My critical discourse analysis of Pākehā identity in Chapter 4 reiterated the value of written text 

in Pākehā culture. In this analysis, Traue’s (1990) Pākehā whakapapa is an ode to “the army of 

thinkers and writers” who have created a “written tradition” and “written culture” that has 

“accumulated in our libraries and our archives and our books” (para. 21), while the “magic 

suitcase” in Colquhoun’s (1999) poem “Carrying Baggage” outlines the more prosaic ways 

Pākehā culture relies upon the written word, including “writing and stamps, and letters … and 

laws … newspapers [and] The Women’s Weekly” (p. 68). This analysis expresses the value of 

the written text in Pākehā culture that critical reflection exposed as one of Hannah’s own 

underlying values. By identifying the value of written text as a cultural belief, it is possible to 

then acknowledge contrasting cultural values, as Hannah did when she determined to re-engage 

with students’ questions and discussion. 

Hannah was able to recognise how the cultural values and beliefs of her students were 

operating, by becoming conscious of how her own cultural values and beliefs were operating. 

She also became conscious of where contrasting values had led to tension in their relationships. 

By critically reflecting, Hannah was able to critically reimagine a cultural pedagogy that 

strengthened her classroom practice and genuinely strengthened her relationships with students. 

Reflecting on Chronicle 3 – Beyond Sloganised Practice 

The PLC provided a site and framework for Hannah’s critical engagement. To understand the 

effect of working in this retheorised frame, it is useful to pause and consider possible 

alternatives. It is evident from the observation and by her own admission, that there was tension 

in her relationship with Tia. If Hannah had shared this experience in a different professional 

learning context, she might have encountered a sloganised response (L. MacDonald & 

Reynolds, 2017) to that tension.  

A sloganised relational pedagogy tells teachers to “work on relationships” (See Table 2). From 

her account of the interaction, it was evident Hannah was already aware that she had shut down 

the relationship with Tia. Simply telling her that she needs to “develop successful relationships” 

or have “successful working relationships” (Education Council, 2011, p. 6) does not provide her 

with the “tools” (Education Council, 2011, p. 6) that she needs to strengthen her relational 
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pedagogy. To resolve the conflict she describes, and strengthen her relational practice, Hannah 

needed to engage critically with her cultural practice. 

A sloganised resource pedagogy tells teachers to “access students’ prior knowledge” and “use 

culture as a resource.” If Hannah had assumed that, to resolve the conflict, she simply needed to 

use culture as a resource, she could have added the identified local archaeological and oral 

histories, without engaging in the critical dialogue described in the chronicle. If she had 

engaged in a resource pedagogy in this mechanistic way, these new resources still would not 

have generated productive, transformative learning.  

This chronicle describes a context in which the act of accessing prior knowledge was in fact the 

source of conflict in the teacher – student relationship. To “harness the rich cultural capital that 

Māori learners bring to the classroom” (Education Council, 2011, p. 10), Hannah needed a 

framework to reconsider her own thinking, to understand the source of the tension and 

reimagine her practice.  

The retheorised PLC provided a site and framework for Hannah to move beyond a sloganised 

engagement with her cultural practice. This allowed her to reconsider and reimagine the way 

that she was thinking about her practice. In this chronicle, the questions that Tia is asking 

Hannah about her own opinion are working as a limit situation, at the border between 

“nothingness” and “becoming more” (Freire, 1970/2000). In dialogue with her critical friend, 

Hannah acknowledges that she was uncomfortable and shut down the interaction. In doing so, 

she crosses the border from the untested feasibility, that is the potential, of the situation, to 

nothing. Reflecting carefully on this chronicle has demonstrated that by engaging with the 

student’s challenging questions and critically reimagining her practice, Hannah is able to 

reorient to the untested feasibility of the situation and opens up the potential of becoming more. 
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Chapter 12. Chronicle 4: Evidence From Which Text?  

Being able to recognise the challenges of cultural practice as limit situations is essential if 

teachers are to work as critical subjects, effecting transformative limit acts. This final chronicle 

is an extended account of a series of interactions I had with a group of students in my own 

classroom. It focuses on classroom practice rather than work in the PLC and explores how my 

thinking about the situations affected the way I worked. It draws on the notes I kept in my 

practice journal after lessons and of learning conversations that I had with a critical friend. The 

chronicle illustrates my own developing understanding and engagement with all four of the 

Freirean ideas I had been contemplating. 

Having spent a couple of periods getting to know my Year 11 Communications class I knew I 

needed to start the year with something that would allow them all to experience some success 

and most importantly that they would find engaging. Despite being in a co-educational school, 

the class consisted of 15 boys, six of whom were Māori. The Communications course which they 

had selected as their English option was designed to be flexible to meet each student’s needs. 

Our primary focus was to strengthen literacy skills and ensure that everyone achieved at least 

ten literacy credits, which they needed to gain their Level 1 qualification.  

I knew many of the boys from preceding classes and, as a new arrival from the city a few years 

previously, had benefited from them sharing their love and knowledge of the local area with me. 

Most of these boys spent as much time outside as they could, playing sport, hunting, fishing, 

mucking about in the bush, with bikes, moto-x, and working either on family land or in part-

time jobs. In these domains, the class had huge collective knowledge and skill sets. At the same 

time, these students found written literacy tasks challenging and many had specific learning 

difficulties in this area.  

In light of this, I decided to begin the year with a unit of work based around Mt Everest. I had 

taught a similar sequence of work previously and had a collection of resources that I knew the 

class would find engaging. The key texts I had used previously focused on the 1996 disaster in 

which eight climbers died. The texts included a short biography of Rob Hall (Bull, 2003) and 

the film based on Jon Krakauer’s book, Into Thin Air, directed by Robert Markowitz (1997). 

From my perspective these were texts that operated as both mirror and window, tapping into 

students’ interest in the challenges of the outdoors, in this way using their prior knowledge as a 

resource, but at the same time extending their perspective. The students’ maths teacher had 

been trekking in the Himalayas the previous year and I used her souvenirs to create a wall 
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display of posters, maps and ephemera. This created a direct connection with the context and 

further piqued students’ interest. The sequence of lessons proceeded, with our reading and 

discussion focused by one guiding question: “What do you think were the most important 

contributing factors in the 1996 Everest disaster?” Eventually, the notes students made in 

response to this question would form the basis of a persuasive essay, in which they would select 

their three most important factors and use evidence to support their choices.  

As in previous years, students compiled notes and evidence on the weather, the lack of oxygen, 

the effects of altitude sickness, climbers’ inexperience or stubbornness and the overcrowding on 

the mountain. One day a Māori student, Kiwa, asked about an incident to which we had not 

previously paid much attention. While at base camp, the Sherpas become aware that two of the 

expedition members have slept together on the mountain. The film portrays the Sherpas’ anger 

at the disrespect this shows to the mountain, known to them as Chomolungma, the Mother of the 

World. Having rewatched the fleeting sequence, Kiwa went looking for further information 

about the incident with the intention of including it as one of his three major contributing 

factors.  

In introducing the class to this unit of work I had been conscious of tapping into the skills, 

interests and values of the students, of finding a mutual point of interest to strengthen the 

relationships I had with class members and also to provide the framework for a literacy task 

that would support the development of their skills. I now realised I also had a preconceived list 

of contributing factors in my own mind. Kiwa’s questioning introduced a new perspective to our 

discussions and it sparked the interest of his classmates.  

Kiwa drew clear parallels between the Sherpas and his own perspective of maunga. Kiwa 

described his understanding of the need to respect maunga tūpuna and the consequences of 

disrespect. Kiwa understood the natural and spiritual world to be indistinguishable. He cited 

the whakataukī, “Kaua e takahia te mana o ngā tāngata” (Do not trample the dignity of people) 

and extended this, stating “Kaua e takahia te mana o te maunga tūpuna” (Do not trample the 

dignity of an ancestral mountain). From Kiwa’s perspective the disaster on the mountain was 

consistent with the climber’s transgression of a sacred place. For several of the students in the 

class this presented them with a very different understanding of the natural environment and the 

events that took place on Everest. They were keen to debate with Kiwa as to whether this was 

really a contributing factor. One classmate’s argument revealed his empirical perspective, 

“You can’t say that sex lead to a storm … It’s not cause and effect, like one thing lead to 

another … It’s not a contributing factor.” Our discussion continued and Ihaka, another Māori 

student, countered that the climbers were no longer “protected” drawing on his own experience 
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to make his point, “It’s like we know there are places in the river that we don’t swim. My dad 

showed me the places in the river that are protected by taniwha. Those are the places we don’t 

swim, it’s dangerous.”  

All the students in the class were familiar with the thrills and dangers of swimming in our local 

river, and this example resonated and engaged them even further. Those unconvinced by Kiwa’s 

and Ihaka’s view, dismissed the guardian taniwha as “…a story to keep you safe … it’s just the 

same as saying, ‘Don’t do it.’” Kiwa however remained convinced, bringing the discussion to a 

close with his conclusion that, “The mana of Everest isn’t just a story.” 

- - -  

As a teacher, this discussion remains vivid in my memory. It was one of those moments when I 

was superfluous. The momentum of the debate was carried by the boys’ knowledge and 

convictions, and their willingness to engage with each other to try to understand and persuade. 

The debate and learning was driven by their cultural knowledge and perspectives. I was 

gratified we had a classroom environment where students felt their cultural perspectives were 

valued and they felt safe to share them.  

- - -  

At the next lesson, when I sat with Kiwa to review the planning he had done for his writing, I 

was dismayed to find that the base camp incident was not one of the contributing factors he was 

planning to write about. When I asked him why not, he replied that it was too hard to explain 

and he had resolved to write about other factors. Despite his articulate and persuasive 

arguments in the previous lesson, the assessment schedule was designed to assess the structure 

of students’ writing and required each point to be “supported by evidence from the text.” Kiwa 

didn’t think that he could achieve this using the base camp incident. I felt deflated and stumped.  

After class I made notes about what had happened in my practice journal and over lunch later 

that day, shared my reflections with a critical friend from the PLC. By spending some time 

decoding the situation with her, I was able to reconsider how the texts and assessment schedule 

were being positioned in my teaching, and I determined to speak again with Kiwa.  

I returned to class and encouraged Kiwa to pursue his own line of thinking arising from the 

base camp incident. He began to structure his writing with the discussion of respect and 

metaphysical protection as the overarching introduction. I was able to reassure Kiwa that his 

use of the text to discuss the spiritual realm was valid and valuable in our classroom and in this 

task. As he developed his writing, Kiwa became absorbed by emerging articles and 
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documentaries describing the ongoing tensions between the Sherpas and the international 

climbing community. Linking the Sherpas’ experiences to his own understandings of lore 

regarding maunga tūpuna, guardian taniwha and death, developed Kiwa’s critical, cultural 

knowledge. His critical approach to the ongoing situation on Everest strengthened Kiwa’s 

critique of his own experience. Equally, the oral histories Kiwa held were valued as texts that 

informed his writing.  

Reflecting on Chronicle 4 – Putting Praxis to Work 

This chronicle is different from the previous three in that it involves no observation records or 

formal engagement in the PLC and it recounts just one impromptu conversation with a critical 

friend. The interactions it illustrates however, occurred against the backdrop of my participation 

in the PLC and ongoing thinking about my own cultural practice.  

What it begins to demonstrate is how a formalised process of action and reflection, in a 

professional learning setting, can travel into a teacher’s praxis. Participating in the retheorised 

PLC supported the ongoing development of my cultural practice. The chronicle illustrates how I 

was able to:  

− support critical dialogue between students and with students;  

− recognise that I needed to decode a teaching situation and by doing so became critically 

conscious of my cultural production; 

− move beyond a sloganised resource pedagogy, using Freirean theory to strengthen my 

cultural practice.  

Reflecting on Chronicle 4 – Critical Dialogue and Relational Practice 

This chronicle illustrates diffuse power working between students dialoguing with each other on 

a horizontal matrix. They are challenging and developing each other’s understanding as they 

introduce and engage with different objects of knowledge.  

I had presented the students with objects of knowledge. The biography and film presented 

different perspectives of the Everest disaster, each emphasising different contributing factors. 

Together, we had practised engaging critically with these objects of knowledge and 

interrogating the importance of different contributing factors. This had demonstrated to students 

that objects of knowledge were characterised by particular levels of certainty, that were not 

fixed. This way of working had created an environment of trust, where students understood that 

they could introduce an object of knowledge and test its level of certainty.  
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This kind of dialogic practice supported positive relationships within the class by focusing on 

students’ academic achievement and did not reduce dialogue to a sloganised relational practice. 

When Kiwa was reluctant to write about the disrespectful incident as a contributing factor, we 

already had established within the class, a robust framework of dialogic practice. This meant 

that Kiwa and I were able to dialogue on a horizontal matrix, knowing that each other’s 

contributions would be respected, focused on the object of knowledge. Now, the object of 

knowledge was the task itself.  

Like Chance in Lewis’s design class, Kiwa had identified the importance of the assessment 

schedule. Together, we were able to position the assessment schedule as an object of knowledge 

and engage with it critically. We discussed what it meant to support an idea with textual 

evidence, that there were no “right answers” here and how evidence could be used to support a 

range of different ideas. We also discussed what might be valid textual evidence and how Kiwa 

could use other texts, beyond what I had brought to class, to substantiate his views, including 

oral texts from his own hapū. Again, as with Chance in Lewis’s class, this interaction 

demonstrated to Kiwa that he had power to critically and productively engage with the system 

in which he was participating.  

This interaction also reinforced for Kiwa and the other Māori students in the class, that the 

cultural knowledge they brought to class, was not incidental or just a “way in” to the knowledge 

that was important. Kiwa experienced his important cultural knowledge enriching our work and 

strengthening his ability to achieve in class.  

Reflecting on Chronicle 4 – Becoming Conscientised of Cultural Productions  

As well as engaging in critical dialogue with students, this chronicle also recounts me in critical 

dialogue with a colleague. It was the discussion over lunch with my critical friend that helped 

me to decode how I might productively engage with Kiwa and his writing. 

In this critical learning conversation, I came to see that the way I had presented the task to 

students was not neutral. My beliefs about what “counted” and what students were able to 

“prove” from the text, worked to construct the task and how Kiwa felt he could successfully 

interpret it. The task reflected my cultural perspective and what I understood to be useful or 

important. Decoding the situation in this way helped me to understand the cultural productions 

in my teaching, and that like Hannah, I was carrying around a “written culture” (Traue, 1990) in 

my head, which influenced the way I taught, as Pākehā.  

At the same time, I realised that the way I had constructed the task and communicated it to 

students was a cultural production that reinforced my own cultural perspective. For me, this was 
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a moment of becoming conscientised of my own cultural production. Kiwa had understood from 

the assessment schedule that unless he was able to support his arguments with “evidence from 

the text” he would not achieve. The conversation with my critical friend encouraged me to take 

action to reassure Kiwa that the cultural knowledge and oral traditions he had shared were valid 

and valued. My ongoing conscientisation of myself teaching as Pākehā, supported Kiwa’s 

ability to work and achieve as Māori. 

Reflecting on Chronicle 4 – From Sloganised Pedagogy to Untested Feasibility  

The opening of this chronicle describes how in my planning I sought to implement a resource 

pedagogy, to “validate” and engage students’ “prior knowledge” (Education Council, 2011, p. 

12) For me, this was a proven approach and a teaching sequence that had produced positive 

outcomes in the past. Students were engaged by the texts and thinking critically about their 

writing. My approach “accessed students’ prior knowledge” of the outdoors and used aspects of 

their culture as a resource for their learning.  

This interaction, as I recorded it in my practice journal, was as Freire (1970/2000) proposed, a 

“familiar” situation, “neither overly explicit nor overly enigmatic” (p. 114). It was a sequence of 

work I had taught before, involved students I knew and a writing task I was confident they 

could achieve; however, it did not unfold as I had expected. It was Freire’s theorising of 

generative themes and limit situations that enabled me, when this happened, to move from a 

sloganised approach to develop a much richer cultural practice in this situation. Reflecting on 

the sequence, I recognised specific moments as representing what Freire characterised as limit 

situations and this enabled me to consciously undertake limit acts, attempting to move my 

students’ thinking and my own cultural practice into the untested feasibility of being more.  

When Kiwa wanted to focus on a metaphysical perspective of the disaster and he was 

challenged by other students, my reaction was essentially a limit act. Rather than seeing this as a 

frontier with nothingness and shutting down class discussion because it did not align with how I 

had expected the sequence to develop, I was able to imagine the situation as a border between 

being and being more. By encouraging and facilitating class discussion we explored the 

untested feasibility of the situation. Later, when Kiwa wanted to abandon his initial perspective 

in the written task, the situation became more enigmatic and I was presented with another limit 

situation. Once again, by decoding Kiwa’s action according to Freire’s limit situation, as a 

border between being and being more, I was motivated to undertake a limit act that had the 

potential to move us into the untested feasibility of new knowledge and developing cultural 

practice. 
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As with Lewis’s experience in Chronicle 1, where the marking schedule was dominating his 

dialogue with students, my decoding of this situation led me to understand that Kiwa was 

deferring to the assessment criteria to determine what was actually going to be useful and 

valued in this task. He recognised that to achieve, he needed to “support points with evidence 

from the text.” This writing structure was the valued knowledge in this class but I had to be 

open to re-evaluating what we understood by these criteria. By reflecting on the situation, 

recognising the opportunity and being willing to expand my practice, Kiwa’s oral histories and 

cultural knowledge of lore and custom were positioned as valuable “texts” and a valuable 

resource in our learning. My discourse analysis demonstrated that cultural practice must support 

students to become critically conscious. By reflecting and changing my own cultural practice, I 

was able to support Kiwa to ask his own critical questions of text and this led to critical 

questions of his own experience.  

The reflections on Chronicle 4 presented here demonstrate the intertwined nature of the Freirean 

ideas and retheorised cultural practice, as it was working in this interaction. The intertwined 

nature of the Freirean ideas is evident across all four chronicles. 

In reading all four chronicles together, it is interesting to perceive how the framework of the 

retheorised PLC worked to: 

− engage teachers with theory that moves past a mechanistic enactment of policy. These 

chronicles describe the retheorised PLC as a site for critical engagement, providing 

teachers with a framework for coming to understand themselves as critical subjects. This 

shift in thinking enabled teachers to reimagine practice, as it was occurring,  

− focus teachers’ thinking on the teaching and learning process. Teachers reimagined the 

critical dialogue occurring in their classrooms and this worked to construct positive 

relational practice.  
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PART 3: REIMAGINING PRACTICE  
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Chapter 13. Methods for Critically Reimagining 

Practice  

Part 3 of my project explores the possibilities of using chronicle and feminist judgment writing 

as models for teachers to reimagine their cultural practice.  

As I completed the critical discourse analysis and used the ideas generated from this in the case 

study, a third piece of work developed. This was a critical reimagining of practice. It seemed to 

me that retheorising the PLC as a culture circle emphasised the Freirean processes of 

conscientisation, generative themes, dialogue and praxis, that I had investigated in my critical 

discourse analysis. Through these processes, participants in the PLC became critically 

conscious that their context is not naturally occurring, but that they themselves are in fact 

critical subjects, contributing to the production of context and culture. This recognition is then 

linked to a possible reinvention (Freire &Macedo, 1987) and the possibility arises of teachers 

producing cultural practice in alternative forms. In the third and final part of my project, I 

consider the value of critically reimagining cultural practice. 

Imagination has been established as a powerful tool in the field of education. Since philosopher 

John Dewey, theorists have explored imagination as a tool for the development of pedagogy. 

Imagination supports a reflection that moves beyond critique of past action to planning and 

undertaking a different future action. This imaginative reflection avoids a mechanistic practice 

by teachers acting as technocrats. Dewey (2004) posited that the “engagement of imagination is 

the only thing that makes any activity more than mechanical” (p. 226) and describes 

imagination as the power of “realizing what is not present” (Dewey, 1990, p. 242).  

The seminal work of educational philosopher Maxine Greene (2005) draws on Dewey’s ideas 

and focuses on the role of imagination and creativity in students’ education. Greene is primarily 

concerned with aesthetic education and the role works of art play in developing students’ 

empathy and igniting a “passion for the possible.” Greene describes it as an “honor” to “live and 

teach in a world of incompleteness, of what we all are but are not yet” (p. 80). 

Both Dewey and Greene describe an imagination that is rooted in the experience of now and 

from this, moves to “the work of building an open, endless, and unfinished bridge between the 

possible and impossible” (Rautins & Ibrahim, 2011, p. 29). As theorists have translated 

Greene’s ideas into the development of teachers’ pedagogy, situations from practice have come 

to occupy a similar place to Greene’s artworks, in stimulating creative and critical imagination. 
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Greene (2001) describes imagination as the capacity to “open windows in the actual and 

discover what might be” with the “power to mold experience into something new” (p. 30). This 

is essentially a critique of education as the process of learning about and acceding to “the world 

as ‘given’” (p. 30). Rather, imagination has the power to “move persons to think about 

alternative ways of being alive, [and] possible ways of inhabiting the world” (p. 32).  

Teacher educators Cartwright and Noone (2006) use Greene’s concept of imagination to 

develop their notion of critical imagination as a useful tool in teachers’ professional learning, 

positioning imagination as a semiotic tool (Renshaw, 2003). In their understanding of critical 

imagination Cartwright and Noone open Greene’s “window,” emphasising the dual importance 

of a critique of the “now” paired with the imagined “not yet.” The incorporation of these two 

aspects of critical imagination are fundamental to maintaining a critical hope. Halpin (2003) 

directly links hope and imagination, describing a hopeful imagining of alternatives to the status 

quo. Consisting of the two aspects, a critique of now and the imagined-not-yet, critical hope 

avoids both a sense of powerlessness or cynicism, and a naïve searching for a romanticised best 

practice. The imagined possibility of tomorrow’s practice stems from a critique of today’s 

circumstances. “Thinking critically about practice, of today or yesterday, makes possible the 

improvement of tomorrow’s practice” (Freire, 1998a, p. 44). Writing to introduce Freire’s final 

published work, Ana Maria Freire (2007) describes this as the critical hope of “dreaming and 

existing,” the transformational pedagogy of now and tomorrow that allows teachers and students 

to move together into “Being More” (p. xi). 

Beginning with the “existing” or the “critique of now,” Cartwright and Noone (2006) 

demonstrate the way language can be used to intervene in pre-service teachers’ understanding. 

They acknowledge the “centrality of language in the construction of meaning in human 

interactions” (p. 5) and the utility of language in developing understanding. Cartwright and 

Noone describe how they do this in their work as teacher educators through the use of reflection 

exercises and “writing back” in teachers’ journaling. By working to dislodge teachers’ 

“weddedness to their existing understandings” (p. 6), they are creating free space which can 

then be occupied by new “possibilities which are imminent within the constraints of now” (p. 

6). Cartwright and Noone use language and journaling to intervene and disrupt teachers’ 

thinking, encouraging them to critically imagine a different reality. Crucially, the teachers’ 

newly imagined reality is rooted in their critique of now and remains constrained by this, whilst 

entertaining the critical hope of the imagined-not-yet.  

Reimagining practice in this way, using tools such as written reflection exercises and 

journaling, is to recognise life as text, “knowable or discernible as such through 
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communication” (Livholts & Tamboukou, 2015, p. 41). In this way language is positioned as a 

fundamental component of critical imagination, the production of culture and the active subject. 

Language as a technology of critical imagination and the imagined-not-yet, “creates conditions 

of possibility” (Livholts & Tamboukou, 2015, p. 44) for subjects to reimagine their subjectivity 

and the now.  

In the observation process of the case study, language is used to present coded situations, 

rendering them recognisable to participants and open for decoding and critique. Language can 

then be used to critically imagine and produce an alternative situation and self. By retheorising 

teachers’ reflection on their practice in this way, critical reimagination is engaged and it 

becomes possible for teachers to avoid a mechanistic approach (Dewey, 2004) to “next steps” 

that remains rooted in the now. Two theoretical practices that foreground language as a tool for 

critical reimagination are the chronicle and feminist judgment writing in the legal tradition. I 

will examine these two practices as instructive in how critical imagination might be used to 

critique the now and reimagine the not-yet. 

Reimagining Practice – Chronicle  

I have already introduced the term chronicle to characterise the narratives I have used to present 

my case study research material. A further reason I chose to write chronicles is because it is 

consistent with the approach of writers working to reimagine practice and therefore can be 

productively extended into the third part of my project.  

Using chronicle to reimagine practice draws on the pioneering legal work of Derrick Bell 

(1985), an academic in the field of critical race theory. In Bell’s chronicle, the author uses 

imagined characters and conversations to explore complex issues and debate ideas. These 

appear as a vignette. David Gillborn is one of several writers to use and adapt chronicle in an 

educational context. In his 2008 work, Racism and education: Coincidence or conspiracy? 

Gillborn explores the purposeful nature of racism in the British education system. Two 

chronicles bookend his writing. By using chronicle at the outset of his work, Gillborn introduces 

his critique of the current situation in Britain and presents imagined possibilities that he goes on 

to critically explore in the body of his academic text. In this way, chronicle is both critically 

hopeful in its imagination of the not-yet, whilst remaining contextualised in the now.  

Gillborn’s chronicles involve conversations between an imagined professor of education and his 

friend, a postgraduate law student. The author gives each character a biography, in which it is 

evident that both characters draw heavily on the experiences and thinking of Gillborn himself 

and his colleagues. Although imagined, the chronicles are not fanciful. They are firmly rooted 
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in the current research, theory and ongoing debates of Gillborn’s field. The chronicle texts 

provide space for the imagined characters, and therefore the author, to assert opinions, test and 

revise theories, raise misgivings and draw conclusions. By forging a creative space within the 

text, the chronicles offer the writer and reader a forum to disrupt understandings, explore 

tentative suggestions, and imagine alternative possibilities.  

Even within the field of law, many of the examples of chronicle (D. Bell, 1987; Solórzano & 

Yosso, 2002) include the characters of teacher and student and thus offer thoughtful models for 

using chronicle and imagination in the discussion of pedagogy. The chronicle constructed by 

Solórzano and Yosso (2002) develops a conversation between a lawyer and her mentor, and 

demonstrates how chronicle can give voice to the ways in which practitioners construct and 

reconstruct their practice.  

The tradition of chronicle in the legal field provides a well-established example of how 

fictionalised vignettes can usefully work to approach and express ideas. I have used chronicle to 

bookend this project, to draw together threads of experience and weave them into a text that 

points to the ideas with which I want to engage.  

The development of chronicle reflects the legal field’s productive use of language and tradition 

of storying (Hunter et al., 2010). In this tradition of storying, legal judgments are understood as 

the narrative of a case that a judge constructs. A written judgment constitutes the facts of a case 

and its participants. The legal field is a rich source of theorising on the constitutive nature of 

language and storying. A developing practice that draws on the legal field’s tradition of 

constitutive narrative is feminist judgment writing. What makes this development interesting 

and useful to consider in the context of my project is the way it demonstrates the possibilities of 

language for “recognition and reinvention” as described by Berthoff (Freire & Macedo, 1987, 

Foreword, p. xv) in the foreword of Literacy: Reading the Word and the World, and how story 

can be used to critically imagine an alternative reality, rooted in a critique of the now.  

Reimagining Practice – Feminist Judgment Writing  

Feminist judgment writing is a critical academic practice in which authors rewrite historical 

legal judgments using a feminist perspective. The revised judgments demonstrate how applying 

a feminist lens can result in substantially different legal outcomes. The Women’s Court of 

Canada, a collective of feminist lawyers, activists and academics, published six parallel findings 

(Majury, 2006), in the Canadian Journal of Women and the Law and since then judgments have 

been published by projects around the world, including the United Kingdom (Hunter et al., 

2010), Australia (Douglas et al., 2014), the United States (Stanchi et al., 2017) and India (The 
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Feminist Judgments Project India, 2018). The New Zealand project published in Feminist 

Judgments of Aotearoa New Zealand – Te Rino: A two-stranded rope (McDonald et al., 2017) 

caught my attention as a robust expression of a reimagined practice, within the existing 

constraints of an established system. 

In line with international projects, the New Zealand feminist judgment (McDonald et al., 2017) 

writing project engages with the law of a case and the facts of a case. The law of a case 

represents the constraints that a judge must operate within. Feminist judgment writing 

demonstrates that in contrast to the abiding law of a case, when a judgment is written, the facts 

of a case are actually constructed and reconstructed by a judge. Feminist judgment writing 

reveals how paying critical attention to the language of a judgment and reimagining the 

construction of facts can materially affect a judgment.  

It is useful to describe an example from the New Zealand project (McDonald et al., 2017), to 

show how feminist judgment writing works to critique legal judgments and reconstruct them 

through a feminist lens. A case in the Aotearoa New Zealand project involves the alleged 

harassment and intimidation of an off-duty female police officer, at her home. In Brooker v 

Police (McLean, 2017) the original judgment refers to the victim as “Constable Croft.” The 

rewritten feminist judgment consistently refers to the victim as “Ms Croft.” In this way, the 

feminist judge pays careful attention to how the language of the original judgment has worked 

to construct the victim as an official of the state, that is, a police officer. When constructed as an 

official of the state, Croft is subject to a different set of rights and responsibilities than she is as 

a private citizen. Using language to restructure the same facts of the case, the judgment 

repositions the female victim as having the rights of a private citizen and deserving of the same 

protections.  

In this example, the feminist judgment writer works within the same law of the case as the 

original judgment but demonstrates that the facts of the case have been constructed using a 

particular lens and that by reconstructing the facts from a different perspective, using different 

language, a different judgment might be made. 

The criteria imposed on writers by feminist judgment writing projects are strict, in that the 

rewritten judgment is subject to the same legal constraints and precedents as the original 

judgment and may use only what was known to the judge at the time of the original ruling. In 

this respect the rewritten judgment is a recount of the original law and events. Maintaining the 

original context, the author then rewrites the judgment through a critical feminist lens. 

Sometimes this results in a different conclusion, as in this example. In other examples the 
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original judgment might stand but with different reasoning. The rewriting of the feminist 

judgment produces a new, constitutive story by blending the recount of the original context with 

the reimagining from a feminist perspective.  

Feminist judgment writing offers a powerful model as it demonstrates that when a critical 

subject conceives of a situation in a different way, it is possible for that situation to be 

reimagined and reproduced in a different way, despite external constraints being maintained. In 

this way, feminist judgment writing also demonstrates the power and potential influence of 

individuals thinking and working critically within a system.  

A principal thread in the feminist judgment writing project in Aotearoa New Zealand 

(McDonald et al., 2017) is mana wāhine judgments. Feminist judgment writing, as mana wāhine 

judgments, demonstrates a reimagining that pays respect to Māori knowledge codes and values. 

It centralises Māori people and principles, claiming visible space for Māori women within the 

legal system. Mana wāhine judgments provide robust and detailed examples of how critical 

reimagining can strengthen cultural practice. 

A striking example of positively reimagined cultural practice is described in the rewritten 

feminist judgment of Ruka v Department of Social Welfare (Stephens, 2017). This mana 

wāhine judgment restores the dignity and personhood of the accused by identifying iwi and 

hapū affiliations and excluding excessive details of trauma. Māori values and principles 

concerning traditional marriage relationships are applied to a case of alleged benefit fraud. The 

writers argue that the accused woman was the victim of such abuse and neglect within the 

relationship in question, that from a Māori perspective it did not constitute a legitimate 

relationship and therefore, the accused had a right to independently access benefits. This 

reimagining of obligation, relationship and responsibility, resulted in Māmari Stephens reaching 

an alternative judgment that quashed the accused’s convictions.  

In another New Zealand instance, feminist judges Pirini and Yarwood (2017) centralised the 

impact, concerns and interests of Māori women in the case of Taylor v Attorney General. The 

original judgment dismissed the claimant’s appeal to have the voting rights of inmates restored, 

after they were removed by the passing of the Electoral (Disqualification of Sentenced 

Prisoners) Amendment Act in 2010. The feminist judges’ work resulted in their reimagined 

declaration that the law disqualifying imprisoned persons from voting, was inconsistent with the 

New Zealand Bill of Rights Act. The academic work concerning this case has provided context 

for subsequent claims made to the Waitangi Tribunal regarding amendments to the Electoral 

Act 1993 (Waitangi Tribunal, 2018, 2019b) and this issue of inmate suffrage. In 2019 the 
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Waitangi Tribunal (2019a) published their report He aha i pērā ai? supporting the assertion that 

the voting ban disproportionately affected Māori and particularly Māori women. An amendment 

restoring inmate suffrage was passed into law in 2020. Speeches supporting the passage of the 

amendment drew on the surrounding discourse including the Waitangi Tribunal report. This 

example demonstrates that reimagined discourse can have an influence on developing practice.  

Feminist judgment writing works to “powerfully de-naturalise existing … norms, exposing 

them as contingent, and as themselves the product of performances” (Hunter et al., 2010, p. 8, 

emphasis added). It is this positioning of judgments as cultural products rather than the 

“inevitable” (McDonald et al., 2017, p. 26) natural outcomes of legal assessment, that makes 

feminist judgment writing a powerful model for reimagining and reproducing teaching practice.  

In English-medium schools, such as Wahapū College, which is the context of my project, 

teachers’ cultural practice is influenced by a compelling set of historical and structural 

constraints, including those outlined in Table 1. Feminist judgment writing offers a model of 

theorising that suggests practice can be critically reimagined and alternatively produced within 

the confines of existing constraints. The arguments constructed in the examples of feminist 

judgment writing given above are a “hybrid form of critique and law reform” demonstrating that 

“feminist legal theory could be given practical effect” (Hunter, 2012, p,137) and are intended to 

be taken back into court and used in public debate in an attempt to influence and change 

practice.  

The case study featured in Part 2 of this project is contextualised in the realities and constraints 

of participants’ experience and practice. Part 3 of the project is focused on how critical 

imagination can be used to critique the reality of now and imagine the possibilities of not yet. 

Critical reimagination acknowledges that teachers’ practice is powerfully influenced by the 

ways in which they think about their practice. Feminist judgment writing demonstrates the way 

in which external constraints may remain and yet, through systematically applying a critical 

way of thinking, a situation may be reconstructed and produced in a different way.  

Reimagining Practice – Implications for Pedagogy  

Both chronicle and feminist judgment writing offer models for teachers to reimagine their 

cultural practice. They are models of useful engagement with critique of the now and an 

imagined-not-yet, looking beyond the limits of a situation to the possibilities of becoming more. 

Authors using chronicle typically locate their imagined situations in the current theory and 

debate of their field, using the licence of an imagined situation to experiment with opinions and 

possibilities. Being typically presented as bookends to more traditional debate, chronicle 
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provides an interface between critique of the now and presentation of the imagined-not-yet. 

Similarly, feminist judgment writing, or in a Māori context, mana wāhine judgments, present an 

interface between the now and the not-yet, being located firmly within the “constraints” of the 

legal system and yet demonstrating “the difference a feminist consciousness might make to 

judging” (McDonald et al., 2017, p. 26).  

I propose to use this pattern of the interface between structural constraints and critical 

reimagination as a model to reimagine teachers’ cultural practice in the setting of an English-

medium high school, Wahapū College. To explore the possibilities of this reimagining, Part 3 

revisits and reimagines the opening chronicle. It focuses in on humour as an aspect of 

invisiblised culture, as described by Hall (1976/1989) and discussed in orienting Chapter 2. 

Humour is evident throughout my research material and in Part 3 I use this material to weave a 

concluding chronicle. The concluding chronicle draws on the retheorising of the PLC and the 

re-exposed Freirean theory to productively reimagine teachers’ cultural pedagogy and practice.  
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Chapter 14. Reimagining Practice – Humour as a 

Productive Interface 

Parts 1 and 2 of my project have exposed and explored some interesting and productive 

interfaces between theory, policy and practice:  

− The retheorised PLC created a site and framework for teachers to engage productively 

with educational cultural policy and pedagogy, as they reflected on their own practice. 

The PLC created an interface between policy and practice. 

− My critical discourse analysis and our work in the PLC revealed Freirean theory 

underlying the development of cultural policy in Aotearoa New Zealand. This had the 

effect of troubling sloganised pedagogy. We acknowledged the tensions that teachers 

experience as we work to strengthen our cultural practice. By using Freirean thinking to 

rough up what had become a smooth surface of professional development and policy, we 

created an interface between policy and practice. 

Tensions as Productive Interfaces  

Re-exposing the tensions in teachers’ experiences of policy and practice allowed us to explore 

ways of engaging more positively and productively with them. Maia Hetaraka (2020) exposes 

another of these tensions, between secular educational policy and spiritual facets important to 

cultural practice.  

As part of her critique of the cultural competencies described in Tātaiako, Hetaraka interviewed 

a group of kaumātua involved in Māori education. Hetaraka and the kaumātua that she worked 

with reveal the inadequacies of a competency approach to cultural practice and explore more 

ethical approaches. In the course of these interviews, kaumātua spoke of the “faith, hope and 

love” (Hetaraka, 2020, p. 176) required by teachers to form the basis of their cultural practice. 

Kaumātua emphasised the need for teachers to apply these qualities to themselves and their 

practice before they engaged with students. This construction establishes self-knowledge and 

teachers’ love for themselves and their work as the foundation of positive cultural practice. 

Hetaraka identifies that the “isolation of knowledge from spirit is reflected in modern New 

Zealand education, which is founded on the notion of free, secular and compulsory education” 

(p. 111) and cites Marsden (2003) who argues that this isolation of knowledge, withdraws from 

education “the unifying thread, the spiritual dimension” (p. 43). This evaluation of English-

medium education in Aotearoa New Zealand is borne out in a reading of its governing policies, 
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including Tātaiako, which reveals the spiritual dimension to have been essentially written out of 

policy documents. For Pākehā teachers engaged in a system of education that is founded on and 

prescribes secularism, a call from Māori kaumātua and scholars to re-engage with the 

spirituality of education, creates a tension in cultural practice. Recognising this tension in 

cultural practice then requires teachers to consider how we can engage at this interface of 

secular policy and spirituality. The Freirean theory that has been re-exposed in the critical 

discourse analysis and the retheorised PLC offers an approach to this tension.  

Freire (1994) speaks freely of a critical pedagogy of hope and love (Freire, 1997, 1970/2000) 

and encourages teachers to engage with critical imagination (Dubin & Prins, 2011; Rautins & 

Ibrahim, 2011). Re-engaging with this richer approach that underlies our critical, cultural 

pedagogy, creates an interface with the spiritual practices kaumātua describe. It offers Pākehā 

teachers a site to engage in an authentic cultural practice that is “not extrinsically 

superimposed” (Hetaraka, 2020, p. 40) and does not rely on an appropriation of Māori 

knowledge or spirituality. When PLC participants encountered foundational theory in their own 

pedagogical traditions that spoke openly about hope, love and imagination, it affirmed Pākehā 

teachers in their engagement with a spiritual cultural practice. Freire’s theory also gave teachers 

a vocabulary to talk about their affective interactions with students.  

The retheorised PLC brought Freirean ideas of hopeful, loving and imaginative pedagogy into 

relationship with our cultural practice. As this interface developed, humour emerged as a 

frequent and important nexus between the retheorised ideas of pedagogy and teachers’ 

experiences of practice. The love, hope and imagination of Freire’s theory was being expressed 

in classrooms as humour.  

Reimagining Humour as a Productive Interface 

Part 3 of my project explores this interface between Freirean theory and students’ humour. In 

this part I will explore humour as a relationality with the potential to strengthen cultural 

practice. Within educational literature there are a number of studies and analyses of humour in 

cultural practice. Before examining humour as it appears in my own research material I will 

briefly survey humour as it is defined within educational literature. I will also use recent 

descriptions of humour in Aotearoa New Zealand to broaden my characterisation of humour and 

how it functions in cultural practice.  

As a starting point, the learner voices quoted in Tātaiako state that a teacher demonstrating 

cultural competence “understands my sense of humour” (Education Council, 2011, p. 9). 
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Positioning an understanding of humour as a cultural competence reiterates the assertion that 

humour has the potential to make or break learning relationships (Van Praag et al., 2017).  

In the personal narrative Russell Bishop (2007) wrote as a foreword to the Teacher Professional 

Learning and Development: Best Evidence Synthesis, he specifically identifies learning 

environments where “Māori students’ humour is acceptable” (Timperley et al., 2007, Foreword, 

p. xix) as fostering quality learning relationships.  

Humour is a mechanism by which power works on and through members of a group, and can 

influence power relations within a group. Analyses of classroom interactions involving humour 

tend to categorise humour as having two seemingly contradictory functions. In these analyses 

humour will either create connection or create division. When students’ humour is acceptable, it 

can be used to create “social bond” and has the potential to support group cohesion (Koller, 

1998). G. A. Fine (1987) described this as an “idioculture” where humour forms a common 

interactive base from which a group operates. In contrast, humour can be characterised as an 

aggressive act, where a joke is a moment of triumph (Gruner, 1997). These ethnographic studies 

of humour link status and humour, with people of higher status producing more humour and 

their humour being more acceptable to the group. Those who are more dominant in a social 

setting are given more freedom to make jokes and use humour. Therefore, they have more scope 

to target humour at those of lower status and who are less dominating. By using humour in this 

targeted way, group members of higher status can further increase their own status within the 

group and work to exclude those they choose to target. Equally, humour may be used 

purposefully by those of higher status to include lower status members and create cohesion. In a 

classroom situation, both teachers and students might use humour to create cohesion or to 

exclude. 

Humour has the potential to both strengthen and weaken relationships, including the 

relationship between students and teachers. There is often an intersection between humour that 

creates a common social bond and humour used to target members of a group. When group 

members all laugh at the same thing, group solidarity, perhaps only fleetingly, is created. When 

the joke is targeted, however, by creating an “in-group” the target of the joke is pushed “out.” 

This can be the paradox of humour, that at the same time as group solidarity is formed, the same 

act can be perceived as an act of aggression that targets another person and pushes them out of 

the group. When these dynamics are translated into a classroom setting and the link between 

power and humour is understood, it emphasises the importance of humour in learning 

relationships.  
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In 1988, W. S. Dubberley published a detailed account of humour as it was used by students in 

a comprehensive school in a coal mining village in Yorkshire, UK. Humour was used by 

students in Dubberley’s study as a form of resistance, that excluded the teacher. Although the 

context and divisions that existed within the Yorkshire school differ from the situation of my 

project, it remains a thought-provoking case study of humour in the classroom. Dubberley was 

struck by the “sense of conflict” (p. 109) within the school and the central role that humour 

played in this situation. Dubberley describes the conflict between “the imported culture and 

values” (p. 109) of the middle-class professional teachers and the “local culture of most of the 

pupils, particularly the working-class pupils from the mining community” (p. 109).  

A few teachers in Dubberley’s study engaged with their students’ humour in such a way that 

they pivoted, and were included by the humour. We can learn about engaging students’ humour 

to create cohesion by paying careful attention to how these teachers engaged with students. In 

Dubberley’s research material, students mocked all teachers, but teachers who had positive 

relationships with students were able to engage with the mocking with good humour. These 

teachers demonstrated warmth, by not taking the jibes personally and imaginatively returned 

banter without doing so at the students’ expense.  

In his study of humour in the classroom Dubberley describes students targeting humour at a 

fellow student or teacher and looking to see if they could “take the joke.” This description of 

taking a joke aligns with what students and teachers in my case study notes referred to as 

“getting cheeky.” Getting cheeky involved students framing a circumstance in a humorous way 

and pushing the boundaries of the areas in which they were allowed to relate to the teacher. 

Māori and Pasifika students frequently interacted by getting cheeky with each other, where 

peers’ humour targeted each other and group cohesion was strengthened by students laughing at 

themselves and returning banter. If a targeted teacher was unable to take the joke by seeing the 

funny side, laughing at themselves and returning the banter, then they were “pushed out” of the 

group. If they were able to join in with the joke then the targeted humour worked to create 

further group cohesion by drawing in the targeted teacher also. 

Reading the literature on humour (Dubberley, 1988; Koller, 1998; Šeďová, 2013, 2015; Van 

Praag et al., 2017) and considering the ways humour was threaded through my own research 

material led me to recognise that the way power was theorised influenced teachers’ 

understanding of students’ humour. If teachers viewed power as a commodity they possessed 

because of their position within the classroom, then students using humour to see if the teacher 

could take the joke would be interpreted as a challenge to their power. However, when power is 
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understood to be working through both teacher and students, then students’ humour can be 

interpreted as an invitation to engage on a horizontal matrix.  

Šeďová (2013, 2015) asserts that humour is the “power of the powerless” (2013, p. 36) and 

often used by students to “reverse the power asymmetry” (p. 36) that they experience in 

classrooms. In this way humour often leads to “temporary student dominance” (p. 36). The idea 

of humour being used by students to challenge teachers’ power aligns with Dubberley’s 

characterisation of humour as “testing,” whereby students assess “the understanding and respect 

of a stranger towards their culture” (p. 111). Students viewed a teacher’s ability and willingness 

to take a joke as a potent test of that teacher’s respect for themselves and their culture. In 

Dubberley’s context, the children of working-class miners are testing their middle-class, 

professional teachers’ willingness to engage in their humour and culture.  

Humour in Cultural Practice in Aotearoa New Zealand 

In Aotearoa New Zealand, Holmes and Hay (1997) have written about the role of humour as an 

ethnic marker and this analysis is echoed in the reflection of Matua T. in the opening chronicle 

and my own experiences of practice. Like the students in Dubberley’s study, Māori students in 

my own classroom, and classes I observed, were using humour to test the way a teacher would 

interact with them and their culture. In light of this, it is interesting to reflect on some of the 

recent observations made of humour in Aotearoa New Zealand and consider how these 

influence the relational dynamics between Māori students and their Pākehā teachers.  

Recent documentaries have explored the particularities of Māori humour. The Last Laugh 

(White, 2011) and Funny As (Horan, 2019; Horan & Matthews, 2019) remind viewers that 

“humour and mockery are ingrained in Māori oral tradition and are used to put people in their 

place on the marae” (White, 2011) with Canon Hone Kaa reflecting that perhaps getting cheeky 

is an inherited trait as “[Māori] all descend from that original prankster,” Māui. (White, 2011).  

Students’ Humour Reflects Community Humour 

Kaa’s reflections point to the idea that students’ use of humour reflects their community and 

cultural context. I linked together, in my practice journal, a series of incidents that demonstrate 

how humour in school and in the community overlap. The incidents involve the humour of 

sisters in our whānau unit, Pania and Ally, and their parents:  

Pania and her sister Ally initiated a conversation with me about being in trouble for getting 

cheeky with a senior teacher – The teacher greeted the girls in a friendly manner, which they 

returned. Pania then mentioned a faux pas the teacher had made in assembly earlier that day 

and Ally laughed. At this point the teacher chastised them saying, “Girls, that’s pretty 
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disrespectful. We don’t speak to people like that, at this school.” Pania and Ally were 

aggravated by the teacher’s sudden change in disposition. Pania concluded her account of the 

interaction to me, with the bewildered comment, “It’s not disrespectful. This is just what our 

family does.”   

Her observation was borne out a few days later when we were all attending a regular whānau 

hui. This was a reasonably formal occasion with an agenda and minutes. Whānau were 

introducing themselves to a new staff member. Pania’s and Ally’s father, Nick, introduced 

himself and told us that Pania and Ally were his girls, then went on to joke, “Well, that’s what 

I’m told anyway.” People laughed at the gently self-deprecating humour, Pania and Ally told 

him off, “Dad!” and their mum took a good swipe at her husband before the hui continued. 

Nick’s humour was intergenerational, and it was acceptable in this formal situation.  

The humour demonstrated by Ally and Pania in school directly reflected the patterns of humour 

amongst their parents and in the “wider community” (Dubberley, 1988, p. 111). This example 

from my practice journal mirrors what Dubberley found in his study. Dubberley (1988) 

describes the humour of the mining community featured in his study as a coping mechanism for 

the tough circumstances in which they lived and worked. The interaction between Nick and his 

wife at the whānau hui aligns with several conversations recorded in my practice journal in 

which students articulated to me that cheek is “who we are” and “just what we do.” Students 

were using humour to assert their desire for teachers to teach them as Māori in a culturally 

responsive way that allowed them to be “who [they] are.” They wanted teachers who 

understood their “humour” (Education Council, 2011, p. 9) and accepted it as part of who they 

are (Timperley et al., 2007. p. xix).  

Engaging students’ humour with warmth creates open relationality and works to recalibrate a 

horizontal matrix in the power dynamics between teachers and students. By understanding 

humour in this way, banter is not perceived as a challenge or an assertion of power over 

another, but rather as an invitation to engage in an open relationship of trust. 

Humour that Realigns Relationships and Power 

In his analysis, Dan Taipua (2017) characterises Māori humour as “the comedy of deflation” 

(para. 8), working to “eliminate the ego” (para. 11) of anyone trying to be “the cool guy” (para. 

9). Taipua makes the point that in this view there is “no sin as cardinal as attempting to claim 

power or status that doesn’t rightly belong to you” (para. 9) and anyone attempting to do so will 

be quickly put in their place. This conception of humour doesn’t work so much to subordinate 

its target, but rather to bring them into alignment.  
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As teachers, whose position within the classroom comes with certain assumptions of power, 

students getting cheeky might be perceived as a testing of this claim to power. Taipua’s (2017) 

analysis suggests that getting cheeky is actually testing that there has been no “misappropriation 

of mana” (para. 9 emphasis added). That is not to say that the teacher’s position is without 

mana, but rather that the power of the teacher is not being misappropriated or asserted in a way 

that diminishes the students’ mana. In this conception, a teacher’s ability to take the joke and 

participate in one’s own deflation demonstrates an acknowledgement of students’ mana. When 

teachers are able to do this, students are reassured that the power operating through the teacher 

is not a misappropriation and relationality remains on a horizontal matrix.  

Matthew Bannister (2008) reiterates the engagement between power and humour from a Māori 

perspective in his exploration of ethnicity and identity in the cartoon comedy bro’Town 

(Cowley, 2004). Bannister (2008) draws on Foucault to suggest that, “Minority groups can 

‘resist’ not by denying or critiquing power, but rather by exaggerating it” (p. 9). In so doing, 

creators can send up a stereotype by “reproducing it so completely” (Horan & Matthews, 2019, 

p. 263). By this analysis, the approach of bro’Town, whilst appearing self-deprecating, in fact 

deflates the power of commonly-held stereotypes by implying their implausibility. This analysis 

can be applied to other comedians who play off stereotypes and have been critiqued for doing 

so, including the iconic Billy T James. 

Humour is a conduit for aligning power in relationships. Taipua affirms this in his analysis of 

Māori humour as “equal-opportunities mockery” (Taipua, 2017, para, 9). My own research 

material also demonstrates humour testing power dynamics, shifting power and realigning 

relationships to maintain the mana of both students and teachers. Teachers were best positioned 

to participate in positive, humorous relationality when they engaged with students’ humour as 

an invitation, rather than a challenge.  

Humour as an Invitation Into Another Perspective 

Humour has the capacity to make us conscious of our own perspective and that of others. 

Theorising humour as an invitation rather than a challenge is a way of engaging with another’s 

perspective. Dubberley (1988) writes that humour has the ability to shock us “out of perceptive 

lethargy, forcing us to re-evaluate what is around us” (p. 121). This assertion highlights the role 

that perspective plays in humour.  

In her autobiographical writing, bell hooks (1989, 2014) articulates the power of those who 

occupy the margins of society, arguing that this power comes from having no choice but to view 

the world from multiple perspectives. Relating her personal history, hooks describes her youth 
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in a segregated Kentucky town. Here her family occupied the shacks located “on the other side 

of the tracks,” from dominant white society. Living on the margins, hooks recalls entering and 

exiting the rest of the town as allowed and as necessary. She contends that this movement back 

and forth between the dominant culture in the centre of town and the marginal space of the 

shacks equipped her with multiple perspectives of the world. Hooks does not romanticise the 

hardship and oppression of occupying a marginal space but she argues that it is “crucial” as a 

“position and place of resistance” (hooks, 1989, p. 21). Moving between the centre and margins 

of a space can be empowering, hooks suggests, because it equips those who must do it, with 

multiple perspectives.  

I have conflated Dubberley’s contention that humour can force us to re-evaluate our 

perceptions, with hooks’s assertion of the power of the multiple perspectives of those in the 

margins. It is productive to reimagine the humour of Māori students, who sit outside the 

dominant culture of English-medium classrooms, not as a challenge but as an invitation to 

engage with their perspective. This example from my practice journal demonstrates teachers’ 

engagement with one student’s multiple perspectives:  

I was standing with students and members of the community following a whole-school, formal 

pōwhiri. Pania, a senior Māori girl, who had led the singing of waiata tautoko was being 

scolded by a kuia, who was an elder within the school community and also Pania’s whanaunga. 

From the kuia’s perspective the waiata that had been sung in support of the speaker was 

inappropriate. Pania was knowledgeable in tikanga and understood that her kuia was justified 

in being upset. Pania’s first response was to concede, “I know Nanny …” 

At the same time, Pania was also a student leader, responsible for teaching waiata to the 

predominantly Pākehā student body. She had experienced how difficult and time consuming it 

was to teach everybody one song well. As such, her response continued, “…But that’s the one I 

was told to sing. It’s the only one the whole school knows!” As her kuia continued to growl her, 

Pania began to laugh at what she identified as an absurd situation, “I’m getting growled for 

doing what I was told!”  

I observed Pania’s growing dismay when, after the kuia had left, another staff member who had 

seen the interaction, then admonished Pania for “being cheeky” to the kuia.  

The teacher who intervened believed that the kuia should be shown respect and understood 

Pania’s laughter as disrespectful. By decoding the situation in this way, the intervening teacher 

positioned Pania as challenging the kuia’s view and authority.  
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Reading this interaction in light of hooks’s theorising can help to retheorise Pania’s laughter and 

create a productive interface. Using hooks’s thinking as a starting point, Pania can be seen to 

possess multiple perspectives. She has knowledge of tikanga Māori, she understands her kuia’s 

dissatisfaction with an inappropriate song choice. At the same time, she understands the 

constraints that led to the choice of song. For students to participate in the pōwhiri, they needed 

to sing a waiata that they all knew.  

Retheorising Pania as someone empowered to move between perspectives, from the margins to 

the centre, and possessing valuable knowledge, we can decode her laughter as an invitation to 

engage. Theorised in this way, Pania’s laughter is not a challenge to the mana of the kuia, but is 

a response to understanding both the position of the kuia and the teacher who had told her 

which waiata to sing. If instead of admonishing her for being cheeky, the teacher saw Pania’s 

laughter as an invitation to engage with her multiple perspectives, there is potential for learning. 

− There is potential for the teacher to become aware of the kuia’s dissatisfaction, which 

she had made clear to Pania but had not voiced directly to the school staff. The school 

had implemented pōwhiri tikanga to welcome guests as part of their developing cultural 

practice, but the Māori community was not satisfied with the way some of the tikanga 

was being implemented.  

− There is the potential for the teacher to gain a stronger understanding of pōwhiri tikanga 

and why the song that had been sung was not appropriate as a waiata tautoko. This is 

knowledge that she could then pursue and share in order to strengthen the cultural 

practices of the school. 

− There is the potential for Pania to share her knowledge of waiata appropriate for formal 

occasions, that the school could then invest time in learning. This would strengthen the 

cultural knowledge of students and the cultural practice of the school. It could also 

strengthen the relationship between the school and the Māori community. 

This situation is one example that illustrates the multiple perspectives Māori students attending 

English-medium schools can occupy. It suggests that humour is a mechanism by which students 

move between and work to reconcile these perspectives. It also suggests that by framing 

students’ humour as an invitation to engage with their perspectives, teachers can position 

students’ humour as a productive interface and a site for strengthening cultural practice.  
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Chapter 15. Being Good Humoured – A Broadening 

Understanding of Humour  

Reading the recurring expressions of humour in my own research material, my concept of 

humour expanded beyond the descriptions of humour I found in literature. The literature 

describing humour in classrooms and cultural practice establishes the potential for humour to 

both exclude and create cohesion. Reading my research material, I recognised that when 

teachers were able to engage with students’ expressions of humour as invitational, rather than as 

a challenge, humour became more than just “having a laugh.” It became a reciprocal, relational 

posture of openness.  

Constructing humour as a reciprocal, relational posture of openness extends beyond a narrow 

definition of having a laugh, taking a joke or being cheeky. It evokes an older, broader sense of 

the word humour, where it describes someone’s disposition. To have a sanguine disposition is to 

be good humoured. As I discuss humour, I will use the term posture to describe the disposition 

that teachers adopt. 

My broader understanding of humour circles back to the kaumātua in Hetaraka’s (2020) study 

who suggest that good-humoured teachers are able to engage in learning relationships 

characterised by love, hope and imagination. These affective or spiritual ideas also characterise 

Freirean pedagogy (Dubin & Prins, 2011; Freire, 1994, 1997, 1970/2000; Rautins & Ibrahim, 

2011). Thinking about good-humoured relationality as characterised by love, hope and 

imagination suggests it is a disposition that can strengthen Pākehā teachers’ cultural practice.  

I will take time here to establish my notion of being good humoured as a relational practice, 

characterised by imagination, love and hope. I will use chronicles from the PLC to illustrate this 

practice.  

Good-Humoured Relationality is Characterised by Imagination  

Teachers and students assuming a posture of good humour are imaginative and creative in their 

interactions. Freire’s pedagogy links imagination with hope and trust in dialogic relationships 

(Dubin & Prins, 2011). Open relationality allows for the flow of power through and between 

teachers and students who are open to creatively subverting the expectations of relationships. 

The positive effect of this good-humoured and imaginative relationality is evident in these 

interactions observed by a pre-service teacher who had been with Jack for several weeks: 
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Some boys were teasing the associate teacher, Jack, about having food on his face after lunch. 

The boys were joking about the teacher’s love of food, asking him, “Saving some for later, 

Sir?” and cheekily commenting, “Lunch time’s too short.” Jack wiped his face without saying 

anything and that afternoon admitted to the student-teacher that he had been embarrassed. The 

next day after lunch Jack was working with the same boys. Without saying anything he made a 

great show of drawing out of his pocket a compact mirror he had acquired from his wife and 

used it to check his face. The mirror was dwarfed by Jack’s hand and its dainty femininity 

created a humorous juxtaposition that delighted the boys. The students appreciated his delayed, 

imaginative response and his ability to laugh at himself. The passing around of the compact 

mirror after lunch became a ritual enjoyed by everyone in the class, including the original 

target of the joke, the teacher.  

Jack’s response to the boys is good humoured and imaginative even though he admitted that he 

was embarrassed. In this situation it would have been easy for Jack to theorise the boys’ jibes as 

a challenge and admonish them for being disrespectful. In doing so, he would have asserted his 

ego over theirs. If we theorise this interaction as a limit situation, decoding the boys’ jibes as a 

challenge and responding with a rebuke, excludes the humanising potential of the situation. By 

responding with an assertion of his own power, Jack would have rejected this as an opportunity 

to cross the border into “becoming more” and strengthening the relationships within the class.  

Instead Jack chose to decode the boys’ banter as an invitation and their way of checking the 

flow of power in the classroom. Jack’s response reassured the students that there had been no 

“misappropriation of mana” (Taipua, 2017, para. 9), rather, Jack’s response worked to eliminate 

ego. Acknowledging and extending the students’ humour in this imaginative way had the effect 

of rebalancing the flow of power within the classroom. Jack’s interaction with the boys did not 

leave their jibes unchecked, but crucially, he did not extend the joke by making the boys the 

target. Rather, he invited the students to laugh again at his expense. The boys recognised that 

Jack’s humour was self-deprecating and perhaps because there was no claim of “power or 

status” (Taipua, 2017, para. 9) in his comeback the boys willingly joined in, handing around the 

mirror, in what Taipua describes as “equal-opportunities mockery” (Taipua, 2017, para. 8) 

characteristic of Māori humour. 

Jack’s response was positive and warm, taking the interaction as an opportunity for his 

relationship with the students to be strengthened and “become more.” Jack’s imaginative 

response turned the boys’ jibes into a running joke that continued to strengthen relationships. 
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Good-Humoured Relationality is Characterised by Love 

In describing good-humoured relationality as loving, I am drawing on a Freirean understanding 

of love. Although Freire’s pedagogy and theory developed and changed throughout his career, 

love remained central from the beginning to the end. Freire (1970/2000) described teaching as 

an act of love in Pedagogy of the Oppressed and remained focused on the humanising nature of 

love (Freire, 1997; Schoder, 2010). A pedagogy of love is characterised by warmth and an 

openness to one another (Darder, 2017). These warm relationships entail understanding. Loving 

relationships are characterised by courage and a commitment to one another that enables 

participants to extend grace when appropriate, allowing for rough days and missteps. The 

interaction recalled below decodes a moment from my own practice in which I remember being 

grateful for a student’s reciprocated warmth and grace. It was the end of a long day, that I had 

endured with a lurking headache:  

I arrived in C4 for last period with my Year 11 class to find Ranui lying under his desk. He was 

feigning sleep despite having just one lesson left to complete an assessment. Having got the rest 

of the class underway, I approached Ranui, acutely aware that I lacked the energy and humour 

probably required to motivate him.  

Before I could open my mouth, Ranui opened one eye and observed from the floor, “Miss, you 

look like crap.”  

“Yeah.” I couldn’t help but smile at his brutal honesty. “I feel like crap. I’ve had a headache 

all day.”  

Without another word from me or him, Ranui sat up at his desk, got out his writing and worked 

productively for the rest of the period. 

I understand this interaction occurred within the context of an established, positive relationship. 

If this had been my first interaction with Ranui or if there had been previous hostilities, my 

engagement with him could have played out differently. While the existing positive relationship 

contextualises the situation, this interaction had the potential to either strengthen the 

relationship or cause conflict and weaken the relationship.  

Decoding this interaction, Ranui’s posture, both literally and figuratively, can be seen as 

communicating two equally true things. He wasn’t ready to work, getting him to do so was 

going to be challenging. Equally, he was communicating that he was tired and the task ahead 

was overwhelming. Entering the room, both of those things were being communicated to me 

and I had to decide with which I would engage. Whichever of those options I chose would be 

the one that became true. If I viewed Ranui’s posture as a challenge and sought to assert my 
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power by trying to “make” him work, then his behaviour would be positioned as challenging. 

This would probably have involved me telling him to get up and get out his work, if he refused 

that would have been a further challenge to my power and I would then have had to consider my 

next step. If, instead, I chose to understand his posture as conveying his anxieties about the 

period ahead, his initial behaviour is positioned as a communication of his apprehension. 

By understanding both of these things to exist in Ranui’s posture, I was then in a position to 

decide which of those I would engage. Decoding Ranui’s behaviour in this way put me in mind 

of the comment made by Ron, Hannah’s critical friend in Chronicle 3, when they were working 

to decode personal questions from a student: “Even if there was some challenge there and some 

cheek. You can still choose to take it as an invitation to engage. Kids go with that I reckon.”  

By decoding these situations as invitational, rather than a challenge, teachers position 

themselves as critical subjects, actively producing the culture of their classrooms. Approaching 

Ranui slowly and quietly I was also communicating to him. My disposition suggested to him 

that I recognised his apprehensions and was willing to extend grace to him, rather than engaging 

with his behaviour as a challenge.  

In choosing this approach, I was communicating an openness to Ranui. It established the 

context where he felt able to speak frankly. Again, I could have engaged with his observation 

that I “looked like crap” in two ways. If I interpreted his candour as offensive and disrespectful 

then I could be justified in taking offence, but if I chose to accept his comment as an expression 

of sympathy, then I could interpret his comment as reciprocating the grace I was demonstrating 

to him. My response to his observation confirmed a warm and open posture and this supported a 

positive outcome from the interaction. 

Like most classroom interactions, this situation unfolded quickly and probably quite uncritically 

for Ranui. However, my reaction was underpinned by the rethinking of relational practice that 

we were undertaking in our PLC. As I suggested at the beginning of this short analysis, by 

recognising that both challenge and invitation existed in the Ranui’s behaviour, I was able to 

respond as a critical subject. I actively chose which possibilities I engaged with and my choice 

shaped the subsequent interaction that I had with this student.  

By engaging with Ranui with good humour and a quiet, open posture, he was able to respond in 

kind, with warmth and demonstrating his respect for our relationship. He was able to recognise 

that my personal resources were depleted that day and he extended grace, taking responsibility 

for himself and relieving me of my duty to him. We responded to one another with love.  
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In addition to strengthening the relationship between Ranui and myself, I think it is important to 

note that this good-humoured interaction, characterised by love, also resulted in him making 

progress with his work and his learning. If I had interpreted his behaviour as a challenge and our 

interaction had been confrontational, I am not confident that Ranui would have had such a 

productive period. This outcome demonstrates that good-humoured relationality supports 

learning relationships.  

Good-Humoured Relationality is Characterised by Hope 

The imagination and love expressed in good-humoured relationality is essentially hopeful. 

When teachers and students engage with imagination and warmth, they do so in the hope that it 

will be reciprocated. For Freire, hope remained a central concern throughout his career. When 

he published Pedagogy of Hope, in 1994, he revisited his earlier work, centralising the role of 

hope in his thinking, describing hope as an “ontological need” for participation in critical 

education.  

Critical education and open relationality require hope that is based on trust in one another and 

that causes teachers to turn towards the world and towards others (Cartwright & Noone, 2006). 

It is this trust that allows participants to take risks in the way they relate to each other. For both 

teachers and students, there is some risk in an open relationality as it flattens power 

relationships and exposes vulnerabilities. A trusting and hopeful relationality is evident in this 

interaction:  

It was te wiki o te reo Māori and I was running a “Kai and Kōrero” session in my classroom at 

lunchtime. These sessions were open to any staff and students who wanted to practise their reo 

in a relaxed atmosphere. A diverse group had gathered and we were sharing our lunch and 

playing a word game. Participants were in small groups, with students teaming up against 

teachers. Very quickly an atmosphere of good-humoured competition developed. The students 

present generally had a better knowledge of te reo than the teachers and were more confident 

with the activity. Students were good-naturedly disparaging the teachers’ attempts, enforcing 

the rules strictly to their own advantage and arguing with any calls against them. In a different 

context this cheeky behaviour could have been viewed by the teachers as a challenge to their 

knowledge or authority and yet in this context of mutual learning the students’ humour can be 

constructed as an invitation for the teachers to engage with them in the task and in fact 

persevere. One of the teachers present who, from our interactions and conversations, I would 

characterise as having a low tolerance of cheekiness in her own classroom, was right in the 

midst of the banter, replying to one student’s jibe with “Don’t worry, I love stiff competition.” 
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The open, good-humoured relationality in this interaction is hopeful, in the sense that teachers 

and students are relating to each other along a horizontal matrix. Teachers trust students as they 

expose their limited knowledge. Here, the teachers’ competence does not rely on infallible 

knowledge, but rather on their willingness to engage and learn from the students. In turn, 

students are trusting that teachers will engage with their banter in the good-humoured manner in 

which it is given.  

Interactions in which teachers and students are placing their trust in one another demonstrate 

hope, on both sides.  

Weaving Together Love, Imagination and Hope to Build Good-Humoured 

Relations 

Returning to my engagement with Wills, in the opening chronicle of Chapter 1, reiterates how 

love, imagination and hope can weave together a good-humoured relationality between teacher 

and student. It is extracted here:   

“Lindsay Fish!” The laughing voice cuts across the basketball court as a group of boys, warm 

from their game, approaches. 

“Wiremu Banks,” I reply, “Good to see you.” 

“Miss, it’s Wills. Only my Nan calls me Wiremu,” eyes sparkling he continues, “You know … 

only old ladies.” 

Still bouncing the ball, his mate sniggers. 

“Well Wills, this is true,” I pause unlocking my door, “But just remember, I didn’t have all this 

grey hair before I met you.” He grins. “See you Period One. With your Colquhoun poetry.” I 

call to his retreating back. 

The interaction begins with Wills using my full name. The structure of the school we were in 

prescribed that students address teachers by their title and surname, shortening to titles “Miss” 

or “Sir” to express familiarity and for ease. By using my full name, Wills was commencing our 

exchange with humour. He was in fact initiating an interaction with which we were both 

familiar and which was characterised by love.  

In the classes we had together, I would sometimes use his full, formal name to get his attention 

or gently communicate to him that he needed to rethink what he was doing. When I used his full 

name, I was doing so in much the same way that parents assert themselves by using a child’s 

full name in place of a usual endearment. When I used Wills’s full name it was a mild assertion 
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of power as I sought to direct. In these situations, Wills usually responded by replying with my 

full name and complying with my direction. This had become a “set-piece” in our relationship. 

By willingly complying in these situations, Wills was demonstrating his readiness to participate 

in a productive relationship with me. At the same time, by responding with my full name, he 

was also gently reasserting his own power and levelling our relationship. When Wills called out 

my name across the court, he invoked this shared history and together with his laughing tone, 

initiated the interaction with warmth. 

Wills’s opening is also hopeful. By teasing me to my face, in front of all his friends, he is 

engaging with trust, that I will react as he expects and not reprimand him for disrespect. When 

he receives the response that he had hoped for, he pushes this trust further. The quip about my 

age is indirect and imaginative. By comparing me to his grandmother Wills creatively extends 

our banter in the hope I will continue to take the joke. Like the students in Jack’s class, Wills is 

also checking the flow of power in our relationship.  

By decoding Wills’s approach as warm and invitational, I am able to reciprocate with warmth 

and imagination. When I chose to respond with humour and the suggestion that he was the 

cause of my grey hair, I was communicating with warmth and at the same time gently 

recalibrating the flow of power. When Wills returns to class Period 1 our ability to grapple 

together with Colquhoun’s enigmatic couplets, will be strengthened by our shared 

understanding of this underlying good humour.  

I have decoded these interactions to explore how good humour can work in learning 

relationships. Each of the interactions describing good humour are unremarkable in the sense 

that they are similar to hundreds that teachers and students engage in every day. The fact that 

they are typical make them useful as coded situations to inform teachers’ practice. My decoding 

of these small chronicles has strengthened my understanding of good humour as I approach the 

concluding chronicle.   
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Chapter 16. Reimagining Practice – A Concluding 

Chronicle 

To conclude, I will return to the beginning and the opening chronicle in Chapter 1. Jo was 

wrestling with her relationship with Wills. Our staffroom conversation was cut short and I 

suggested that we discuss the situation at our next PLC meeting.  

In this part of my project I deploy chronicle (D. Bell, 1985, 1987; Gillborn, 2008; Solórzano & 

Yosso, 2002) and the principles of feminist judgment writing (Hunter, 2012; Hunter et al., 

2010) that I outlined in Chapter 13, at the beginning of Part 3. I have used the term chronicle for 

the situations that illustrate my research in order to engage the aspects of chronicle highlighted 

by authors including Derek Bell (1985, 1987), Richard Delgado (1996) and David Gillborn 

(2008). These academics use chronicle to present imagined futures and test out their thinking. 

The chronicles I have presented so far have been generated from my research material. Below, 

in the concluding chronicle I will consider how I might usefully reimagine chronicles to 

strengthen future cultural practice.  

The growing momentum of feminist judgment writing in jurisdictions across the world 

reiterates the efficacy of the academic practice of reimagining situations. Most usefully for 

teachers working in the English-medium education system in Aotearoa New Zealand, feminist 

judgment writing demonstrates that even when structural constraints remain in force, the way 

participants think about a situation can substantively change outcomes. Feminist judgment 

writing and reimagining pedagogy are hopeful practices that resist fatalism. Hope in the efficacy 

of rethinking and retheorising practice is congruent with a Freirean understanding of 

imagination and stepping into the untested feasibility of a situation.  

In this final chapter of Part 3 I will return to the opening chronicle and Jo will go on to describe 

her own interaction with Wills. As PLC participants we will engage our developing 

understandings of Freirean theory and good-humoured relationality to reimagine this situation. 

And so, we return to the PLC: 

A Chronicle to Conclude 

Thursday morning 8.10am, teachers begin to arrive in my room. I have drawn a dozen desks 

into a circle and made coffee. Jo arrives with a plate full of feijoa muffins to share and reminds 

me that I had deferred our discussion of her interaction with Wills to now.  
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As the group convenes with karakia, participants turn their attention to me for the morning’s 

agenda and I invite Jo to share her situation.  

She begins by explaining that she had overheard Wills calling out to me, “Lindsay Fish!” 

across the basketball court and that he has been calling her “Jo Malloy” in class also. She 

pauses, looking around the group and it feels like she is casting around for what to say next.  

“What he does, they’re small things, they sound stupid when I try to explain them. If I say 

something to him, he’s like, ‘Just jokes Miss.’ And I think, this isn’t worth having a bust-up 

over. But, I just feel like I’m losing my grip a bit …” Jo trails off. 

Teachers in the group contemplate Jo’s account. This is familiar territory for us all. No one is 

quick to jump in with ready-made advice. Ron nods, “Yes. It’s those hard-to-pin-down 

interactions, isn’t it.” 

“Another example,” Jo resumes, “happened when Niamh was observing. The students had 

planned and implemented personal fitness programmes. They needed to analyse their results 

and evaluate their programme to complete the task. Wills had made a good programme but was 

reluctant to finish up the written requirements for assessment. As students got working, Wills 

announced to me that he’d heard from a mate that I had baked a cake for my form class. And 

that he would only be able to get the work finished if I baked him a chocolate cake.”  

Teachers in the PLC smile at the creative delay tactics. 

“I told him that the work needed to be done and there was no point stalling. He’d done all the 

hard work and just needed to get it written up.  

“I left him at his desk and moved on to help others but when I came back to him, he had logged 

out and just had his feet up on the desk.  

“I said to him, ‘You’ll miss the credits for all the work you’ve already put into this.’ 

“He just shrugged, ‘I need cake Miss.’ … It’s so hard to explain because he was being so good 

natured about it, he was grinning, but when I reminded him, he had just two periods left for this, 

it was like that made him dig his heels in even more.” 

Jo’s brow furrowed as she remembered the perplexing interaction. “How did the other kids 

react?” prompted another colleague. 

“Well yeah, that’s the thing isn’t it, they’re all watching to see what you’ll do. Later in the 

period when he still hadn’t got moving, I said to him that now he was being defiant and because 
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it was an NCEA assessment I would have to note it on his pastoral record … and that’s when he 

got really annoyed. He slammed everything into his bag.” 

“Oh yeah, that would upset him. His pastoral record’s looking a bit rough lately,” his dean 

Rina adds, picking muffin crumbs off her shirt, “He’s on thin ice there.”  

“Yeah, well, when the bell went, he didn’t wait to be dismissed, and as he left, he says, ‘It was 

just a joke Miss.’” Jo flushed as she recalled Wills’s parting shot. “He wagged the next two 

periods, with no excuse so now he really has missed the assessment. And he’d done all the 

actual work. I just … I don’t know … I mean, the kids know I love to bake for them, it’s no big 

deal to bake a cake and I can’t help thinking, I could have handled that differently.”  

The teachers in the PLC contemplate Jo’s situation, understanding that what began as an 

offhand comment has progressed into a serious situation for Wills. By truanting two periods of 

assessment he has forgone valuable credits and committed a serious transgression that will be 

added to his pastoral record. Jo is aware that the escalating situation could have significant 

consequences for Wills. 

My project sets out to demonstrate that retheorised pedagogy can support teachers to rethink 

and reimagine situations and in so doing effect different outcomes and strengthened cultural 

pedagogy. The next section explores how this might look in practice. 

The Retheorised PLC – Using Freirean Ideas to Decode a Situation 

In the moment, Jo decoded Wills’s work-for-cake bargaining as a challenge. Thinking back to 

our decoding of Tia’s questions to Hannah in Chronicle 3 and Ranui’s feigned sleep in my 

classroom, it is possible to understand Wills’s bargaining as incorporating both challenge and 

invitation all at once. Wills responds to Jo’s stipulation that “the work needed to be done and 

there was no point stalling” by amplifying the challenge in his behaviour, He “logged out” 

from his work files and “had his feet up on the desk.” Engaging with the component of 

challenge in Wills’s bargaining had the effect of invoking the challenge and inflaming it.  

To positively reimagine the interaction Jo and the PLC participants need to rethink the 

interaction and engage with the component of invitation in Wills’s bargaining. The structure of 

the PLC supports Jo to reconsider the interaction. 

Theorising the PLC as a Freirean culture circle positions participants to engage in a process of 

conscientisation, rather than the PLC being a place to enact a particular method or tools of 

professional learning. The retheorised PLC is a site for critical engagement that avoids a 

mechanistic or sloganised approach to cultural practice. Instead, the PLC offers a site and 
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framework for participants to ask critical questions. This helps Jo to understand herself as a 

critical subject within her practice, actively producing the culture within her classroom.  

The PLC engages Freirean concepts as we decode Jo’s situation. We position it as a coded 

situation and also understand that it is a limit situation. In other words, this interaction offers an 

opportunity for Jo to think about her practice in a new way, to learn, and to strengthen her 

practice. This is the untested feasibility of which Freire writes. In rethinking this situation, we 

engage in praxis, applying theory to practice to strengthen cultural practice. In rethinking the 

interaction, we reconsider how dialogue is operating in the situation.  

Using the Idea of Praxis to Decode a Situation 

Sharing this interaction with her colleagues in the PLC and exposing her practice to scrutiny, Jo 

is undertaking praxis. The PLC works to find answers to problems of practice by creating a site 

for the intersection of theory and action. By engaging with critical imagination, participants are 

able to create a more humanising cultural practice.  

Jo’s candid account of this interaction positions it as a coded situation. In Freire’s theory and 

practice coded situations become the objects of knowledge with which participants engage as 

they decode their practice. Positioned in this way a coded situation is a powerful site for 

conscientisation. Jo’s situation meets Freire’s (1970/2000) stipulation that coded situations be 

“neither overly explicit nor overly enigmatic” (p. 114). The contours of her interaction with 

Wills are familiar to teachers and yet require scrutiny.  

Jo’s critical friend Niamh begins the critical questioning with the questions we had developed 

earlier in the PLC. The questions focus on teachers’ thinking, “What do you think is actually 

happening here?” 

Jo’s response is honest and revealing, “Now, recounting this interaction to you, I can see Wills 

is being cheeky, that there’s some humour there. He isn’t flat out refusing to work. But at the 

time I felt challenged. I felt like there was a bit of a power struggle going on.”  

I direct Jo back to another critical question, “What were you thinking when this happened?” 

This question had been identified in an earlier PLC meeting as useful in focusing teachers’ 

attention on the theorising of practice. This question invites participants to consider the 

theorising that is underpinning their practice.  

As the dialogue continues another participant recalls our discussion of Jack and his compact 

mirror. Participants smile as they remember Jack’s deft handling of students’ jibes. The PLC 
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continues to reflect on the situation – what was Jack thinking when the boys teased him and 

how might this help Jo think about Wills’s bargaining? 

Jo is thinking aloud, “I can see it’s a similar situation. Jack had admitted to feeling 

embarrassed, probably a bit the same as I was feeling challenged. There’s humour there though 

with both situations, the boys were teasing Jack and he managed to get over his embarrassment. 

He saw an opportunity. Wills started off here having some fun, but I didn’t see it.”  

Jo is engaging in praxis as she carefully reflects on her actions. As she begins to retheorise the 

situation, Jo is able to perceive the component of invitation in Wills’s humour. She understands 

herself as actively producing the culture of her classroom and continues to decode the situation, 

“I think my automatic response is to see cheekiness as disrespectful … probably a bit of my dad 

coming out in me … but that’s probably the atmosphere in my classroom.”  

Decoding the situation in this way positions it as a Freirean limit situation. The initial 

interaction placed Jo and Wills at the border of nothingness and becoming more. Decoding 

Wills’s bargaining as a challenge crosses the border to nothing – Wills does not achieve 

anything; the relationship is weakened and there are ongoing negative consequences.  

Using the Idea of Dialogue to Decode a Situation 

In our analysis of Freirean ideas in the PLC, we have come to understand that when teachers 

and students are postured as critical subjects on a horizontal matrix their critical dialogue 

becomes focused on objects of knowledge (see Figure 3). By orienting to the object of 

knowledge as the focus of dialogue, both teacher and student are postured as active subjects. 

Positioned in this way, they do not work on each other as objects. In the recounted situation, 

both Jo’s and Wills’s focus shifts away from the learning task and on to each other’s behaviour. 

This shift in focus redirects the flow of power in their relationship as each tries to assert 

themselves and shape the other’s behaviour.  

The Freirean conceptions of coded situations, praxis, limit situations and dialogue, supported 

the PLC to understand the interaction Jo recounted. We came to understand it as a limit 

situation and decode the flow of power as it played out. In finishing, I consider how we might 

critically reimagine this chronicle as an interaction of humanising practice. 

A Reimagined Chronicle – Practising Good Humour  

In her account, Jo has described how she decoded the situation in the moment, she saw Wills’s 

bargaining as a challenge and responded to that component of his behaviour. Instead, by 
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engaging with the component of invitation in Wills’s behaviour, Jo is applying critical hope that 

acknowledges the reality of the situation and yet adopts a posture of warmth and openness.  

Engaging with the invitation in Wills’s bargaining, we can reimagine the situation from a 

posture of good humour: 

The classroom door flies open and Wills fills the frame, “Miss, Ihaka just told me you had 

chocolate cake in form time today!”  

“Yip, we were celebrating the last week of term.” 

“Well, where’s mine? I’ve made it to the end of term too!” 

Wills folds himself into the chair next to Kiwa and they both take out their laptops. Jo heads 

back to her desk and opens the assessment schedule so that it is projected on the whiteboard. 

“Good to see you all,” she begins. “As you know, we’ve got three periods left this week to 

complete the evaluation of our personal training programmes. I’ve had a look at your docs 

overnight and you all seem to be on track. I’ll be circulating if you have any problems. So … 

let’s get on with it!”  

“I don’t think I’m gonna be able to get this assessment finished Miss.” Wills’s voice cuts across 

the hubbub of the class as it settles. 

“How come?” Jo approaches Wills’s desk so they can continue the conversation without an 

audience.  

“I’m gonna need chocolate cake, Miss. You know … to sustain me.” Wills grins. 

In her original account, it was at this point that Jo felt challenged by Wills’s bargaining and 

engaged with the component of challenge in his behaviour. In this reimagined chronicle, Jo 

decodes Wills’s behaviour as an invitation to engage with him with good humour. By posturing 

herself in this way, Jo establishes an open relationality.  

There is a warmth already present in Jo’s and Wills’s relationship. Jo has shared her baking 

with the class before and Wills is not shy to ask. He has also had positive experiences of 

teaching and learning, achieving well in the class to date. Jo noted that Wills had already 

created and completed a good personal training programme and was very capable of 

accomplishing the final part of the assessment. Wills obviously feels comfortable and engages 

with humour, observing “I’ve made it to the end of term too! … I’m gonna need chocolate cake 

… to sustain me.” 
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This initial exchange conveys a warm and open relationship. How might Jo engage the 

component of invitation in Wills’s bargaining to build on this positive foundation: 

“Okay. That sounds fair. My form class were celebrating the end of the term. How about we 

celebrate the end of this assessment with cake. You hand it in and I’ll bake for everyone.” 

“It’s gotta be chocolate though Miss. I don’t want any of those fruit muffins.” 

“Yeah, we’re not into wholegrain Miss.” Kiwa backs up his friend.  

“So much for this being a sports science and nutrition class then.” Jo quips as the boys open 

their files. “You’re doing well with this, boys. Your programmes were solid, just make sure you 

have a look at the notes I’ve made on your docs. Make sure you address each part of the 

assessment schedule.” 

The boys settle in and work their way through the task. As they are dismissed, they make sure 

that Jo doesn’t forget the promised cake.  

- - -  

Over the next two periods, both Jo and Wills are able to remind each other of their “deal” and 

this sees Wills complete the task on time.  

On the day that Jo brings the cake to class, the atmosphere is celebratory. Wills, making much 

of his role as benevolent host, cuts the cake and shares it with his classmates, including Jo.  

As they all enjoy the cake together, Wills begins to pester Jo to get the work marked, “I want to 

know if I got the credits, before the holidays. So I can relax Miss.” 

Jo responds by asking, “What will you be baking me when I’ve got it marked Wills?” This 

gentle humour on Jo’s part prompts Wills to arrive the following day with the produce of his 

food tech class to share.  

In the conclusion to this reimagined chronicle, Jo picks up the component of invitation in 

Wills’s banter. She is able to pivot on the boys’ humour, turning their bargaining to engage 

them in the task at hand. She has chosen not to engage with any challenge, but rather to respond 

to the invitation and humour. Jo maintains a good-humoured disposition, affirming that the cake 

will be shared by the class. She has engaged with a warmth and imagination that has helped to 

maintain a horizontal matrix in the flow of power between herself and the boys.  

An important factor in recalibrating the horizontal matrix of their relationship is the positioning 

of both Jo and Wills as critical subjects. Jo quickly refocuses her attention and Wills’s attention 
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on the work that they are doing – “You’re doing well with this, boys. Your programmes were 

solid, just make sure you have a look at the notes I’ve made.” In this way they are working as 

subjects on a shared object of knowledge, focused on what Wills has already achieved.  

The reimagined chronicle described here is rooted in the critical questioning of the retheorised 

PLC. It uses the re-exposed Freirean ideas underlying cultural practice to decode Jo’s problem 

of practice and reconstruct it as an invitation rather than as a challenge. In doing so, Jo is able to 

engage from a posture of good humour and the reimagined chronicle is characterised by critical 

love, hope and imagination. 
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Chapter 17. Concluding Reflections 

In my English class Wills grappled with Colquhoun’s poetry and so did I. Curnow’s optimism 

in 1943 that some future generation would “learn the trick of standing upright here” (Curnow, 

1979) laid down a challenge. It has been picked up by Pākehā in a myriad of ways, as we seek 

to occupy our place in Aotearoa New Zealand with integrity.  

Colquhoun’s (1999) poem (see the Prologue) picks up where Curnow left off, but performs a 

deft transformation. Each couplet embraces Māori and Pākehā perspectives and draws them into 

relationship with each other, moving through life, from birth, “casting on a row of stitches,” to 

death and the “long walk north to the cape.” Colquhoun progresses from Curnow’s “trick of 

standing upright” to his own “art of walking upright.” Colquhoun’s “art” is characterised by the 

tensions that he has created, it is the “art of using both feet … One is for holding on. / One is for 

letting go.” Colquhoun is not standing still, he is “walking upright.” The progression in 

Colquhoun’s poem reflects what I have found in my own work. Engaging with the tensions in 

theory and policy creates momentum, and the momentum that is created, in turn, allows us to 

work productively with these tensions. When we are walking and working with the tensions, we 

are acknowledging that our work is unfinished, and we adopt a hopeful posture that seeks to 

straddle the tensions and keep moving. 

Engaging with the literature of cultural pedagogy and the policy of cultural practice, I have 

come to appreciate the value of maintaining the tensions in our pedagogy and practice.  

The art of walking upright here 

is the art of using both feet. 

One is for holding on. 

One is for letting go. 

Colquhoun’s final couplets have provided the stance I need to wrestle productively with these 

tensions – to not turn away from the positive intentions and productive action I can take as an 

individual practitioner, nor sidestep the deep flaws in the system in which I work.  

As I began my project, I identified Freirean ideas travelling from theory into policy and 

professional learning material in Aotearoa New Zealand. I recognised the value of Freire’s ideas 

of conscientisation, generative themes, dialogue and praxis in cultural pedagogy. I also saw how 

they were being transformed. The thorny parts of Freire’s theory have been smoothed off as 

they travelled, which means that they are not available to help teachers engage with the tensions 
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and conflicts we encounter in practice. Likewise, the parts of Freire’s theory that are awkward 

to address in a secular system, the critical hope, love and imagination that he writes about, were 

being smoothed over. As a result, teachers are presented with a polished policy that resists our 

attempts to gain a handhold.  

My developing understanding of the relationship between Freirean ideas and the cultural 

pedagogy of Aotearoa New Zealand formed the guiding questions for this project: 

How have Freirean ideas influenced the development of cultural pedagogy in Aotearoa 

New Zealand? 

In what ways might an explicitly Freirean approach to professional learning contribute 

to cultural pedagogy in Aotearoa New Zealand? 

I have sought to address these guiding questions as I have developed the three parts of my 

project. Working from my own experience, my project has focused on the work of Pākehā 

teachers with Māori students, thinking carefully about how Pākehā teachers can engage in 

cultural practice with integrity. 

Critical Discourse Analysis – Revealing Four Freirean Ideas 

My critical discourse analysis led me to identify four important Freirean ideas. I outlined how 

they have travelled into cultural policy in Aotearoa New Zealand and are often sloganised in the 

professional learning material available to teachers. These ideas were summarised in Table 2. 

Investigating Freire’s approach to pedagogy and revealing some of the tensions in his work that 

have been lost as they have travelled, produced ideas that could support teachers’ cultural 

practice.  

Conscientisation  

Conscientisation is foundational to Freirean theory. My discourse analysis found 

conscientisation works to problematise circumstances and power, and is a humanising action. 

Freire uses conscientisation to disrupt hegemonic thinking and take productive action. 

According to Gramsci (1971) it is hegemonic to position culture as neutral or naturally 

occurring. In Freirean thinking, education is not neutral or disinterested, but rather a political 

praxis. 

Conscientisation has been critiqued as a cultural hegemony itself, particularly when it is 

perceived as a stepped, consciousness-raising process. Freire consistently rejected a mechanistic 

or technocratic interpretation to becoming critically conscious, instead maintaining a 

humanising, transformative approach that was ever-evolving (Roberts, 2000). Productively 
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engaging with critiques of conscientisation facilitates a sensitivity to the responsibilities of 

becoming “involved in the lives of others” (Roberts, 2000, p. 127), inherent in a critically 

conscious pedagogy. 

How teachers undertake this involvement in the lives of their Māori students has been set out in 

educational policies describing cultural practice. My reading of the Tātaiako policy found it to 

be usefully described as a pharmakon. By positioning Tātaiako as a pharmakon, I have been 

able to maintain the tensions that exist within it. Seen positively, as a remedy, Tātaiako draws 

teachers’ attention to productive and relational cultural pedagogy and establishes it as a priority 

in practice. As a remedy, Tātaiako points teachers towards important knowledge codes with the 

expectation that they will pursue these. At the same time, the pharmakon can be poisonous 

when teachers approach Tātaiako as a reductive list of competencies that they can enact and tick 

off. The retheorised PLC described in the case study of this project created a framework that 

supported teachers’ positive engagement with Tātaiako. 

A significant aspect of the PLC was Pākehā teachers’ conscientisation of themselves as active 

subjects, teaching as Pākehā. The underlying principle of Tātaiako is to ensure that Māori 

students enjoy educational success as Māori (Durie, 2001). It is a negotiation for Pākehā 

teachers to engage in this work with integrity. Critique is clear as to what Pākehā teachers must 

avoid. We must avoid abdicating our responsibility to Māori students. We must avoid the 

colonising impulse to define what it means for Māori to succeed as Māori and we must also 

avoid reducing this principle to a measurement “of” Māori success against the standardised 

norms of the English-medium education system. Through the work of my discourse analysis 

and case study, teachers becoming conscious of themselves working as Pākehā, was shown to 

be a significant factor in teachers’ integrous approach to sustaining cultural pedagogy and 

supporting Māori students’ educational success.  

Having an understanding of Pākehā identity, is an important element in teachers becoming 

conscientised of themselves teaching as Pākehā. In my discourse analysis, I argued that a 

productive, relational Pākehā identity was a useful construction for Pākehā teachers as they 

engaged in cultural practice. Coming to understand our cultural identity as a production, and in 

turn, the culture of our classrooms as a production, rather than neutral or naturally occurring, 

makes it possible to imagine alternative productions. This opens Pākehā teachers to the 

possibility of different ways of being in our classrooms. 

A conscientised Pākehā identity recognises Pākehā culture and contextualises it historically, 

socially and politically. By identifying and contextualising a productive Pākehā identity it is 
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possible to locate it in relation to Māori, avoiding the myth of a dominant culture that is at once 

nowhere and everywhere. In my critical discourse analysis, I argued that as Pākehā become 

conscientised of our own identity, we are able to understand ourselves in a peripheral 

relationship to te ao Māori and Māori students occupying te ao Māori. The relational identity 

described in my discourse analysis negotiates the tensions of connection and difference and 

provides a stance from which Pākehā teachers can support Māori learners’ educational success 

with integrity.  

Generative Themes 

In Freire’s work, conscientisation develops through the generative processes of investigation, 

thematisation and problematisation. In these humanising and transformative processes, learners 

participate as critical subjects, decoding and problematising situations. Freire develops Jaspers’s 

notion of the limit situation to describe the circumstances that push people to the limit of who 

they are and draws on Pinto to develop a positive construction of these limit situations. In this 

way, Freire describes a limit situation as signalling a frontier at the border of a person 

“becoming more” human. By reviving this more nuanced understanding of Freire’s limit 

situations and generative themes, my critical discourse analysis describes teachers decoding of 

situations in their practice as having the potential to strengthen their cultural pedagogy.  

In professional learning, Freire’s generative themes are often equated with the notion of funds 

of knowledge (Moll et al., 2006), suggesting that culture generates resources for teaching and 

learning. As the notion of generative themes has travelled into policy it has lost some of its 

complexity and risks being uncritically interpreted as a call for teachers to use students’ prior 

cultural knowledge as a starting point for teaching more complex and valued knowledge.  

Restoring the complexity of Freire’s thinking, recentres the critical aspects of problematising 

practice. My discourse analysis positions observation records as coded situations that invite 

teachers’ critical decoding. The PLC, retheorised as a culture circle, provides a framework for 

teachers to problematise coded situations and undertake action that has the potential to 

strengthen their cultural pedagogy.  

Dialogic Practice 

Freire’s notion of dialogue is concerned with the interaction of participants’ experience 

(including culture, language and prior learning) and location (including perspective, 

relationships and positions of power). In a classroom setting, Freirean dialogue positions both 

teacher and students as critical subjects, on a horizontal matrix, as they work together on an 

object of knowledge. In this construction of dialogue, either teacher or student might present the 
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object of knowledge for consideration, and every object of knowledge has a particular level of 

certainty and a historicity that allows for its potential transformation and overcoming. 

According to Freire, this construction of dialogue creates a gnoseological cycle in which the 

moment of knowledge creation and the moment of knowing are fused. It is this form of dialogue 

that works against a didactic form of banking education.  

Freire’s descriptions of dialogue are focused on teacher-student relationality. Freire maintains 

the tensions between direction and dialogue in his descriptions, acknowledging that these are 

finely balanced relationships that require regular critique. They are unsettled relationships that 

participants recognise as ongoing and unfinished.  

A Freirean approach to dialogic practice also shifts teachers’ perceptions of competence. Rather 

than relying on the infallibility of the knowledge that they present to students, teachers come to 

understand the importance of engaging with students. This engagement occurs on a horizontal 

matrix, in a critical dialogue that takes into account the historicity and level of certainty of the 

objects of knowledge presented by either the teacher or the student. Taking this approach opens 

up students and teachers to the possibility of dialogue transforming the objects of knowledge 

and new knowledge being created. 

Praxis 

Cultural pedagogy and educational discourse in Aotearoa New Zealand focus on iterative 

inquiry and spiral discourse. Iterative inquiry and spiral discourse support teachers’ praxis as 

they encompass action and reflection. These approaches reflect Freirean praxis which is 

founded on the indivisible solidarity of the world and the word.  

My project, retheorised a PLC as a culture circle and a site for praxis that brought theory and 

practice into relationship. Retheorising the PLC in this way avoided a mechanistic engagement 

with Tātaiako as a list of prescribed actions, removed from reflection and theory. The 

retheorised PLC maintained the tensions within theory and policy and made them available to 

teachers, to support their critical practice.  

- - -  

Revealing the Freirean ideas that underly some of the sloganised thinking in cultural pedagogy 

and professional learning in Aotearoa New Zealand supported the work of the retheorised PLC: 

− It equipped us with an understanding of ourselves as critical subjects, operating on a 

horizontal matrix and teaching as Pākehā.  
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− It positioned our observations of practice as coded situations and as sites for decoding 

and undertaking critical action. 

− It encouraged us to maintain the indivisible solidarity of theory and practice which 

supported our critical engagement with the tensions and conflicts that we experienced in 

our cultural practice. 

Case Study 

My case study described a professional learning circle retheorised as a Freirean culture circle.  

The case study chronicles describe shifts in the way teachers were thinking about their cultural 

practice. Much recent analysis of cultural pedagogy has focused on the way teachers think about 

their practice and advocates the development of underlying thinking, rather than the 

implementation of particular methods or strategies. Less attention has been paid to the actual 

work required for teachers to make shifts in their thinking. The retheorised PLC creates a 

framework that facilitates teachers to reconsider how they are thinking about their practice and 

reimagine different ways of practising. The retheorised PLC took the professional learning 

structures that were already in place at Wahapū College – the observations and learning 

conversations, the PLC and the critical friend pairings – and it retheorised them, shifting the 

way participants thought about their professional learning, their pedagogy and their cultural 

practice.  

The retheorised PLC positioned written observations of teachers’ practice as coded situations 

and provided a site and framework for teachers to engage in reflection and discussion that 

decoded the observations. The PLC also supported access to research and theory that 

strengthened teachers’ interrogation of their thinking and practice. The process of reflection and 

decoding gave teachers perspective on their practice and made it possible for teachers to 

perceive their practice as a cultural production. By supporting teachers to decode their practice 

as a cultural production the retheorised PLC opened up the possibility that things might be 

otherwise and created a framework for teachers to reimagine possibilities of practice. 

Dialogic pedagogy as it was practised in the PLC went beyond a sloganised relational practice 

focused on positive relationships between teacher and student. Instead, the retheorised 

pedagogy supported teachers to facilitate students’ critical relationships with each other and 

their critical engagement with the structures of the education system. Chronicles One and Four 

both described how a retheorised dialogic pedagogy critically engaged students with the 

assessment schedules with which they were working, positioning the schedules as an object of 

knowledge to be engaged with, by both teacher and student. This allowed students to ask critical 
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questions of the tasks. Chronicle 2 described the dialogic practice of two teachers and the 

relationships that they developed with students, based on horizontal engagements with objects 

of knowledge. This dialogic practice created a context in which their students were then able to 

develop critical and dialogical relationships with each other. These chronicles, described in the 

case study, demonstrate how a Freirean approach to dialogic pedagogy supported teachers and 

students to develop a relational practice that moved beyond the sloganised endorsement of cosy 

relationships.  

Retheorising professional learning and cultural pedagogy in the ways that I have described 

reclaimed it as a critical practice for teachers, positioning us as critical subjects, able to engage 

with the tensions we experience in our practice. 

Reimagining Practice 

In Part 3 of this project I explored the potential of a reimagined practice to strengthen cultural 

pedagogy. Reimagining practice is based on a “positive non-acceptance” (Marcel, 1962, p. 52) 

of the status quo and a critical hope that stimulates “the hoping subject to act in spite of reality 

and strive for untested feasibility” (Freire, 1970/2000, p. 81). A critical reimagining of practice 

is not naïve, it begins with a description of the reality within which teachers find themselves but 

it is not satisfied with this and works to make and remake this context.  

Using the patterns of chronicle and feminist judgment writing, I reimagined research material 

generated by my case study. Feminist judgment writing provides a potent model for reimagining 

practice. It acknowledges the structural constraints of “now” but uses altered perspective to 

construct an imagined “not yet” (Cartwright & Noone, 2006; Greene, 2001, 2005).  

The Limits of Reimagined Practice 

As I conclude and consider the limits of my project, I am reminded of the limits of the models 

that I have used, including feminist judgment writing.  

In some of the cases considered by the feminist judgment writers, the critical, feminist lens led 

them to make a judgment different from the original. In other cases, despite adopting a different 

lens to reconstruct the facts of the case, the writers were unable to reach a different conclusion, 

because of the abiding law of the case. Such cases, where discriminatory judgments remained 

unavoidable, pointed to the discriminatory nature of the law itself. Despite being immutable 

according to the guidelines feminist judgment writers set for themselves, law is in fact a human 

construct that can be changed if it is deficient. Feminist judgments that highlight discriminatory 

law, rather than a judge’s discriminatory lens, support an argument for structural change. 
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This pattern can be mapped into an educational setting. A critical reimagining of practice offers 

teachers an opportunity to view their pedagogy and practice through a critical lens and reshape 

it, within the constraints of the system in which they work. When teachers work to critically 

reimagine their practice but find they are unable to make change because of the constraints of 

the education system, there needs to be systemic change. 

My thesis has argued that teachers can reshape their cultural practice by critically reimagining 

what they are doing. This assertion does not negate the fact that we also need to critique and 

make change in the education system in Aotearoa New Zealand.  

Reimagining Humour as an Invitation 

Throughout my reading of Freire, I encountered his ideas of love, hope and imagination. As I 

considered the material generated by my case study, I saw that these ideas were repeatedly 

expressed in practice, as humour. With a Freirean understanding of critical love, hope and 

imagination in pedagogy, I came to understand the humour shared by students and teachers as 

an expression of these characteristics of critical pedagogy.  

This understanding broadened my perception of humour from a narrow definition of having a 

laugh or getting cheeky. Instead, I came to understand students’ humour as expressing love, in 

that it was characterised by warmth and an open relationality. Students’ humour was hopeful, 

trusting that teachers would engage with good humour and students’ humour was imaginative, it 

was generative and creative. This broader understanding of good humour as a disposition and an 

open relationality positioned teachers to retheorise students’ use of humour and the flow of 

power in humorous interactions. 

My research material suggested that students’ humour worked in two ways. Humorous 

engagements constituted invitations by students for teachers to engage with them as Māori, 

accepting the patterns of humour they brought with them. At the same time, students engaging 

with humour were testing that there had not been a misappropriation of mana by the teacher. 

Humour checked the flow of power and worked to recalibrate the flow of power on a horizontal 

matrix between teacher and student. 

Reflecting on the humorous interactions recorded in the case study material, I came to 

understand that students’ humour encompassed elements of both invitation and challenge. 

Teachers were positioned to choose which of those elements we would engage. Whichever 

element we engaged was what became embodied and amplified in the students’ humour. 

Adopting a posture of good humour, characterised by love, hope and imagination allowed 

teachers to construct students’ humour as invitational rather than challenging. Understanding 
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students’ humour as an invitation to engage rather than as a challenge to their authority has the 

potential to strengthen teachers’ cultural practice.  

A Final Thought 

Writing an end is as hard as getting started. I have grappled with my conclusions and rewritten 

my final thoughts. I have been restless to get on. And that is as it should be. If I have learnt the 

lessons of this work, I must accept sending the actions and reflections of this project into the 

world unfinished. It is in allowing ourselves to remain unsettled, to continue our wrestling with 

the tensions we experience, that teachers can engage with integrity in a critical cultural 

pedagogy.  

This thesis has strengthened my resolve to engage productively with the problems of practice 

that are often sidestepped. I have learnt to value the tensions in Freire’s theory, and welcomed 

his willingness to talk about the love, hope and imagination needed in critical cultural 

pedagogy. In doing so, I have found useful handholds on this sometimes-slippery terrain.  
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